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ABSTRACT

The appendix is a guide to the curriculum and
training procedures of the Integrated Management of Cerebral Palsy
project which evaluated the effectiveness of a program of conductive
education. Introductory sections provide an overview of conductive
education (training motorically disabled children in small,
motivating groups of similarly handicapped peers to actively and
voluntarily pursue those movements that are both incompatible with
reflexes and functional in their self care applications), the
definition of special terms, and the detailed description of special
equipment. The project's daily calendar serves as the table of
contents for the documentation entries that form the remainder of the
book. Each activity listed on the calendar is associated with a
latter-digit code which directs readers to a section which explains
the activity in detail. Activities such as the following are covered:
academic instruction, bathing, hand washing, dressing, eating, group
games, exercises for the hands and arms, drinking, bedtime
activities, exercises for developing gross motor skills, standing,
and walking. Where appropriate, descriptions of activities-include
accompanying verbal instructions, rationale and functional
applications for the activity, and adaptations of the activity for
individuals. (For related information, see also EC 050 502, EC 050
504, and EC 050 505). (Author/GW)
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Foreword

The IMCP Documentation Handbook has been developed
to make explicit the IMCP procedures as they are being
evaluated. It is designed to provide a description of
the entire intervention period, beginning February 1,
1971, the time at which the experimental group became
complete, and ending with the termination of the current
funding. Each section may be expanded to include any
additions to the program that are made or revisions that
may be found necessary. Thus, the dynamic nature of an
integrated program is reflected in the handbook.
The Handbook is organized to maximize ease of updating. First, introductory sections present the general
overview of conductive education, the definition of
special terms, and the detailed description of special
equipment. These sections are followed by the Daily
Schedule Calendar, which serves as the table of contents
for the documentation entries that form the remainder of
the Handbook. Each entry represented on the calendar is
associated with a letter-digit code, which directs the
reader to a section in the alphabetized body of the book
that explains the entry.
A revision of any daily procedure
is denoted by a change in the number (e.g., a revision of
eating (El) would become eating (E2)). The letter stays
the same so, because of the alphabetical organization, all
entries on a single topic appear together regardless of when
they were added to the program.
The introduction to the Handbook provides a description
of the philosophical ideals of an integrated management
program. It gives the bases upon which the exi' ting program
is founded and sets forth the model procedures towards
which the current program strives. The high level of motivation described, for example, may not be currently evident
within the present program, however, the potential of that
level exists and techniques for improving motivation are
implemented with that ideal in mind.

1.

Introduction

Integration is the ke feature of Conductive Education. It
arises from two major sources and allows for a total
management
program. The first of these is the placement of the entire
responsibility for the care, treatment and education of the child
in the hands of one kind of trained specialist
-- the teachertherapist. The second factor is a well-planned and comprehensive daily schedule, which integrates all
situations for motor
learning and their application.
The Teacher-Therapist.

In contrast to the conventional therapist, who is trained
to treat many different kinds of disorders from the
standpoint
of her specific specialization, the teacher-therapist
izes in dealing with the motorically disabled patient specialin all
areas of dysfunction. Thus, a teacher-therapist
does not
attempt to master the entire professional fields of physical
therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy and
special education, but deals with all the functions of these fields as
they pertain to the neuro-muscularly handicapped.
Her
specialization confines itself to the field of cerebral palsy
in which she strives to become as knowledgeable and
skilled as
possible, devoting all energies of study and orientation to
this specific area.

The teacher-therapist is in contact with the child throughout the day, taking part in all his activities. She is responsible for his entire life, including pottying, eating,
dressing,
and classroom activities.
This unique arrangement gives her
an unparalleled opportunity to view the child's entire
day and
to see him as a whole. She becomes well-acquainted
with
the
child's personality, his needs and his abilities.
She is able
to understand those things which help or hamper the work of any
given child and can judge his output on
an over-all basis, as
well as day-to-day. She is able to become
acquainted with the
child as no half-hour-a-week therapist can hope
to do.
the child comes to know and trust the teacher-therapist In turn,
who helps
him to complete his tasks successfully.
The
teacher-therapist
is able to put to use her close relationship with
the child to
best motivate him to achieve those tasks which
the
daily schedule sets forth.
The teacher-therapist works in a team with one or more
other teacher-therapists. One teacher-therapist
leads and the
others aid her by following her directions in assisting
children to complete tasks, moving equipment and observing
specific
children while the lead teacher-therapist observes
group and sets the pace for it. Taking the lead is the entire
done on a
revolving basis and all teacher-therapists have an opportunity
to be both head and subordinate teacher-therapist
during the
2.
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activities on differcourse of a given shift, covering different
who knows all the
ent days. This ensures a well-rounded teacher
With
this wellactivities from all possible perspectives.
share
rounded viewpoint, the team is also better equipped to
evaluate
information at the day's end and to combine ideas to
progress and plan future work:
teacher in the
The teacher-therapist is like a classroom
respect that she is essentially trained to work with groups
Group
while dealing effectively with individual differences.
cohesion is her major concern and she pays careful attention
With the
to keeping the group working together as a whole.with the child's
teacher-therapist,
she
deals
help of her fellow
In
endeavor.
whole day, helping him to succeed in all areas of
the group
her capacity as lead teacher-therapist, she attends to
Aland
maximal
activity.
as a whole and works for group unity
her in her
though she relies upon the daily schedule to guidelife, she may
carrying-out of all aspects of the child's daily
time spent on a
also be flexible in choosing the amount of
She
specific activity with regard to the given day and group.
allow her to
she
has
at
hand
to
integrates all the information
and
deal in the most effective way possible with each activity
essential
factor
the child's part in it. She, thus, becomes an
motorically disin a total approach to the management of the
abled individual.
The Daily Schedule.

approach is
The second most important component in a total
in
the child's
the daily schedule, which accounts for all events
The
life from waking to bed-time (see Daily Schedule Calendar).
essence of the schedule is a combination of motor learning situlearned skills
ations (activities) and opportunities to apply
the
teacher-theraThe schedule, therefore, is
(applications).
successful,
leading
her
group
through
a
pist's major tool in
productive day of motor education.
The schedule plays an important part in the integrated
nature of Conductive Education. For example, the relationship
the next
of a group of tasks carried out in a lying position to
application
(see
event is one of motor learning and immediate
delying
include
movements
section P). The groups of tasks in
and end
standing
and
sitting
skills
signed to promote better
with sliding to a stand at the end of the plinth and then sitIn this way, the child
ting down on either a pot or a chair.
tasks presented
can easily see the value of solving the motor
highly
motivated to
to him in the lying series and is, hence,
Similar
logic
can be
improve his abilities in these areas.
since
eating
seen in the proximity of the Hand Class to lunch
requires those motor skills ORRibliaiti the preceding progresare
sion of motor problems. In this way, all functions which

3.
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naturally a part of the daily life of the child -- eating,
pottying, dressing, drinking, etc. -- can'provide natural
opportunities
for the application of learned skills.
Motivation to improve is
greatly increased when the child sees the
coming more independent by increasing his immediate value of bemotor skills. This contrasts sharply to a therapeutic learning situation
in which the
child might practice putting on his coat in the middle
of the
afternoon long before his mother comes and
passively
dresses
him
to take him home.
The daily schedule of a PetO program provides
for dressing and uncressing skills to be
applied in the morning
upon rising and in the evening upon donning pajamas.
This realistic
kind of learning situation greatly increases
motivation
to improve.
Time is used to its greatest advantage
since
natural
functions
which are a necessary part of residential
living are carried out
as application situations. There is, in fact,
no wasted time
since no part of the day is without its
application value.
From the first moment of the child's
entry into the group,
he is expected to play an active
part in each opportunity included
in the daily schedule. The schedule provides
a meaningful, natural
time sequence in which he can see the results of
applying his learn'EaMbvements. :n this way, the entire
expectation for self-care
is made clear to the child from the
beginning of his integrated
treatment program.
He is, of course, given the facilitation
necessary to complete each daily living necessity
successfully.
In each application, certain basic skills
child is given an almost unlimited opportunityrecur; thus, the
to use his motor
learning. Extending and flexing the
elbows,
for
example, appears
in many applications, such as bringing
cup,
spoon,
or toothbrush
to the mouth or turning the pages of
a book. In this way, generalized application can be made of these basic skills
and the
schedule carries out its essential role in
providing
learning
situations and the opportunity to apply learned
skills.
The daily schedule, as a structural entity, provides
for
four major different kinds of activities
Plinths,
Hand
Class,
Standing and Walking, and School - and is, therefore, varied
greatly in terms of pace and rhythm.
Some activities, such
a Hand Class, might be rather quick-paced and interspersed as
with
songs and poems.
This kind of series might be contrasted to
the Plinth Series which is a more formal session paced
more
slowly, although it, too, can be made flexible
to
fit
the
needs
of the day and situation. The teacher therapist,
in
her
special
orientation to her group and its needs, is capable
of modifying
the way in which any activity is presented
without
destroying
its basic structural integrity.
The in-between applications
are as important as the activities,
and the daily schedule
allows for necessities like long meal
periods,permitting each
child to feed himself to the best of his
meal period other tasks may be presented. ability. During the
For instance, a
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child who can wan independently might be assigned the duty of
passing out plates, thus giving him an opportunity for the
learning of social skills and the application of learned walkThus, the necessary function of eating provides an
ing skills.
almost unlimited number of opportunities for improvement on a
variety of levels in many areas.
Since the schedule remains basically the same for a reasonable period of time and is not constantly upset by change of
rooms, therapists, and equipment, the child is secure in his
knowledge of what is to be expected of him and in what situThe basic daily program remains constant; thus time
ation.
has an orderly meaningful place in the child's life. He knows
the approximate length of an activity and when it will occur in
relationship to other daily activities. The child, therefore,
meets any new challenge from a basically secure frame of reference.

Motivation
Conductive Education is unique in the high level of motivation displayed by the children involved in this kind of proThis motivation is created by the following two major
gram.
the fact that this is primarily a learning process,
factors:
not a therapy program, and the fact that this learning is done
in groups.
The children are highly motivated to achieve and improve in
this type of program because each motor skill is developed
through active pursuit of movements that are functionally related to the child's own application goals, not through mere
repetition of exercises. For example, the conventional therapist might develop voluntary grasp by having the child attempt
to grasp a brightly colored toy without directing his attention
to the movements needed for grasp (i.e., extending the fingers,
abducting the thumb), but only telling him to "play." During
an exercise, the teacher therapist, on the other hand, helps
the child to develop this same skill by explaining to him that
the rung of a chair placed in front of him is his goal and that
his task is to grasp that rung. This is done together with the
entire group and the child understands that his task is to grasp
the rung and improve his skill in that movement. Consequently,
his interest is not only in the object or in "playing", but
rather in the motor problem-solving at hand. The movements
needed for voluntary grasp are explained to him and he is conscious of them as he attempts to find a solution to his task.
He comes to understand that this grasping will allow him to
stand by holding onto a chair or to hold his spoon to feed himself, and later to manipulate independently things he may choose
in his environment--thus application opportunities for each
task are made clear. At the next opportunity (pottying or
lunch, for example), he will be able to apply this skill and
will see its value.

5.
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The child is not allowed to fail, regardless of the complexity of the task. The teacher-therapist assures his success
with the help of facilitation and task modifications, which will
be more fully explained-in the defriiiiitssection. His
success assures that natural motivation is sustained and thus
the child attempts new tasks. The child is fully confident of
the teacher-therapist's ability to assist him since she has
proved an effective helper to him in previous situations.
The
teacher-therapist is able to facilitate the child to succeed in
a way that requires of him his maximum contribution because she
is acquainted with all phases of his daily life. Thus, the
challenge of a new and interesting task, interest created by
concentrated maximal output, and the positive feelings created
by successful completion of the task result in high motivation
to ettompt subsequent tasks.

Motivtion of the type described above appears to have an

except.ionally high carry-over value since it comes from "natural"
source*, rather than from "external" ones. A natural reward
is one that occurs in the environment without the specific
engineering of some external agent. The experience of success
is an extremely positive feeling and one which never seems to
lose its rewarding feature, as is often the case with such
commonly used contrived rewards as candy or tokens.

The use of success as a reinforcement for developing motor
skills is in direct contrast to methods which conventional therapists are often forced to use by the system of short, individual
therapy sessions.
In the little time available, the conventional
therapist is obliged to employ any and all means at her disposal
to motivate the child. This often leads, quite naturally. to a
kind of cajoling or wooing technique which may in turn produce
an
exaggerated image in the child's mind of his own importance.
When the therapist is not present and no external motivational
devices are being used, the child may have no desire to attempt
to improve his motor skills. In the conventional setting, the
child is not always made aware of the motor skills that the
therapist is attempting to improve or develop. In contrast to
this, the teacher-therapist makes clear to the child exactly
what his task is and, if necessary, how he may go about solving
it.
If the child understands the task and how to do it, he
will not only feel more responsible for his own improvement,
but will also be more likely to be able to repeat the same
movement if asked again, or to generalize the movement to a functional'application of solving a problem or completing a daily
living task in his environment. The skill is learned by the child,
with his full awareness and conscious desire.
The Group
In Conductive Education, the children work in groups, and
within the group each child is encouraged to work as independently as possible in completing the tasks. Although one of
several teacher therapists moves among the children and each
6.

child is aware of her presence, he is also cognizant that, as
one individual in a group, he must strive as independently as
he can, so others may receive a portion of the teacher therapist's time. Therefore, as the child works independently, receiving help when he needs it, he begins to see himself in
perspective, as an important, unique tdividual who is a part
of a unit performing together, each of whom is expected to
achieve to the best of his canabilities
This learning situation closely parallels that of normal children in a conventional classroom setting.

In the group the child learns those social skills and values
which so often appear to be lacking in the severely handicapped
child.
The chance to develop friendships with other children
allows for the establishment of feelings of interest in and
concern for others.
The need to communicate verbally becomes
evident and motivation to improve speech develops. Security
within the group reduces fear, making the attempting of a new
task seem less awesome, particularly in view of the partici- '
pation of others with similar handicaps. When the entire group
performs together, the child gains a more meaningful concept
of time and the need to perform within given time limits.
This idea is one which is especially difficult to develop in
a one-to-one learning situation. The group also provides a
second natural source for reinforcement. Group approval adds
to the child's desire to continue to strive for successful
completion of all tasks.
The unity of the group is preserved throughout all activities by the fact that one room is the setting for everything
from school to sleeping. CE7aRie-of-place can be achieved with
success and within reasonable time limits because going from
the bed-plinth to the breakfast table may be the distance of
only a few feet. The child is not placed in a wheelchair from
his bed and then whisked down a long corridor to the dining
room by an aide or houseparent, but rather slides himself to
a stand at the end of his bed, takes hold of his chair and
pushes it to his place at the breakfast table with as little
facilitation as is necessary to complete the change of place.
Definition Of Terms

Facilitation
Facilitation is the most essential tool of the teachertherapist in her role of leading the child to successful completion of those motor problems which she presents to him.
In
the context of Conductive Education, facilitation may be defined
as the minimum help which the child needs to complete an intended task successfully.
In contrast to other kinds of conventional aid, facilitation is not only aid given by the teachertherapist-by holding or touching the child, but may come from
other children, equipment, or the child himself as well as

7.
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from the teacher-therapist.
It is never a rigid technique but
rather a constantly decreasing and extremely flexible tool,
specific to the needs and abilities of the child and his situation at that moment.
Facilitation not only can, but must
change with each day's work.
The child who. actively pursues
a task is given only as much help as he needs for the maximal successful accomplishment of the task; therefore, as the
child's motor skills improve, the amount of facilitation decreases and is eventually removed entirely.
The child is given
feedback constantly in order to make him aware at all times
that he is being helped and precisely how. Thus, he is apprised of the contribution he is making to the solution of the
task and how his part in it can be increased. He is always
encouraged to become as independent of facilitation as possible.

Facilitation may be given to the child in many different
forms and degrees. A number of these arise from contact between the teacher-therapist and the child, and some of them are
presented in order of increasing independence as follows:
1.
Mc. teacher-therapist may passively move the child to
the dewtr.:0 position in order to demonstrate the task. Once
the chl,A 1: ; ;As felt the movement, he is then asked to perform
as much of it as he can by himself.
2.
The teacher-therapist may move the necessary body part(s)
along with the child to add sufficient strength to allow completion of the task.

3.

The teachNr-therapist may touch a specific place on the
child's body in girder to allow him to continue movement in the
desired direction ur to keep it from deviating during movement
to the desired position. For example, if the child is attempting to flex one knee, putting the sole flat, while lying on his
back, the teacher-therapist might facilitate by lightly touching the ankle to prevent backsliding as the child works at
bending.
4.
The teacher-therapist may fix one part of the body while
another is moving under the independent control of the child.
A splint (see description of special devices) may take the place
of a teacher-therapist in certain instances where fixing is necessary.
5.
The teacher-therapist may fix a part of the body after
the child has moved it by himself to the desired position. For
example, once a child has independently grasped a stick, the
teacher-therapist then facilitates by helping the child to keep
his wrist extended, removing the aid intermittently until the
child can maintain the grasp independently.

6.
The teacher-therapist may offer security without touching the child. She may merely advise the child while remaining

8.
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close enough to touch the child if necessary and to prevent fear
and injury.
7.
The teacher-therapist may direct the child at a greater
distance than in the above (perhaps from across the room), merely giving directions and helping the child to an understanding
of what is needed to solve the task.

8.
The teacher-therapist may use another child in the group
as an example to help the child understand what is expected or
how the task may be solved.

9.
The teacher-therapist may serve as an example herself
as in the case of a Hand Class during which she sits at the
front of the room and performs each task with the group.

The equipment can also offer facilitation in several ways. Some
of them are (again, in order of increasing independence) as follows:
1.
A piece of equipment may offer direct support.
For
example, the child may walk holding onto a chair on either side,
moving them as he walks.

2.
A piece of equipment may give intermittent support.
The child may push a chair ahead of him as he walks, releasing it to clap his hands.

A piece of equipment may give indirect support and
For example, a child may walk between two rows of
chairs without touching them.
3.

security.

4.
A piece of equipment may serve as a goal in a task.
For example, while lying on his back the child may stretch his
arms above his head to touch the wall.

Rhythmical Intention
The child may facilitate himself in two major ways:
are as follows:

They

1.
Before beginning the task, the child may state the intention of the action. For example, "I put my left hand on my
neck." This gives the child a clear description of the motor
problem which is to be solved, focuses his complete attention
on the task and brings to mind former situations in which he
has performed the same or a similar action.

2.
While carrying out the task the child may count together
with the other members of the group to set the rhythm and time
needed to reach the desired position. The counting is usually
from one to five, but may be "one, two," or even words such as
"up," "down," or "left" "right" (in walking) which may be spoken
rhythmically during the performance of the task.

9.

The above two components comprise the unique self-faciliAlthough no formal neurotator known as rhythmical intention.
has yet been published,
logical explanation of this
it is assumed to be explainable on the basis of work done by
A.R. Luria (1966) concerning the relationship of language and
motor performance. Luria, (a contemporary of Peto), developed
his theory concerning the facilitating effects of simultaneous
vocalization on motor learning. At approximately the same time,
Peto originated his conductive approach to the management of
neurc muscular disorders. The work of Pet8 serves as a practical proving ground for Luria's theory. Luria, in explanation,
related his theory to Pavlov's (1928) second signalling system,
claiming that intentional speech serves as the secondary signal
in normal children and even adults when attempting difficult
Luria, upon visiting the Budapest Institute for Movement
tasks.
Therapy, remarked that work being done there by Peto and his
staff pointed up the validity of his hypothesis.
Task Modification

This tool of the teacher-thapist allows children of varied levels of handicap to function together as a group and experience maximal independence in both activities and applications.
It is possible to modify a task in two basic ways:

Upgrading - This makes the task more complex and/or
1.
difficult for a child who is able to perform it adequately as
presented to the group as a whole. Upgrading nearly always
keeps the movement as stated in the intention essentially the
same, allowing for it to be repeated several times, performed
with less support than the group in general, adding the use of
a piece of equipment, or combining it with movement of other
(See sections P, H, and S.)
body parts.

Simplifying - Similarly, each task may be simplified
for those less capable individuals by requiring only one
successful performance while the group repeats several times.
Equipment may serve as a special target or as a support in this
kind of task modification. Body position may be also changed
to allow successful independent completion of the task. As
with upgrading, simplification retains the basic movement and
upward revisions are implemented as the child's performance
2.

advances.

Botil types of task modification allow for the same intention
to be repeated by all children at the same time, although each
child has a specific reference point for his own task. The lead
teacher-therapist, when she explains the intended movement to
the group, further assigns these modified tasks to individual
children and, thus, each child is apprised of his own duty and
how to perform it. Understanding another child's goal and how he
procedes to achieve it, can give him a preview of a more complex
form of his own task which may be a future goal for him.

Description of Special Devices
Plinth

ti

The plinth is a slatted wooden bench measuring approximately 712" long X 302" wide X 18" high. The children lie
on the plinths when carrying out the tasks in the Plinth
In the Hand Class series, the children sometimes
Series.
sit at the plinth and use the slats for targeting, grasping and supporting themselves. When covered with a foam
It may
mattress, the plinth provides a sleeping place.
also be covered with a table top (made of masonite sheeting)
to become a table for school or meals.
Box

A square wooden box (dimensions vary) is sometimes used
in place of a chair during Hand Class. Without a chair back
for support, the child is required to lean forward and
thereby achieve a better sitting balance.
Chair

Each child has an appropriately sized individual wooden
chair with a straight back and a flat seat. On the back of
each chair there is a small cloth bag containing the child's
These chairs are used for the child's moving
personal items.
about by pushing the chair ahead of him and using it as a
support.

Chair Adaption

Chair adaptations are often made temporarily to faciliThese
tate a child for whom sitting is extremely difficult.
include "wings," boards that are in the vertical plane and
flared out from the back of the chair, to prevent a child
from falling to the side, wedges to abduct the legs, and
belts to prevent hip extension. These adaptations assure
that all children are able to participate in sitting activity
without the constant aid of a teacher-therapist. During some
period of every day, however, every child is required to
sit in a regular, unadapted chair. This unsupported sitting
provides the child with his sitting goal and gives him the
opportunity to work toward its achievement.
Ladderbacks

High back chairs (height 60", seat dimensions 13" X 15",
seat 12" from floor) with 12 ladder-like rungs are used for
targeting, grasp and release while the child is in a lying
position on the plinth or while in a sitting position
away from the tables.
These ladderbacks are used for
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support in standing as well. The child grasps a rung with
both hands to pull to a stand and remains standing with the
support of the ladderback. Sometimes ladderbacks are used
for support while the children are sitting on their pots.
One may be placed in front or one on each side, which the
child grasps for support.
Pots

The pots are used for training and regulating bladder
and bowel control. There are two types used depending on
the child's sitting balance and/or size. The first type is
circular-shaped (8 inches diameter) and 5 inches from the
floor with no seat.
The second type has a seat providing
back and side support (like a small arm chair). These
sometimes rest directly on the floor or are raised on a
wooden platform if the child's leg length requires it.
Sticks

Cylindrical (rung like) wooden sticks with a diameter of
one inch and a length of one foot are used for grasp, release
and targeting during walking, eating, writing, sitting and
lying activities. For example, in learning the hand-to-mouth
movement needed for eating, a child might grasp a stick and
bring it to his mouth to approximate the motion. Smaller
balsa wood sticks may also be used for developing fine motor
skills.

Double-Handled Cups
Plastic cups with a capacity of 360cc of liquid and with
3 inch handles set 3/4 inch from the side of the cup on both
sides,to allow for grasp with the entire hand,are used for all
drinking. These teach symmetrical grasp, release, and handto-mouth movements. Only when a child is sufficiently independent in drinking from these large cups does he begin to
use an ordinary glass.
Splints

Knee splints are used to maintain knee extension for weightbearing while standing. They are made of plexiglas and have
a leather knee pad that can be adjusted to assure maximal
extension. Leather straps secure the splint at thigh and
ankle.
Elbow splints are used to maintain elbow extension. These
splints are made of heavy cloth with lengthwise pockets sewn
in to allow for the insertion of metal staves and are fastened
around the arm with Velcro strips. Both kinds of splints are

12.
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used only temporarily during a specific activity to allow
the child to maintain extension of a limb and thus function
without the support of a teacher-therapist.
Specially-Adapted Shoes

When necessary, hard-soled high-topped (boys' worktype) s'noes are built up with cork to insure inward or outward rotation of the foot or ankle dorsiflexion while
weight bearing.
Helmets

To prevent head injuries resulting from falls, some
children are provided with plastic hockey-type helmets or
leather helmets with soft padding.
Canes

Wooden canes with T-shaped handles may be used as temporary support to facilitate the transition from walking
between two chairs to independent walking. Often these are
used in combination with the knee splints.

DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR

MARCH- 1971

FEBRUARY - 1971

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45

-

6:15

-

6:

l
1

6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

-

-

Breakfast (El)

Pottying (T1)
dressing_ (D1)

Rost or free play

period (F)

Plinth Series (P3)

Plinth Series (P1) and
Pushing Off (01)

9:00 - 9J5
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

07757--1

Rising, morning washing
and pre-meal
activities (I1)

- 9:30
- 9:45
- 10:00
- 10:15
Moving to tables (M1) Juice
- 10:30
Tl
- 10:45.......'", (J1), Pott in

L20 25 - 11:00
11:00 -_11:15

Sitting and standing

Hand class (H1) and
individual standing
and walking activities (S2)

S1

11:15 .. 11:30

11:30 - 11:45
11:45 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:15
12:30
12:15
12 :4J
12:30
1:00
12:45
1:15
1:00
1:30
1:15
1:1&5
1:30
5 - 2:00
2:15
2.:00 2:30
2:15
2:30 w 2:
3:11
2:45
_j :00 -, 3:15

i:

3:15 -

:

3:r :45 -

4.

5

Informal hand wash (pi)
Lunch (El) and Pottying (T1)

Rest period or free play arr-----and moving to tables (Ml)

Cilegl`011p140
days a week, split group
three days a week)

.251

treats

Movin to linths M1
or p n Sc es

and

Ti

as s

4:00

4:00 -14:15
Moving to tables (M1)
:0 - 6157,Informal hand wash (C1)
Supper (E1), moving to
4:45 - 5:00
plinths (M1) and
5:00 - 5:15
pottying (T1)
5:30
5:15
5:45
5:30
6:00
:45
Undressing (D1) and
:00 - 6:15
bathing (B1)
6:15 - 6:30
Bedtime activities (N1)
6:4
6: 0 ..

-14:15 -

-

:00 -

4:30

:60
:1

free eriod Fl
lights
Pottying Tl
out& retiring

14.
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DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR
APRIL - 1971

'FIFE

Rising, washing

3:15

6:00 6:15 -

`at tables (W2)

6:30
t:45
,:00

b:30 6:45 -

MAY-1971

BreaRrast (El)

7100 --7713
7:15 - 7:30
7130 - 7 :4.5
7:45 - 800
_8:00 - 8:15
8:15 - 8:10
s

1

-

1

Ti & D1 (cont.)
Fl (cont.)

'3-4

8:45 - 9:00
9:00 - 9_:,15
9:15 - 9:30
9:30 - 9:45
9:45 - 10:00
10:00 - 10;15
10:15 - 10:30
10:30 - 10:45
10:45 - 11t00
11:00 - 11:15
11:15 - 11:30
11:30 - 11:45
11:45 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:15
12:15 - 12:30
12:30 - 12:45
12:45 - 1:00
1:00 - 1:15
1:15 - 1:10
1:30 - 1:45
1:45 - 2:00
2:90 - 2:15
2:15 - 2:10
2:10 - 2:45
2:45 - 3:00
1:00 - 3':15
3:15 - 1:10
3:30 - 1:45
3:45 - 4:00

P3 (cont.)

III, J1. & Tl cont.)
H1 & 32 (cont.

Hand washing (C2) and
pre-lunch activities (I1)

Lunch (U)& Ti

--,
'Fl & M1-7c7a7.)

School (A1) (one group two
days a week, split group
three days a week)

" Jl, Ml, & Tl

CZvcIt.)

Group activity or game
period (G1) and individual

4:Dtz4115I.taecsS2L______,
4:15
4:10
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45
6100

-

-

615 6:30 6!45 -

4:10
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
71.00

to
1

MaiingtotablesOW
Handwashing IC2) and
Pre-supper activities (I1)
Supper (El), M1 & Tl (cont.)

Undressing (101) and

bathing (B1)
Bedtime activities (N1)
riod Fl
or free
lights out
Pottying Tl
and retiri

15.
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TIME
6:0Q
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30

-

61.),F

-

6:

Rising, washing
at tables (W2)

6:45
7:00
7:15

Breakfast (El)

-

-

:45 _
:00

8:15 8:30 8:45 9:00 9:15 9:30 9:45 10:00
10:15 10:30 10:45 11:00 11:15
11:30 11:45
12:00
12:15 12: 0
12:45
1:00 1:15
1:30 1:45 2:00 2:15 2:30
2:45 3:00 3:15
0 :

: 5 4:00
4:15 4:30
4:4,

JULY - 1971

700
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:4
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
:0

5:0Q 5:15 5:30 5:4c
6:00
6;15
6:30

5:15
5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15

7:00 7:15 -

70.5
7:30

6

DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR
JUNE -.1971

6 :30

6:45
:00

Ti & D1 CcOTELTFl (cont.)
P3 (cont.)

M1 Jl .& 1'1 cont.
H1 & 82 cont.)

Hand class

.(112

.

Formal handwasing (C3) and
pre-lunch activities (I1)
Lunch (ia)
,

...

Fl & M1

cont.

School (Al)

Individual tasks
(three groups) (S3)

Ml, J1, & Ti
Ml, Jl, & T1 (cont.)

Group activity or
game period (G1)
Moving to tablos (Ml)
Formal handwashing (C3) and
pre-supper activities (I1)
Supper (g1), P1]. & Ti (cont.)

Undressing (51) and
bathing (B1)
Bedtime activities (N1)

or free eriod Fl
Ti, lights out, retiring

School

Al)

DAILY SCHEDULE CALDDAR
AUGUST - 1971
E

6:15
6:30

--7707_
6:15 6:30 6:45
7:00
7:15 7.30 -

SEM' a;BER -1971

Rising, washing
at tabl ©s (W2)

6.:45

Z:00
7:15

'Breikfast (El)

7 :30

7:45

----7LU1---8199----,

1

8:00 8:15 -

8:15
9:30

FIL2L-45
8:45
9:00
9:00 - 9:15
9:15
9:30
9:30
9:45
9:45 - 10:00
10:Q0
100,5
10:15
10:30
10:10
10:45

Ti 1,- Dl 57"--.It,r----'
Fl. (cont.)

,-__

F3 (cont.)

Plinth series (P4) (and
pushing off) and standing
(01)

H1, J1, & Tl (cont.
H2 (cont.)

Pottying (T1), ('1), (71)

10.45 - 11A°
11;00
11:15
11:30
11:4
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15

-

.1.1;15

- 11:0
- 11:45
12:00
12:15

-

12:45
1:00
1:15

'....__3110 .......125

3:45 -

6:45

:00

"TIT:
6:'o 6:45 7:00
7:15 -

Fl & M1 (cont.

1 :30

1:45
2:00
2:15
2: 0
2: 5

1:45 2:00 2:15
2:30
2:45
_3:00
3:00
3:15
3:15 - 3:30

4:15
4:20
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30 -

Lunch (E2)

- p:30

11,10

4 :00

C3 & Il (cont.)

4:00
4:15
4:30
4: 5

S3 (cont.)

Standing and walking (S4)

Fl, Jl, X T1 (cont.)
School (Al) (split group
for throe weeks, whole group
for one week)

C3 & Il (cont.)

5:00

5:15
5:30

El, Ml, & Tl

cont.

:45
:00

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30

DI & B1 (cont.)
N1 & Fl (cont.)

Ti, lights out, retiring

17.
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DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR
OCTOBER- 1971.

TIVE

sordtireamt
6115
6:10
6:45
7:00
7:15

Dressing (-7D

.:10
-

-

6:45
7;90
7: 5
7: 0

*
o
,

7:0 :4
:0

- 1971

-

8:1

Breakfast (El) and
pottying (T1)

8:00

Dressing (D2

:

8:36
8:

--

Fl (cont.)
6

9:00 9:15 -

P &T1

9:

2:

9: 5
9:45 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:1
- 10: 0

----9.1.29 -

,

f Ml & Jl

10:10 -10:45
10145 - 11:00

Hand c1t717112

11!00 - 11;15
11.15 . 11:1Q

& Il cont.
Lunch (El)

C
1114;5 . 12:00
I

12:15 - 12)1Q____..
12110 . 12:45

...li0__,
1:00 1:15 1:30 -

g:00 -

1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2: 0
2: 5

.4
-

:00

.

3:30
1345
4:00
4:15

ile

3:15
1:10
3:45
4100

M1 & Ti
Rest or free play
period (F1)
Putting on braces, shoes, et
Moving to S&W activity (Ml)
Standing and walking (S4)

4:45

(1A ,w

5:15 -

',.._ T1 & M1

Water and treats Jl
School (Al
split group
for three weeks, whole
group for one week)

C3 & Il (cont.)

EL, Ml, & Tl

cont.

: 0

4

:00

6:00 6:15 -

6:15

§:10 -

6=45
7:00

645 -

D2 & B1 (cont.)

6-c,l0

:00 -

7:15 -

tasks I:, -W-F and group

activities T-Th)

4:15 - 4Q0
4:10 -

Standing and walking
activities (S5) (Individual

N1 & Fl (cont.)

Ti, lights out, retiring
7*
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DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR

DECEMBER - 1971

TIME
6:00 - 6:15
6:1 - 6: 0

Dressing (D2)

:30 - 6:125

6:45 - 7:00
___7:00 - 7:].

7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00

-

7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15

8:15 - (_.:

1

:30
8: 5
9:00
9:15

-

Breakfast (a) and
pottying (T1)

Dressing (TO)

0

8:42___
9:00
9:15
9:30

Fl (cont)

P4 & T1

9j30 L:_212:15________

I

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12i30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30

-10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
-11:00
-11:15
11:30
11:45
-12:00
-12:15
-12:10
-12:45
- 1:00
1:15
- 1:30
1:45

1L115 - 2:00

2:00
2:15
2:,0
2:45
3:00
3:15

- 2:15
- 2:30

2:41_
- 3:00
- 3:15
- 3:30

2121=aia
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30

-

4:00
4:15_______
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30

M1 & J1
Hand class (H2)

C3 & Il (cont)
Lunch (El)

M1 & Ti
Rest or free play
period (F1)
Standing and walking
activities (S5) (Individual
tasks M-W-F and group
activities T-Th)

Tl & M1
Water and treats (J1)
School (Al) (split group
for three weeks, whole
group for one week)

C3 & Il (cont)
El, Ml, & Tl (cont.)

:1.1.5

- 6:00
:15
:00 :4

6:15 - 6:30
6:0 6:45
6:x+5 -7:00

_J:00

7 i15

7:15 - 7:30

D2 & Bl

cont.

N1 & Fl (cont.)

Tl, lights out, retiring

JANUARY, 1972

DAILY SCHEDULE CALENDAR

6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

-

-

-

-

9.0
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

-

-

12: 30

12:45 1:00
1:15
1:30

1:4
2:00

-

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15 -

3:p 3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15

-

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

Dressing (D2)

Hand and face washing (C4)
Breakfast (El and
pottying (T1)

Dressing (D2)
Fl (cont.)

P4 & Ti

9 :30

9: 5
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3: 5
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15

Jl & M1
Standing and walking
activities (S6)

12

C3 & Il (cont.)
Lunch (El)

M1 & Ti
Rest or free play
period (F1)
School (A1)
(Split group 4 days,
whole group 1 day)

Ml, J1, Tl
H2 (cont.)

----&lr(----')corlt.

12

El, Ml, & Tl (cont.)

5:30

5:0 1:435 -

6

6:00 6:15
6:30 -

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30

6:115

7:00 7:15 -

PARCH - 1972

FEBR ARY - 1972

TIME

:00

D2 & B1 (cont.)
Ni & Fl (cont.)

Ti, lights out, retiring

,

20.
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DAILY SMEDULE CALENDAR
TIME

6:00 6:30 6:45 7:00 6-:1

7:15
7:

7: 5
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00

:1.5

-

8:15
'8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

_3:,0

)

-

:00

: 0

-

-

9: 5
10:00
10:1
10:30
10: 5
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45

1:45, 2:00
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15

,

:30

:1

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:4
12:00
12:15
12:30
12:45
1:00
1:15
1:30

6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15

-

9:30
__212_,45

APRIL - 1972

-

-

3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15 5:30 : 5
:00 -

6:15
6:30 6:45 -

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3: 0
, 5
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

fi

1

.

School (A2)
(Split group 4 days,
whole group Fridays)

P;1'6,-

5:00
5:15

5:30
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
.

21.
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School (Al)

School, which lasts about 14 hours daily, Monday
through Friday, is devoted to the academic areas of the
curriculum, especially reading, numbers, and language.
At the same time, the school program seeks to incorporate
meaningful use of motor skills that have been emphasized
throughout the day.
Those which receive special application
during school are erect sitting with head control, controlled
movements of the arms and hands and speech.
The controlled
use of hands and arms is required to manipulate blocks and
balls during numbers work, to roll playdough balls for counting and to target in order to indicate answers in matching
and sequencing.
Speech is encouraged by the question and
answer method.
Questions are often worded in such a way
as to elicit a set response, i.e. reciting a "sitting poem",
responding "I am here" to roll call, and reading sentences
aloud. Opportunities for spontaneous speech are also given.

;I

While one teacher-therapist has the major responsibility
for programming and supervising the school activities, all
are rotated into the teaching position to assure that the
total-involvement-with-the-child principle of integrated
management is extended to academic activities.
About 3/5
of the school time is spent with the children divided into
Primary and Pre-Primary classes, and about 2/5 of the time
is spent with the two classes combined.
The school-supervising teacher therapist always teaches the Primary group;
the rotating teacher therapist always teaches the Pre-Primary
group. Rotation for the Pre-Primary group occurs every four
weeks. For the fourth week the two classes are combined
under the instruction of the rotating teacher therapist.
For one day of each of the other three weeks, the groups are
combined under the tutelage of the supervising teacher.
All school sessions begin with a standard opening,
typically a "sitting poem", discussion of the day of the
week, the weather, "news" of the day concerning the children's
activities, and roll call. At the end of school, a quick
summary of the day's school activities and children's
accomplishments is made.
Academic Content

r

who
has
one
one

The academic content is developed by the teacher therapists
are currently responsible for teaching. The content that
been included this far appears in the three sections below,
for the Pre-Primary Class, one for the Primary Class and
for the combined classes.
A1.1

94

Pre-Primary Class.

Language has been the main emphasis for the Pre
- Primary
Class. The curriculum has centered
on
experiences
to
remediate
sensory-motor deficits and on applications
of
language
to
those experiences. The specific
content
of
the
Pre-Primary
Class has been:
Numbers:
Counting from 1-5.
Recognizing numerals 1-5.
Application of generalized more/less concept.
Addition using the numbers from 1 to 3.
Reading:
Recognition of key words - names, days of week.
stop, go.
Card sorting for same/different pictures.

Language:
Language relating to body image - facial features
and location, left, right, legs, arms, ankle,
elbow, knee, wrist, hips, tummy, back,
head.
Language relating to motor acts
- grab, push, pull,
pour, blow, stir, squeeze (fist), open (fist),
over
(hand).

Direction - left, right; up, down;
higher, lower;
to me, away.

Language relating to time - days of week,
parts of
day, as morning, etc., and as Plinths,
Hand
Class,
etc.

Language relating to emotions - good, bad, happy,
sad, love.

Language related to weather - hot, cold, warm, cool,
windy, rainy, snow, appropriate clothing.
Language related to family - father, mother, brother,
sister, grandmother, grandfather, baby.

Auditory Discrimination:
initial sounds of words
rhythm band instruments
animal sounds
higher/lower
fast/slow
loud/soft
Visual Discrimination:
colors - red, blue, green, yellow, pink,
orange, black.
A1.2

0

.111:11,

.

small.
- 8round.
sariu,, different 'rind ":117.t

-!

-

Tactil(

- kinesthetic discriint-len:

temperature - hot, cold, wJrm.
teNture
- hard, soft, smooth, ro1h.
shape
- sharp, thin,
thir1-, round,
straight, bent.
size
- bic, little.
x.eirht

r1;.',

- hcav;-, licht.

Taste discrimination:
sweet, sour, salty.

The learning of this content is roi-ccrecd thrr.-b
application in a variety of situations.
Primary Clas-.
The effobasis for the Primary Group is directed
main::
toward readinr and numbers pork. The Prozrammed Reading
Series developed 1w Sullivan Associates is
used Ps the b^s's
of the reading program. It was chosen because
it seemed to
have some parallels to the Hungarian School
method,
narcly
the phonetic approach, the highly structured
and carefully
controlled progression, and the utilizat:on of
writing skills.
Academic content of the Primary Class has peen:
Numbers:

Counting from 1-10.
Reco?nizing nume:als from 1-1°.
Arithmetic symbols for plus (+) and equals
awl their application.
Addition of numbers between 1 and 6.
Application of general4zed more/lecs coneet:t.
Reading:

Name and recognize letters a, i, m n, n,
t, r,
and th (combined).
Know-gig and recognizing the prescribed
"sound"oc
the above letters.
Reading 18 words using the above lrtters.
Concept of sentence - telling sentences, as1-4n^
sentences, period and question mark.
Knowing capital letters A and T.
Knowing sight words, yes and
em here,
children's names, days' week, stop, go, is,
today, weather, the news, about,co.e., hot, wnrm,
cool, windy, rain, snow, October, Nownber.
Understanding and applying "spell" and "pror-,.r:c."
Al.3

26

Undcrstnnd capitni/smnll bt.ter..
Developing eye movements. (Materinl,z nr. alt,a)
sequenced from left to right and fror top to

s

bottom.)

Yriting: (facilitation used for
writing)
Printing name.
writing numerals 1-5.
Printing letters, a, i, m, n, L,

;rrld

t,

ror the

.gym'

f.

Calendar:
Days of week from Sunday through Srturdny, 1,,rltion in calendar.
Length of month.
Location of name of month.
Generalized application of these cniendnr concr-pts.

Combined Class.

When Primary and Pre-Primary Classes nee' t-igethi the content might be described as similnr tr, th-_
of the Pre-Primary Class. There are two main differenc
however. First, since the beginning of Novembe-, 1971,
time has included a writing class once n week, aimed at
developing the controlled arm and hand mo,,em^nts of yritinc,.
Rhythmic intention is utilized and the children receive
practically no facilitation as they "write." Present levels
in ability range from being unable to drnw r si's -inch lire
verticnlly between two dots, to being ab'e t- drnw curved
lines, and to print letters and numerals.
The second difference between the Pre- Prinary Class ..-1-01
the combined class meetings is that one week each nonth o
unit is developed which centers on some subject appropriate-,
to the season and to the children's understanding.

Units which have been studied since Februory are l'7ted
below. A list of the concepts that were coverr.d is pres-ri.,0
for each unit.
Food - sense of taste and location, sense of smell -nd
location, taste discrimination, circle, red,
orange, lemon, half ,sharp, stir, cook, knif(,
spoon, pan.
Spring - season change, bean plant growth, green, crw=,
buds and leaves growing larger, frog metamorphosis, magnifying glass,

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

A1.4

- especially farm .anima' -

-

of

of animals and their yeurg: recd fnr
trip to Irvine Park zoo, rVCOniZinE animalc
and their characterisCcs, sounds of animroz.
Mu .:1c and rhythm band - names nf rhythm '-nnd inr4_rvments, high/low, fast/slow, lour!!sr.ft,
conductor.

Circus -

clown, acrobat, pole, tent, facial fratures
and location, penny, nickle, 5 :lennieF
nickel, trick animals, e.g., ceuntinc, h-r -,
mask, tie.

Science - color, mixing, stir, iron raoets, 11'c* -p,
tem-ersort; rocks, hard, soft, pw:nd,
ature, thermometer, hot, cold, up, do'n.
Indians - tepee, feather, drerskin, moccasin,
fire and heat and cold, compare housing
our houses.
Road signs - stop, go, fast, slow, c11,.9'e, map, s-11::c1
bus.

rail

- orange, brown, obser,,ation or cronr chin;
temperature change, length ni flay, leavefall, trip to farm.

Short units, of perhaps 1-2 days, have centered on
Valentines day - red, heart, read "T llve yon,"
name.

Easter - egg, up/down, Easter egg hvnt.
Fourth of July - parade, flag, birthday, red, idlite,
blue, "This Land is Your Land," stnv,
stripe.

Mother's Day - Mothers, love, help, hand.

rach teacher therapist makes a lesson plan before schn:
begins, and evaluates the plan afterwards. A school book
is kept containing these daily lesson plan-evaluatinn sheets.
lesson Plan EXamples.

Throe example lesson plans have been photographically
reproduced from the school book and appear below. These

A1.5

"

of the Pre-Nimary group
document the plan and evaluation the
Primr1,-v group on
of Vednesday, October 27, 1971,
Fntire Croup (71 Pridpv,
Monday, September 27, 1071, and the
July 16, 1071.
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School (A2)

School (A2) is essentially the same as school
Al, with the improvement in levels of learning for both
groups and addition of a writing plus arts and crafts
lesson for the entire group each Friaay.
Following the Sullivan Programmed Reading Series, the
Primary Group have added b, e, u, o, s, c, h, ng, and ing
to the list of letters that they are able to name, recognize
and approximate in sound and writing.
At present, the
children read approximately 34 words combining the above
sounds plus those listed in Al and are able to combine the
words to read 3-7 word sentences, both declarative and interrogative. Most of them recognize commonly used punctuation marks and capitals of the following letters: A, E, I,
0, U, N, M, P, T, S, H. The children are often encouraged
to read aloud following the sentences with their eyes and/
or finger across the page or board from left to right.
Each day, work sheets are individually prepared.
These are composed of fill-in sentences and problems relating
to the particular reading lesson for that day. The children
work on these at their own speed, using regular pencils or
larger crayons to mark off the correct answers. When they
have completed an entire sheet, they are allowed to check
their responses by peeling off small pieces of paper in the
right margin to reveal the correct answers. Some children
are able to complete series of lessons at their own speed
using regular workbooks.

In addition to the number work described in Al, simple
subtraction using numbers 1-5 is worked on periodically.
Writing Class

The purpose of this class, generally, is to provide
experiences where all the children, regardless of the level
of proficiency, can practice movements and develop skills
necessary for writing. Future goals for many of the children
are included in the writing subtest of the ECFAT appearing
in Appendix B.
These same skills are later reinforced in
a corresponding application period consisting of related
arts and crafts activities.

The writing lesson begins with the children achieving
a good sitting position, which should be maintained throughout. The movements desired are then practiced with sticks,
first by the left hand, then by the right as follows:
A2.1
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"I grab the stick, 1-5."
li-glIkl;Riza7e7gtrailia, 1-5."
"I-taii7T& stick up,
(For
Writing

(With
Sticks)

)

"I touch, 1-5." (as child targets on dot)
"S'eFailit UNn, 1-5, or across, 1-5"
"I slide it to me, 1-5."
"Away (1-5 iT-na-ded) 7
I-Iit 127 1-5."

The above sequence is repeated with each hand a second
time, only each child uses a writing tool which is best
suited to him. These range in size from large "lumber"
crayons to small colored pencils, Individually prepared
worksheets comprised of graded tasks are completed by each
child. In this way, attention is given to perceptual as
well as motor problems. Dots are strategically placed on
the papers for the children to connect with as smooth flowing straight lines as possible. Size, spacing and directions
of lines is considered depending upon whether gross hand or
Vertical and
finer finger skills are to be reinforced.
horizontal lines are required for all the children while
some also concentrate on diagonal lines in different directions. In order to draw the lines properly, crossing of
the midline and good range-of-motion are necessary. The
hand opposite the one writing is used to position and
stabilize the paper on the table. Some children need the
corners of their sheets taped to the table in order to
work optimally.
Language concepts including color, size, left-right
and up -down, and eye-hand coordination, etc. are integral
At the end of the class, each paper
parts of this class.
is held up by the teacher therapist to be analyzed by the
group concerning the accomplishments and/or improvements
to be made in the future. The lesson plan of a typical
writing class and samples of exercises appear below.

1

I

Le;4

A2.2
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Arts and Crafts
As previously mentioned, arts and crafts is designed
to reinforce and apply movements practiced in writing class
and generalize them to other activities, Similar to writing,
a general task is preseyted to the entire group and subsequently broken down into various sub-tasks to accommodate
individual differences within the group. The subject matter
of the projects usually involves making something to be
enjoyed by the children and therefore, becomes quite motivatLanguage concepts are also learned and reing for them.
Some of the motor skills
inforced within the activity.
emphasized include controlled grasp and release, squeezing,
targeting, eye-hand coordination, pushing and pulling as
well as the finer finger movements. Examples of arts and
crafts lesson plans appear below.
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Bathing (B1)
The children are encouraged to grasp the shower spray,
while sitting in an upright position in the bathtub and to
rinse their bodies without spilling or spraying water
Some children soap, scrub and towel-dry
outside the tub.
their entire bodies as well as washing and rinsing their
own hair. Those who are minimally independent contribute
to the bathing, drying and dressing process by sitting up
in the tub, doing some scrubbing with a soapy washcloth,
holding onto the towel and targeting for armholes of
pajama tops; while those who are maximally independent
complete the entire procedure independently. On bath nights
powder and any prescribed medicine or lotions are applied
to the skin, and fingernails and toenails are cut.

r

r
r

I _!
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Hand Washing (C1)
(At tables before lunch and supper.) Each child is
given a wet washcloth in his preferred hand and attempts
to wash his face and hands while stabilizing his sitting
The goal is stable sitting
with his non-preferred hand.
while performing hand movements in the midline and
asymmetrical hand-to-face movement.

cA4

Hand Washing (C2)

Each child lifts his arms and extends his hands above
The goal is to maintain extended fingers and elbows.
Soapy water is poured over the hands while they are rubbed
together. Rinse water is poured over the hands as they are
turned with palms up, the goal being controlled arm and wrist
rotation.
The child then grasps and opens his towel, and
dries his hands as close to the midline as possible.
a basin.

9:4 91"

r.

Hand Washin0C3)
I

I

T

I

i

F
I

Hand washing (C3) is approached in much the same
manner as hand washing (C2) except it involves a progression of increasingly complex tasks which, in general,
require a more stable sitting position. While at his
place at the table, each child lifts his arms and hands
above a large enameled basin (16 inches in diameter and
6 inches tall) placed in front of him. He rests his
forearms on the rim of the basin while washing. Soapy
water is poured over his hands as he touches the palm of
one open hand to the back of the other using a scrubbing
motion. The process is repeated with the opposite hand,
Iand then the child rotates his forearms and turns palms
up while clean water is poured over to rinse. Various
degrees of proficiency exist among the individual children,
ranging from merely touching the hands together in the
midline to rubbing the hands together in a repetitive
circular motion requiring maximum wrist rotation. After
rinsing, hands are lifted, one at a time, from the basin
to the table, allowing for stabilization while lifting.
The child then picks up and unfolds his towel and dries
Ihis hands.

Hand washing (C3) affords an opportunity to apply
many of the gross and fine motor skills learned during the
Fdaily Hand Class.

lY
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Morning Hand and Face Washing (C4)
After the children have reached the breakfast tables,
each one is given a towel, wash cloth and basin filled with
clear, warm water. Soap is applied to wash cloths and each
child,procedes to wash his face, maintaining the cloth in
He then puts both hands together in the
his preferred hand.
midline, resting forearms on the basin and continues to
scrub both hands with the soapy rag. After the cloth has
been rinsed in the clean water, face and hands are rinsed
and wiped with dry towel, in the manner described above for
washing. Stable sitting is emphasized throughout.
When washing has been completed, the children utilize
brushes, combs and mirrors to complete the grooming process.

I
Dressing (.0
All
Dressing (Dl) is done entirely on the plinths.
children wear button-front shirts and pajama tops, and
Training shorts are
shorts with an elastic waist; and.
worn at night in place of pajama bottoms.

There are various levels of independence in dressing
among the members of the group. A few of the children
are able to dress themselves completely independently
except for buttoning and unbuttoning; however, the
majority of the children dress themselves with varying
degrees of facilitation in the following manner:
Shirts

While lying on his back, the child directs his arms
toward and into the armholes of his shirt or pajama top
(which is held by a facilitator) and raises his arms with
He then lowers his arms
extended elbows above his head.
while slightly raising his head in order to bring the shirt
Some children may grasp the shirt and
to the shoulders.
pull it over the head. Assistance in pulling the shirt
down the back and buttoning is usually required.
In removal, the shirt or pajama top is usually pulled
off one arm completely and pulled down to either above or
below the elbow of the opposite (easier) arm for the child
to grasp and pull off with the free hand or fix on the
plinth with the free hand while pulling the other one out.
Pants

The pants are held so that the child can direct his
legs toward and into the legholes, after which they are
pulled up to various points on the child's legs where he
(usually lying on his side) grasps and pulls them up the
remainder of the way. Many children require facilitation
in maintaining their grasp on the pants.
In removal, the pants are pulled down, usually to
some point below the knee where the child kicks or pulls
This procedure Is often followed with the child
them off.
on his side in a lying position. The goal here is to pull
the pants off the legs while maintaining a good grasp
rather than merely kicking them off. This activity affords

the child an excellent opportunity to apply functional :y
the motor skills he has :learned in Plinth Series as well
as the much needed grasp and release emphasized in Hand
Class and Standing and Walking.

D1 .
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1
Dressing (D2)

r

As-with Dressing (D1), much of the Dressing (D2) is
completed on the plinths; however, some is done in a sitting
position at either the tables or the plinths. As before,
a few of the children are able to complete their dressing
and undressing independently, although they may still have
difficulty in buttoning and unbuttoning shirts. *These
children, when not completing the formal dressing tasks,
are encouraged to "practice" these finer skills by working
with the button, snap and lacing-tying boards which have
been prepared. The majority of the children have reached
a slightly higher stage of independence than previously (D1)
mentioned and, with various degrees of facilitation, proceed
in the following manner:
Shirts

Children in a lying position continue to don their tops
as described in Dressing (D1) except most are encouraged
to grab their shirts with their preferred hands, pulling them
over the heads independently. Those children in sitting
positions, at table or plinth, after unfolding the shirt in
front of them, work at directing their hands into the armholes independently, then grasping and pulling the shirts
over their heads. They may require some assistance in pulling the shirt down the back and in buttoning.
In removal, the children in a lying position work at
pulling shirts off both arms from a point above one or both
elbows. Those who remain in a sitting position grasp the
shirt from behind the neck, pulling it forward over the head
and off the arms in front, usually while resting the body
or elbows on the plinth or table for stabilization. These
children also work for complete independence in unbuttoning.
Pants

For the most part, this procedure follows that described
in Dressing (D1), except the children are given more time
and less facilitation to complete the task with a higher
degree of independence. In accordance with this, some of
the children have learned to position themselves into a longlegged sit on the plinths, and after targeting their feet
into the.legholes or pulling the pants over their feet, continue to pull the pants up to the thighs. They then lie
down on their backs in order to raise the buttocks and pull
the pants up to the waist.

D2.1
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In order to improve color, shape and size discrimination,
enhance the self-concept and ability to make choices, all
children are encouraged to choose their shirts and pants for
the following day.

Eatipg (El)

During the three meals the children are seated at plinthtables, which are adjusted to various heights according to
the heights of the children. The tables are arranged in an
open rectangular formation to promote a group atmosphere
at mealtime and permit the facilitators, who are providing
assistance for the non-independent eaters, to monitor those
children who are self-feeders.
Regular high-sided vegetable bowls and non-adapted soup
spoons are the primary utensils used. Because many of the
children have tongue thrusts, the spoons chosen (which are
rather large with oval bowls) aid in maintaining the tongue
in a downward position during swallowing. There is presently only one child using an adapted spoon,which has a
built-up handle to encourage tighter grasp. Two children
regularly use a knife and fork or spoon.
Eating is basically an asymmetrical function, requiring
stable sitting with hips flexed and symmetrically weighted
and feet flat on the floor while using the hands (one for
feeding, one for stabilizing the trunk). Hand usage focuses
on grasp of the spoon and wrist rotation for "digging" into
the dish and in hand-to-mouth movement.

The maximum goal is appropriate use of a conventional
knife, fork and spoon in a series of smooth, continuous
movements without spilling while maintaining a proper sitting
position. The use of a plate rather than a bowl is the
ultimate goal alongwith proper chewing and swallowing
patterns.
I

Since laterality in a severely involved cerebral palsied
child is often ambiguous, it is desirable that he develop
the use of both hands in alternating functions (one stabilizing sitting while the other completes hand-to-mouth movements). Most of the children alternate the function of
right and left hands every other day. In other words,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday are designated for
right hand eating and Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for
the left hand. Some of the self-feeders complete the main
portion of the meal using their preferred hands and the
dessert with the non-preferred.

Presently, the range of proficiency among the children
requiring facilitation during meals includes: those whose
main goal,besides stable sitting, is improved chewing,
swallowing and lip closure, those who are working on maintenance of grasp and hand-to-mouth movement and those completing the meal fairly independently with facilitation only
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in stabilizing the bowl on t e table and occasionally in
stabilizing sitting. Goals for self-feeders range from
improved grasp and wrist ro tation to appropriate use of
knife, fork and spoon, whi le maintaining a proper sitting
position. Self-feeders i every case are encouraged to
decrease amount of spill age and to be as independent as
possible in moving utens ils and wiping off table, hands
and face.

After morning and evening meals, the children brush
their teeth, rinse t heir mouths and spit into small
All children who are able, brush their teeth
enameled pans.
independently. Tho se who are not independent are encouraged
to hold the brushes in their hands, bring them to their mouths
and complete as mu ch of the scrubbing motion as possible.
Spitting teaches voluntary lip closure and improved tongue
and cheek contro 1 which lead to better swallowing, breathing and speech.

E1.2
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Eating (E2)

Eating for most of the children is essentially the same
as in El, except that at present, no adapted spoons are
used, one child has become proficient in eating from a
regular plate instead of a bowl, and three regularly use
knife, fork and spoon. Dishing up of their own food and
spreading and cutting bread and other foods is consistently
encouraged among the self-feeders. As before, a higher
degree of neatness and independence and minimal or no spillage
is emphasized.

Free Play Period (F1)

During this period, the children are encouraged to
engage in an activity of their choice, which is usually
unsupervised. Several toys and tasks designed to improve
various levels and aspects of motor and perceptual development are available to them, e.g., a workbench with which
the child can utilize learned hand skills in targeting and
rhythmical pounding movements while maintaining stable
sitting. There are pegboards and puzzles, in which the
intellectual requirement of matching sizes and Shapes is
A library of childrens' books
coupled with the motor task.
on a variety of subjects and reading levels is available.
To encourage better dressin; skills and fine finger movements, button, snap and lacing-tying boards have been prepared. There are also lacing cards, coloring, writing and
painting materials available along with play dough and a
Teacher-prepared
number of commercially prepared toys.
homework sheets to supplement school lessons are sometimes
utilized during a free play period. A record player and
television set are also available. To promote interaction,
the children are encouraged to participate in competitive
Special chores such as passing out towels or bibs
games.
may occupy a child during free time. Letters are read
and/or written during this period also.
Supervised free play, which includes smaller groups of
children participating in a cooperative activity or large
group games or activities prepared by the staff-trained
college girls, takes place on weekend afternoons.

F1.1

Group Game Peris14212
(To be used during free-periods on weekends, also).
This period is a group play period especially designed to
(a) promote the development of psycho-social awareness,
particularly in the following areas: enhancement of selfconcept through group relationships, development of healthy
individual and group competitiveness, promotion of interdependence of team-mates working together to attain a
common goal, and finally, fostering of creativity in the
children within a relatively unstructured activity where
positive reinforcement from the group is usually abundant;
and (b) afford the children an ideal opportunity for application of learned skills, both motor and educational, in
a freely structured activity in a situation which utilizes
optimal motivation.

A repertoire of group games has been compiled and adapted
for use with groups of physically handicapped children.
The teacher-therapist is encouraged to be flexible and creative
in adapting these games to specific occasions, or to those
movements, objects or language concepts, etc., which she
might wish to develop during a particular period.
This
collection is also suitable for weekend afternoon activity
when the program is not carried on in its complete form.
The group games are divided into six basic categories:
a.

Mimetic games, which make use of role playing, verbal
and/or motor imitation (often rhythmic) and provide
opportunities for the children to express original
experiences;

b.

Singing games, which promote group vocalization
and verbalization, auditory discrimination, gross
and fine motor skills, often in the form of rhythmical movements and application and reinforcement
of learned and new language concepts;

c.

Games using auditory and visual discrimination,which
again include the use of learned motor skills;

d.

Active games, which particularly promote the more
gross motor skills such as moving about the room
(i.e. as in a race) or grasp, release and targeting,
etc;

e.

Quiet games, which include those usually played at
the tables and which often apply skills learned in
school;
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f.

Miscellaneous games, which include many more general
games to be adapted for special occasions
or to
teach particular concepts.

Many of the above-mentioned games are often performed
in a sitting position at the tables
but some are designed
to allow moving about the room.
It should also be noted
that some are particularly suitable
for competitive team
games. Below are examples
taken from each of the six
categories.
a.

Mimetic Games
Animal Sounds (trip to farm or zoo)

One child will be "it," representing
an animal by either
making a sound or movement which typifies
the animal.
As soon as a child in the rest of
the group guesses
which animal it is, he raises his hand.
The one who is
"it" calls on someone until he
gets the correct answer.
The child who gives the correct
answer is "it" the next
time.
Animal songs can be added.
*The above can also be done as a team game.
the
children into two equal groups who form linesSplit
facing
each other. One person from each
team is given the name
of an animal which he imitates(by sound
his team tries to guess. A time limit or movement) and
can be set on the
guessing. Scores of correct
guesses are kept on the
blackboard, etc., and the team with the most, wins.

Circus Game (can utilize rhythm band)
Begin with a parade, having each child hold
and play
(vocalize, etc.) a particular band instrument
by stomping feet on the floor. One child can and march
wear a
hat and be the announcer who introduces the
acts:
"Ladies and gentlemen....presenting..."
Several children
can be clowns performing physical stunts such
as thumbs
in and out, arms above head,
one foot up, etc. Others
can imitate various animals by doing "tricks"
or making
their sounds. Several variations
can
be
made
such as a
wild west show with cowboys and
indians, a ballet dancer,
a tight-rope walker (a child walking across the floor
on a black line) etc. Children can clap
or pound on the
table after each stunt or act.
Building a Fire (Leader reads or, tells the
story)
1.
Children asleep. (Heads down on table)
2.
Wake up.
Stretch. Deep breathing.
put shirts on (go through prescribed Wash face and
dressing movements).
j

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Go into woodshed for wood. Bring in armful.
(Rounded arms).
Tear paper.
Put it into stove.
Strike match and
light fire.
(leader does in large pail).
Blow (everyone blows).
Chop wood. (bang on tables).
Children, using cups, pour water on the fire to put
it out.

A pay on the Farm (Leader reads or tells the story)
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

b.

Breathe in the clean air, heads lifted and arms
raised and blow out old air.
(several times).
Feed chickens.
Throw grain alternately with right
and left hands.
Shake fruit trees. Pick up fruit and eat it (hand
to mouth movement).
Pick flowers.
Blow dandelion seeds.
Toss hay down into stalls.
Pet horses and dog.
Feed all the animals (children can make the sounds
and hand motions.)

Singing Games

Did You Ever See a Lassie?

Did you ever see a lassie, a lassie, a lassie?
Did you ever see a lassie do this way and that? (Person
who is "it" can choose any movement).
Do this way and that way, and this way and that way;
Did you ever see a lassie do this way and that?
Choose a child to point out any circle in the room as
you sing to the tune of"Did you Ever See a Lassie?"
Use the name of the child in the song.
Did you ever see a circle, a circle, a circle?
Did you ever see a circle?
Please show us one now.
0 Mary, 0 Mary, 0 Mary, 0 Mary,
Did you ever see a circle?
Please show us one now.
This game can be adapted to any shape.
Looby Loo

I put my right hand in, I put my right hand out,
I give my right hand a shake, shake, shake
And turn myself about.
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Here we dance looby loo, here we dance looby light,
Here we dance looby loo, all on a Saturday night.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
c.

put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put
put

my
my
my
my
my
my
my
my
my

left hand in, etc.
two hands in etc.
right foot in, etc.
left foot in, etc.
two feet in, etc.
right ear in, etc.
left ear in, etc.
head way in, etc.
whole self in, etc.

Games Using Auditory and Visual Discrimination
Blind Child
One child is chosen for the Blind Child and is blindfolded, He slowly counts to ten , and at ten he
advances and touches one of the children in the group.
He tries to guess the name of the one touched by feeling
of his face, clothes, etc. The one whose name is correctly
guessed becomes blind child.
A variation of this provides that the blindfolded child
points a wand or stick at some child in the circle,ask
his questions, and guess his identity by the voice.
Another form provides that the child pointed at shall
make some certain sound, as grunting, barking, or the
like. The blindfolded child guesses the player's identity from this sound, etc.

Logomachy
This interesting game requires a large number of
letters. The letters are placed face down on the cardboard
table,
and each player draws one. The first play is given
to
the player who draws A, or the letter of the alphabet
nearest A. Then, beginning at his left, each player
places his letter, face up, on the table in front of
him. Each draws again and places the letter in front
of
him. Any time that a player can make a word out of
the
letters in front of him, he does so and "retires" the
word so made. If a player wishes, he
may draw from the
letters in another player's lot, if he sees among them
one that would complete a word.
This is done in his
regular turn instead of drawing from the pile. At any
time, a player may take a word that has been made
by
another, if he can change the word by the addition of a
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letter or a word in his possession. For instance, if
he has an "e," he may appropriate his neighbor's "top,"
and make "poet" out of it; or he may add "skin" to
"seal" and make "sealskin." The player having the
largest number of words at the end of a given time wins.

Numbers Change
Players sit in an open rectangle and number off.
A
player in the center calls one of the numbers (or for
more difficult problems, calls a combination of numbers add or subtract - which equals that number). The person
who has that number must indicate so by pounding on the
table, etc.
If that person guesses correctly, he changes
places with the center player, who takes over his number
and so on.
d.

Active Games
Shoot the Rabbit
Blocks or other articles are stacked up in the center
of a table and the children sit around the table.
One
child is given a ball, and he rolls it toward the center,
trying to knock over the articles. If he is successful,
he stacks them up again. The next child takes his turn,
And this continues until all the children have had a turn.
Bean 13m. In The Basket

Children sit at a table and toss several bean bags toward
a large wastebasket or large basin (not more than four
or five feet away) to see how many will drop in.
Score
must be kept and the child who scores the most, wins.
This can be done with two teams also.
Huckle Buckle Bean Stalk
A card with a number or color in it is used as the
object to be hidden. One child leaves the room or closes
eyes with back turned, as the card is hidden within the
room.
As the child enters the room, all of the others
start chanting "Huckle Buckle Bean Stalk" in a medium
loud tone.
The tone changes to a louder one if the one
searching starts in the wrong direction, and the voices
soften as the searcher gets closer to the object. Upon
finding the card, he must identify the number or color.
If correct, he may choose the next child to leave the
room, and choose a child who may hide the card for the
next game.

Hot Potato (or relay)
A light-weight whiffle ball (or stick, etc.) can be
used as the potato. The children can sit at the tables
in an open rectangle with two children who can walk at
the end places.
They are divided in half to make two
teams.
A ball or "potato" is given to each of the two
people at the middle table and on a specified signal,
is passed from one child to another until it reaches the
end person on each team. The ball or potato is very
"hot" so the children try to pass it on as quickly as
they can. The first team that gets it up to the end
person, wins. This game can be done as a more active
relay race by having the end persons, when they receive
the ball, get up and walk back as quickly as they can,
and give it to the middle persons.
This can be done a
designated number of times and team that gets the ball
to the end person first, wins.
Blowing

A ping-pong ball or balloon can be blown from child to
child in a relay fashion explained in the "hot potato"
game, the first one of the two teams to get the ball to
the end person, wins. The children may also just blow
the ball back and forth randomly to each other or "tag"
a particular person who is "it," with the ball. "Tag"
can be played with a whiffle ball also, by either batting
it with their hands at the tables or kicking with feet
on the carpet.
e.

Quiet Games

Hen and Chickens
Children are seated at the tables.
One child is selected
for the hen and takes her place in the center. One child
is doorkeeper.
The teacher or a third child walks
softly about the room selecting chickens by tapping them
as she passes around the room. When she is through

choosing, she sits down; mien the children place their
heads on the tables, hiding their faces in their arms.
The doorkeeper then gives a signal for the Mother Hen to
come in. She goes about the room saytng, "Cluck, cluck."
Only those children who have been chosen as chickens
answer, "Peep, Peep," still keeping their heads down. The
hen listens, trying to locate her chickens. When sure,
she taps the child on the head. If she selected the right
child, he sits up in his seat; if the wrong one, he still
hides his head.
When the hen has found all of her chickens,
she selects a new hen to take her place.

Circus Pony Number Game

Obtective: To help children sight numbers from 1-10,
to 'help children associate correct value, and to further
develop attention span.
Procedure: Children sit in semi-circle as in circus
TEIT7Tlie teacher chooses trick pony, drummer, and
trainer. The teacher explains to the "audie:Ice" (children)
that, if the pony nods or paws the correct number he sees
on the flash card, they may clap for him. Place the
drummer in position of circus band; the pony faces the
trainer.
Game: Trainer holds up flash card to the "audience" so
n-47a t they may see the number; then to pony, but not

to drummer (if drummer knows the number, he has the tendency to count and drum ahead of the pony). The trainer
walks over to the pony in the center and touches head if
he wants the pony to nod (foot), if he wants him to paw
correct number very slowly, so that audience can see and
count to selves as the pony performs; drummer beats at
each count (1). If the pony performs correctly, audience
claps or pounds on the table; iE incorrect, they do not
clap.
f.

Miscellaneous Games

Dominos (Picture or Number)

1

Children sit
of blocks or
correct ones
center table

at tables and are given a designated number
dominos. A leader or teacher puts the
together, as guessed by the children, on a
or reproduces them on the blackboard.

Tote& Pole (Arts and Crafts)
Toted pole(s) can be constructed by the children as a
group with some pasting, some coloring, some pounding
nails, painting and tearing. Materials used can be tin
cans, wood chunks, paper plates, paper bags, etc.
Store
A large table
Children sit at tables in open rectangles.
in the middle is designated as the "store" and contains
many objects, etc., chosen for learning various language
concepts or physical movements, etc. One child is chosen
to be the storekeeper, with the teacher, who sells the
objects. This person must also set the prices on objects,
make sure the buyer pays the correct amount, and possibly
make correct change. The children take turns being the
store-keeper. Each child is given a designated amount of
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money to spend at the store and
must keep track of how
much he has, how much he
can
buy
with it and the shapes
and kinds of objects he wishes
to
buy (or trade). The
children take turns going
up
to
the
store.
can be made. This activity
Variations
has
proven
to be a very
motivating one for our children
and a good learning
activity.
Fishing Game
This is a very versatile
game which can be used for
teaching almost any language
ization, visual and auditory concept by using categordiscrimination, classification, and several types of movement
with hands, arms
and heads. A long stick
constructed with a thicker
red stick handle (for
grabbing) and a long string with
a magnet attached to the
end on the other end
used as a "fishing pole."
can be
A box filled with tagboard
cards cut in different shapes
or with pictures on them,
etc., of desired stimuli
are
used.
The cards have paper
clips glued on the back of them
to make them adhere to
the magnet. Each child
putting the string and can have a turn to "fish" by
magnet into the box without
go of the handle and pulling
letting
show, put in a pile, etc., theit out again. He can name,
objects he got as a fish.
Several variations of these
procedures can be used.
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Hand Class:

General Description & Rationale (H)

The second major daily activity, the Hand Class, consists of a series of tasks similar to those
performed in
the Plinth Series, but carried out while the child is
sitting rather than lying. The purpose of any Hand Class
is to teach the free and functional use of the hands, arms
and upper trunk while sitting -- i.e., while
maintaining
a stationary symmetrical lower body alignment with the
hips, knees and ankles well flexed and the weight evenly
distributed on both legs and feet as well as on the buttocks.
Total Body Orientation.
As in the Plinth Series, all intentions in the Hand Class
refer to a specific movement (e.g., "I make two fists."),
and the child's attention is directed to the position
of
his entire body while he performs the stated task.
In other
words, clenching both hands into fists symmetrically and
with thumbs abducted (over rather than under the fingers)
is only a part of the requirement for "I make two fists."
It is further a reminder for proper hip, leg and
foot
position in sitting and a maintenance of extended elbows
and erect upper trunk while making two fists. This major
emphasis on a proper sitting position is a consistent
factor throughout the Hand Class series.

Movement Variations.

Any one of a large number of hand and arm movements in
several planes may be included in the Hand Class.
Since
stable sitting is the over-all goal, movements to the side,
in front of the body (particularly in the midline)
and above
the head are all desirable and necessary to teach
functional
use of the upper limbs and trunk. Depending upon the
group,
the movements chosen may be related to fine motor skills
and swinging movements or gross, less complex
with more stability. Sticks, cups, spoons and movements
other special
devices, may be incorporated at appropriate times to provide
motivation through an understanding of the functional
applications.
A Hand Class provides an opportunity to learn
any and
all skills concerned with movement while in a sitting
position, and is constructed to teach rhythm,
balance and
increased perceptual awareness of body image as
well as
improved motor skills.
The stated intention may be applied
directly to an impromptu game, song or poem during
the
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Hand Class period. Moving the arms rhythmically to the
side and back to the midline with elbows extended can be
applied in keeping time to the song, "Row, row, row your
boat." A finger play may apply learned fine motor skills
in much the same way,

Range of Abilities.

Various stages of sitting and hand use may be incorporated into a single series.
For example, one individual
in a given group may require maximal support for independent
sitting and therefore may sit facing a plinth-table and
hold onto the slats during the intention, "My hands are flat;"
another individual in the same group may be capable of sitting
securely on a box while placing and maintaining open hands
on his knees during the same intention.
Task Modification.

Modification of the various tasks are carefully
designed to gear the requirements for successful completion to each individual's specific motor performance level.
In other words, the task performed during an intention may
be upgraded to include repetition, the introduction of
rhythm, added equipment or movement of another body part.
For example, touching the palm of the open left hand to
the back to the open right hand with extended elbows may
be reneated rhythmically five times, swinging the arm in
a wide arc before each touch. The same intention is
used ("i touch. 1,2,3,4,5,"), but the latter task is
designed to improve sitting in a child who is already
very functional, but needs refinement of sitting balance
skills.
(See upgrading - definition of terms in introduction).
In much the same way, a task may be simplified for the
individual to allow for independent successful completion.
Raising the arms for "I lift up" may be made easier for the
less capable individual by making the requirement the grasp
of a higher rung of a ladderback chair.
(See simplification definition of terms section in introduction).
Applications.

The movements chosen for any specific Hand Class depend
largely upon the goals for the group. Since nearly all
activities of daily living depend heavily upon the use
of the hands and arms, the movement stated in the intention
may have a number of functional applications. The intention,
"I touch my shoulder," for example, serves to improve performance in any asymmetrical activity that requires crossing
the midline.
Specific examples include
eating, writing,
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Thus, a Hand Class
crayoning, removing the shirt, etc.
may include opportunities to improve a large number of
functional motor skills without concentrating on any one
specific applicaticia.

Perceptual AwP.zanss.

The sitting position assumed by the child in Hand Class
gives him an increased understanding of the "normal"
position for carrying out most hand activities. Sitting
upright allows him to move his head and eyes to observe
the various happenings around him in the room. It frees
his hands for the most par:: and increases his awareness
of the potential use he may make of his upper limbs in such
functions as eating, drinking, schoolwork, etc.
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:.xwements, their rationales

HAND CLASS (H1)

March, 1971

I put my hands flat on the table. 1-5
I stretch my elbows. 1-5
I push my hands down hard. 1-5

My feet are flat7175---hands over over
ngers. I put my head down in my hands. 1-5

stretc my

stretch my arms to the sides. 1-5
turn my hands over, over, over.
stretch my fingers. 1-5
I put my hands up on my head. 1-5

I
I
I

I put my hands flat. 1-5
IEI!loJIIIAtA41SI. 1-5

1iTiiiiidViEras out to the sides. 1-5
Together - out - to ether - out.
I lift my silas up - own - AIL.- down.
(SONG)

I touch my sticks to my head. 1-5
I let go. 1-5
My hands are flat. 1-5
I point my right hand to the ceiling. 1-5

Ipinchn. 1-5

1-5

I point my left hand to the ceiling. 1-5
I pinch my nose. 1-5
(POEM)
I make two fists. 1-5
I point my thumbs to the ceiling. 1-5
I slide my fists to me- away -to me - away.
I grab a stick. 1-5

I IstaLiEyslickup. 1-5
I--141440ij:03at(T, me - away - to me - away.
I bring my stick to my mouth - ahhlthh.
Mmmmmmm (away).
T-ii55-my stick with both hands. 1-5
(SONG)

11ta:0_. 1-5
(GRACE)
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DOCUMENTATION CHART (HI)
COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
I,

1.

I put my hands flat
on the table. 1-5

,-

"Stretch your fingers."
"Keep your head in the middle."
"Thumbs out."

,-

as

Actively and bilaterally abduct and extend
fingers and thumbs with
palmar surface firmly
on table.

.

...-

-N*`

_
.

2.

I stretch my
elbows.

1-5

"Keep your hands flat."
"Get your arms as straight as you
can."

Maximally extend elbow,
partial shoulder girdle
retraction.

411

3.

4.

I push my hands
1-5
down hard.

"Push on the table as hard as you

My feet are flat.

"Get your heels down on the floor.' Dorsiflex ankles at
90° or less.
"Both feet flat."

1-5

.

5.

0

can."
"Keep your elbows straight."
"Lean forward."

Actively flex trunk with
cocontraction of trunk
support muscles with (1)
and (2) above. Firmly
press palmar surfaces of
both hands onto the table
while elbows remain extern ed.

_

I turn my hands
over, over, over.

"Turn your hands so you can see
your palms."
"Keep your feet flat."

H1.2

Outwardly rotate forearm.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

-

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of spastic finger flexion
with adducted thumb, Prepares
for grasp and prehension.

Voluntary grasp & release
in general.
Stabilizing an object.
Balancing upper trunk.

Conscious inhibition of Moro
reflex, ATNR pattern, or
spastic flexion, rotation and
adduction to body. Prepares
for use of hands in midline,
reaching and grasp.

Support and balance of
upper trunk.
Reaching for objects
sitting at table.
Standing with support.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion due to reflexes. Promotes balance and
stabilization of upper trunk.

Support of trunk during
sitting or standing.
Writing.
Coloring.

Teaches conscious modification of flexor withdrawal,
stepping reflex, extensor

Free sitting.
Standing.
Transfer to other furniture for sitting.

thrust. Prepares for weight, -

bearing, promotes stable
lower trunk for sitting.

Promotes symmetrical outward
rotation of wrist and arm.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of Moro reflex, STNR, spastic
finger flexion.

Eating.
Grooming.
Toothbrushing.
Drinking.
Handwashing.
Standing between two
chairs.

f
I
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

INTENTION
6.

ACCOMPANYING V4RBAL
INSTRUCTIONS

I stretch my
finaers.
1-5

"Keep your hands turned
over."

COMiELL.: nESCRIPTION
INTENDED r..'' ;ENT

As in (1)

OF

witut

assistance of

t,":.1e

surface.

7.

I put my head down
in my hands.

11

8.

I stretch my arms
to the sides.

"Keep your hands on the
table."
"Touch your forehead
to your
hands."
"Are your feet flat tool"

"Keep your elbows straight."
"Slide your arms out to the
sides."

9.

I turn my hands
over, over, over.

"Keep your elbows straight."
"Head in the middle."

Voluntarily flex neck
and upper trunk.
Maintain partial shoulder protraction.

Extend and smoothly
abduct arms. Retract
shoulder girdle.

As in (5),

maintaining

shoulder abduction.

10. I put my hands
up on my head.
1-5

"Keep your hands open and
your
fingers stretched."
"Bring your arms up from the
side."

IMaximally abduct shoulder,
flex elbows, and extend
fingers with thumbs
abducted.

.%

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
Teaches conscious inhibition
of spastic finger flexion.
Promotes functional use of
hand with thumb abducted.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of Moro reflex, ATNR, and
total flexion pattern; promotes functional flexion of

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Receiving an object in
hand.

Handwashing.
Grooming.

Grooming.
Washing.
Dressing.

necks.

IConscious inhibition of
spastic adduction and internal rotation. Promotes
symmetrical arm extension
and trunk control.

ITeaches voluntary inhibition
of spastic shoulder adduction
and elbow flexion. Promotes
enlarged spatial concept of
area around body. (See #5)

ITeaches voluntary inhibition
of Moro reflex, ATNR, and
promotes balance of upper
11

Stable sitting.
Sitting balance.
Eating.

Standing between 2 chairs.

Dressing.

Grooming.
Dressing.
Bathing.

trunk.

r

11.

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL
VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
___________
____________

I put my hands
flat.

"Stretch your fingers."
"Keep your head in the middle."
"Thumbs out."

1-5.

411
4

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOV OF

Actively and bilAterally abduct and extend
fingers and thumbs with
palmar surface firmly
on table.

kA\
12.

.

1 grab my sticks.
1-5.

"Grab both sticks."
"Keep your thumbs out."

Flex fingers bilaterally
Abduct thumbs; rotate
thumbs; grasp.

IF
)..,-"

libir

..:'

13.

I slide my sticks
out to the sides.

"Move both arms to the side."
"Keep your elbows straight."

1-5.
Ai

v

Maintain grasp, extend
and abduct arms. Retract
shoulder girdle.

1
effshr

.

14.

Together- -out -together--out.

'

"Keep grasping your sticks."

Abduct, then adduct
arms in smooth flowing
motion.

Alll

12
.---r

edam -4--.....--,:_.
15.

/

I lift m sticks
1115:72b.-DoW:gb.

MO=

/I n

"Keep your sticks in front of
you."
"Elbows straight."
"Keep grasping your stick."

111.6

Extend arms at shoulder!
Maintain grasp.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Reinforces maintenance of
stable sitting. Promotes reestablishment of position if
not maintained.

Voluntary grasp and release in general.
Stabilizing an object.
Balancing upper trunk.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of ATNR. Promotes bilateral
use of hands at midline.

Drinking.
Eating.
Grasp and release in
general.

Conscious inhibition of
spastic adduction and internal rotation. Promotes
symmetrical arm extension and
trunk control.

Standing.
Walking between 2 chairs.
Stable sitting.

Promotes bilateral coordination, and an enlarged concept of body space. Promotes
sitting balance.

Free sitting.
Game play-dexterity in
movement.
Standing.
Walking.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of Moro reflex. Promotes
trunk balance.
Prepares
for free sitting.

Free sitting.
Handwashing
Walking with chair as
support.

.H1 . 7

78

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
16.

I touch my sticks
to my head.
1-5

"Keep both hands on your sticks."
"Touch your head with your
sticks."

7

Abduct, externally
rotate shoulders.
Flex elbows;maintain
grasp.

,

,IIII.

III

17.

I let go.

1-5

"Stretch your fingers, open your
hands."
"Keep your sticks on the table."

Flex wrists, extend
fingers, abduct thumb.

,---

\------;"

deK
18.

My hands are flat

35

"Stretch your fingers."
"Keep your head in the middle."
"Thumbs out."

Actively and bilaterally abduct and extend
fingers and thumbs with
palmar surface firmly
on table.

i----.
19.

T point my right
hand to the
ceiling,.

20.

"Lift your right straight arm
above your shoulder."

Retract right shoulder.
Maintain extended right
elbow and fingers.

"Keep your head in the middle."
"Use your pointer and your thumb

Abduct right shoulder,
flex right elbow, while
maintaining extended lei
arm.

1,5

pinch my nose.

1:5

topinch."
"Use'your right hand to grab
your nose."

111.8
7

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes symmetrical use of
hands in functional movement
Promotes trunk balance.

Grooming.
Dressing.
Drinking.
Bathing.

Teaches inhibition of spastic
finger flexion. Promotes
voluntary release.

Eating.
Drinking.
Standing.
Transfer of objects from
hands.

Teaches voluntary inhibition

Voluntary grasp & release

of AVM .

Promotes bilateral
use of hands at midline.

in general.
Stabilizing an object.
Balancing upper trunk.

Enlarges range of motion.
Promotes greater spatial
awareness.

Grooming.
Bathing.
Toothbrushing.

Teaches inhibition of ATNR.
Promotes hand-to-mouth movement with one arm.

Eating.
Toothbrushing.
Bathing.
Grooming.

H19
86*

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
21.

tly_hands are tliil

1-5

"Stretch your fingers."
"Keep your head in the middle."
"Thumbs out."

.---

22.

I point my left
hand to the
ceilin .
2..2

"Lift your left straight arm
above your shoulder."

Actively and bilateral ly abduct and extend
fingers and thumbs with
palmar surface firmly
on table.

Retract left shoulder
girdle, maintain extended left elbow and
fingers.

Ask /1

NO

23.

I pinch my nose.
1-5

"Keep your head in the middle."
"Use your pointer and your thumb
to pinch."
"Use your left hand to grab
your nose."

Abduct left shoulder,
flex.right elbow, while
maintaining extended rii ht

"Keep your thumbs outside your

Flex fingers bilaterall:
abduct thumbs.

arm.

As in 20 - left hand.

24.

I make two fists.
1-5

fists."

O
25.

I point my thumbs
to the ceiling.
le:5
---) 1

,..4

N'-r=

"Turn your thumbs up."

Rotate forearms outwardly, maximally abduc
thumbs.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of ATNR. Promotes bilateral
use of hands at nidline.

Voluntary grasp and
release in general.
Stabilizing an object.
Balancing upper trunk.

Enlarges range of motion.
Promotes greater spatial
awareness around body.

Grooming.
Bathing.
Toothbrushing.

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

=.1111.

Teaches inhibition of ATNR.
promotes hand-to-mouth movement with one arm.

Eating.
Toothbrushing.
Bathing.
Grooming.

Promotes functional grasp.
Prepares for grasping
support in sitting or stand-

Standing with support.
Grasp in general.
Drinking.
Eating.

ing.

Promotes functional use of
hands, Teaches conscious
inhibition of spastic finger
flexion with thumb adducted.

Drinking.
Grooming.
Eating.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
TMTRNTTnN
- ___ _
.

I slide my fists

26.

to me- -away,

To me--away,

"Move both arms at the same time.' Rotate forearms, maximal] y
abduct thumbs, and flex
"Keep both fists,"
and extend elbows smooth] y.

A\

I grab a stick.

27.

1-5

nq

A

"Keep your other arm in front of
you."
"Open your hand to grasp the

Extend fingers and
abduct thumb; flex
fingers and thumb to

stick."

grasp.

"Look at your stick."
"Keep grabbing."

Rotate forearm outwardly; maintain grasp.

.--

I stand my stick

28.

.

izi

MR.
A/1

29.

I bring my stick

"Move both arms at the same

to meaway;

time."
"Keep both fists."

e-N\

To me--away.

Rotate forearms, maximal] y
abduct thumbs, and flex
and extend elbows smooth] y.

i3
30.

I bring my'stick
to my mouthy- gal
Mmmmm (away.).

"Keep your other arm straight."
"Lift your elbow off the table
if you can."

A
.....-

-...-

H1.12

83

Abduct shoulder, flex
elbow, rotate wrist
outwardly. Alternately
flex and extend elbow,
maintaining grasp.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition
Eating.
of ATNR, Moro reflex. Promot
01 Writing.
coordination of movement
Drinking.
toward midline.
Dressing.

Teaches voluntary grasp and
Eating.
release. Promotes asymmetricaBathing.
use of hands, and sitting
Writing.
balance.

al

Teaches functional wrist
rotation with p.asp.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, Moro reflex. ?romotes coordination of movement toward midline.

Promotes snooth coordination
in hand -to -mouth movement.
Teaches conscious inhibition

of AM.

Dressing.
Sitting.

Eating.
Grooming.
Washing.

Eating.
Writing.
Dressing.
Drinking.

Eating.
Dressing.
Toothbrushing.
Grooming.

141.13

84

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF

ACOMPANYING,_._
VERBAL
INSTRUCTIONS
________
____________
31.

I grab my stick
with both hands.
1-5
(Song)

.

32.

________. ..........-

"Head in the middle."
"Are your feet flat?"
"Thumbs under the stick."
"Straighten your elbows."

Ectend fingers, then
flex them; abduct and
flex thumb. Ectend

"Let go with both hands at once."
"Look at the stick."

Extend fingers; abduct
and extend thumbs.

elbows.

,

I let go.

1-5

All

Not.i'\.**

40"

i

H1.14

85

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

inhibl,t-:;311 of AL.
Promotes symnotr-inil
hands in midlino.
Teacher;

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
.1 :.; :

.

.

I

Teaches inhibition of A.i1.%,
Promotes asymmetrical_ 11 F; 0 o1
hands in midline, Px.c7t,72.7:

voluntary release.

I

/

!

I

1

i-l-L.r.kinfT.

1

i

E. atinrt
1

r=i;s-lir.- off :71til.

;

-.....
Hi.15

1

Hand Class (H2)
Following the general goals for which
are designed, the following series centers all Hand Classes
around the use
of the hands, arms and upper trunk while
maintaining
a
stable sitting position. Individual adaptations
(task
modifications) are made primarily to
imal support is givenfand the sitting ensure that only minis maintained
as independently as possible while the posture
intended movements
are being made.
Specific goals for this series are those functional
movements involved in handwashing, eating and drinking.
There is also a major emphasis on weight bearing
on the
hands and arms in preparation for
pushing
off
the
plinth
and standing. Both symmetrical
and asymmetrical grasp and
release patterns are specific goals for
the stick tasks.
The corresponding documentation chart
the rationale, applications and procedures fully explains
for this
specific activity. The group begins
the
series
in sitting
with chairs arranged in a semi-circle
and
children
facing
the lead conductor. Those children
at
tables
are
behind
those in free sitting. For those individuals
who are
incapable of stable free sitting either
are provided in front or at the sides forladderback chairs
support or, the
child is seated at a table.
Individual
adaptations
range
from sitting on a box without
support to sitting in a nonadaptive chair at a slatted plinth which
can be grasped for
support.
All diagrams on the documentation
picture the child
who performs the movements sitting at achart
table.
Those
children who sit freely without support
use
their
knees
in place of the table for supporting and
weightbearing
on
hands and arms (pushing down hard, putting
hands
flat,
fixing elbows, etc.) Those children
support use a rung of the ladderback using ladderbacks as
for support in place
of the table.

The children are placed as follows:
Nancy, Lori, Melody, Lloyd & Doreen
- at table, no
adapted chairs.
Linda, Ted - free sitting in their
own chairs.
LuAnn - free sitting on a box.
Tim - two ladderbacks (one on each
Jeff - on a box with one ladderback side).
in front (for intermittent support only).

ROOM COPY

1971
HAND CLASS - July 26,

1-5

Nv hands are flat
Mv feet are flat

1-5

1-5

I elide my feet back

My elbows are straight
I make two fists

1-5

OPEN

1-5

forward.
Close to chair - arms

Fingers straight.
times.
Should be done a few
0-pen.
Stress saying

Hand'flat and ,elbows
I lush down hard

I touch

straight.

1-5

Stress
Left hand on right. opposite
back
of
targeting on
both
hand with open hand and
elbows straight.
Stress saying A-part.

1-5

Apart

Right hand on left
1-5

I touch
Apart
I cross

Cross
Left foot over right.
other foot
just ankles keeping
table.
flat and arms straight on

1-5

Apart.

Same with right foot.
My feet are flat

1-5

I push down hard 1,211411

five counts.
Left foot first for and kept
Goal get heels down
arms forward.

,,,,e....,,IMINrema

Sane with right foot.
My hands are open
touch

1-5

And down

1-5

Fingers and elbows straight.
Cz..rc:
hands.
Resting chin in open
straight,
given so fingers are
table.
wrists bent and elbows on
and
position
This should be repeated

maintained.
To my shoulder 1-5
And down

shoulder. Coal
Left hand to right straight,
and
keeping other arm
finr;era
table
and
flexed elbow on
shoulder.
on that hand opened over
H2.2 Care given to wrist posicicva.

Page 2

Same with opposite hand
My elbows are straight
:ands over, over

1-5

fec.::

Leaders vocabulary should ir.cludc
verb turn.
Elbows should remain straight.
Fingers open.

1-5

And back

Thumbs out

I vlke two fists 1-5
I lift uD

Care for flat hands - flat

They lift up only to the point
that they maintain straight elbows
and feet flat.

1-5

Al-id down
-11.=MICILZIMAINI

T grab my stick

With both hands.
be under stick.

1-5

My elbows are straight.

1-5

Thumbs

Care so wrists are down/
Feet flat, elbows straight,
Repeat.

Lift up, 1-5
And down.

I let go 1-5

To my mouth
I let c..o.

ah, ah, mm (away)

With one hand only. That hand
remains forward and flat on table.
Bring stick to head,
Maintain grasp.
Repeat.

1-5

H2.3

9

DOCUMENTATION CHART (H2)

COMPLETE DESCRIITION CF
EYING
1.

2.

2ar hands are flat.
1-

a

feet are flat.

.1

"Stretch your fingers."
"Keep your heads up."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumb to place palmar
surfaces of both hand
on table or knees.

"Make sure your feet are in
front of the chair."
Keep your heels down."
"Make sure your feet aren't
crossed."

Flex hip, knee and ankle
to place plantar surface
of both feet on floor.
Rotate knees so feet are
parallel.

"Keep your feet flat as you
slide back."
"Do not put your feet under
the chair."
"Keep your knees (together/
apart)."

Flex knees and slide
feet close to chair.

"Keep your hands open."
"Head in the middle,
look up."

Maximally extend both
elbows with hands at
shoulder width. Rotate
shoulder from in to
midpoint.

.........

,

3.

I slide my feet
1-5.

'-\
)

4.

iMy elbows a:e
straight.
1-5.

5.

I make two
fists, 1

"Thumbs on the outside"
"Squeeze."

WM.

flat

Flex and extend finciPers

while thumb remains
abducted.

0
ilit!..0

wif
(
.._

H2 . 4

ADAPTATIONS ON PTENTiON
PDR INDIVIDUALS

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches voluntary inhibition of spastic hand
flexion with adducted
thumb. Prepares for grasp
and thumb abduction.

Voluntary grasp and release Jeff, I uAnn, Ted - put
in general. Stabilizing an hands on knees,
object, or paper (as in
Tim - right hand over
writing.)
knee, the other ;-rasps
rung of L.B. placed at
his side,
Linda - hands on outside
of knees pushing knees

j

I

together.

Teaches conscious modification of flexor withdrawal, stepping reflex,
extensor thrust.
Prepares for weightbearing on leF:s. Promotes
stable lower trunk for
sitting.

Teaches
conscious inhibition of
extensor thrust pattern

Functional free sitting.
Preparing to stand or
transfer to other furniture for sitting.

Functional free sitting.
Standing.

Tim - grasps rums of 1,,,
while slides feet back.

and stepping reflex,
promotes hip, knee and
ankle flexion for stable
lower trunk ant weight
bearing on the legs.

Teaches
conscious inhibition of
Moro reflex, ATVR pattern,
and spastic flexion,
rotation and adduction to
body. Prepares for hands
in the midline, and grasp.

Teaches conscious inhibition of spastic finger
flexion with thumb adducted. Promotes grasp
pattern with thumb in
opposition, and some wrist
extension.

Handwashing.

support of upper trunk
(stabilization.)
For sitting at table,
free sitting, or standing.

Grasp and release in
urn - loft fist or his let
general. Grasping ladder- knee, other hand
c,rasps
back chair, for support in rung of L.B.
standing. Holding eating
Jeff - fists on knees.
utensils.

H2.5

9.1

Jur slrr lov

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
"Sean forward- Push on the
table or your knees."
"Keep your hands flat while you
push."

7.

B.

I touch.

Apart.

17.7.

2

"Keep
"Lift
it on
"Keep

both arms straight."
your left hand and mt
122 of your right.
your hands open.
Head in the middle - watch
your hands."

"Put your loft hand back on
the table."
"Keep your elbows straight."

COEPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
TNT 1.q%) DED

140V Et4 ENT

Push symmetrically on
firm surface with
maximally extended elbows,
fingers and thumbs.
(also abducted)

Place palmar surface of
left hind to dorsal surface
of right hand while both
elbows remain extended.

Replace left hand flat on
table as in 6.

"Hands open."

"Look at your hands."

"Lift your right arm up and
touch your left hand."
"Keep your elbows straight."
"Head in the middle."
"Hands open(fingers straight)."

10.

Apart.

k

"Look at your hands."
"lut your right hand back on
the table."
"Keep your elbows straight."
"Hands open."

Place palmar surface of
right hand on dorsal surface
of left hand while both
elbows remain extended.

Abduct right arm, to m,-

Mace hand on ta'Ae
maintaining extended
fingers and abducted
thumb.

112.6

1

RA110NALE FOR GROUP
Teaches conscious inhibition of total flexion
due to reflexes.
Promotes balance of
upper trunk.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Pressing on surface (e.g.
in writing, coloring).
Sitting balance, Standing.

- both hands on knoes
*Ann pushing down.
Linda - hands push knees
together.
Jeff. - push hands on
knees until his heels
Are down.

Eating. Handwashing.
Transfer of objects from
one hand to another.
Writing. Dressing.

LuAnn, Jeff - for each
count swing loft arm in
circular novement over
head and then target on
the right hand which is
on their right knee.
Tim - loft hand on loft
knee, other hand grasps
rung of L.5.

prepares

for support of trunk
with arms during
weightbearing.

Teaches inhibition of
spastic arm flexion, inward rotation with adduction.
Directs extraneous
arm movements to a target aE
child crosses midline of
body. Promotes eye-hand

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

coordination.

Teaches inhibition of
spastic arm flexion with
Adduction. Directs movement away from midline of
body. promotes balance of
upper trunk as one hand
is lifted for function.

Eating. Handwashing.
Transfer of object from
one hand to another.
Writing. Dressing.

Teaches inhibition of
spastic arm flexion, inward rotation with adduction. Directs extraneous
arm movement to a target
as child crosses midline
of body.
Promotes eyehand coordination.

Eating. Handwashing,
Transfer of object from
one hand to another.
Writing. Dressing.

Teaches inhibition of
spastic arm flexion with
adduction, Directs movement away from midline of
body Promotes balance of
upper trunk as one hand is
lifted for function.

Eating. Handwashing,
Transfer of object from
one hand to another.
Writing. Dressing.

LuAnn, Jeff - for each
count suing right arm in
circular movement over
head and then target on
the left hand which is
on their left knee.
Tim - right hand on right
knee, other hand grasps
rung of L.B.

I1TENTION
11.

12.

13.

X cross.

Apart.

I cross.

//r
14.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVEMENT

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
"Lift your left foot up and
cross it over your right at the
ankle."
"Keep your right foot flat.
"Arms straight on the table."

Lift and adduct flexed
left leg and Place left
ankle in front of right

"Push down on your right foot
when you lift your left foot."
"Arms straight on tho table."

Lift and abduct left log,
replace plantar surface

"Push down on your right foot
when you lift ypur left foot."
"Arms straight on the table."

Lift and adduct flexed right
leg and place right ankle
in front of left ankle.

ankle.

on floor as in 2.

11
"Push down on your right foot
when you lift your left foot."
"Arms straight on the table."

j.../t)art.

Lift and adduct right leg
with knee flexed and replace
plantar surface on floor as
in 2.

.AS /A/ 12
15.

2.11x? foot are

flat.

1-5

(7)

"Keep your feet together (or
apart.)"
"Heels down."
"Are your feet close to your chair

H2.8

Flex hip, knee and ankle
to place plantar surfaces
of both feet on floor.
,

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION.;

Teaches -iternate weighting of legs. prepares for
stepping.

Stepping.
Sitting.

Teaches alternate weighting of legs. PrepFires for
steprinr.

Stepping.
Sitting.

'ieaches alternate weighting of legs. Prepares for
stepping.

Stepping.
Sitting.

'reaches alternate weight-

Stepping.
Sitting.

ing of legs. Prepares for
stopping.

Teachos conscious modification of flexor withdrawal, stepping reflex,
extensor thrust.
Prepares for weight
bearing on legs. promotes
stable lower trunk for

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS
el, Tim - feet remain
flat and in front of
their chair.

Tim - pulls knees apart
while grasping rung of
1,73. placed at his sides.

LA,

Tim - feet remain
flat and in front of
their chair.

Tim - pulls knees apart
while grasping rung of
L.i3. placed. at his sides,

Functional free sitting,
preparing to stand or
transfer to other furniture for sitting.

sitting.

H2 . 9

INTENTION

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVEMENT

16.

.1 push down hard,
1-2-3-4t5.

"Koep
"Lift
step
foot

your right foot flat."
your left leg up and
down with your whole
on each count."

Firmly press entire
plantar surface of left
foot to floor rythmically
on each count (5 times).

17.

T. push down hard,

"Keep
"Lift
down
"Keep

your
your
hard
your

Firmly press entire
plantar surface of right
to floor rythmically on
each count (5 times).

left foot flat."
right leg up and step
on each count."
heels down."

M //1/ A
18. _E hands are

SEEL

"Elbows straight."
"Stretch your fingers."
"Thumbs out."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumbs to place palmar
surfaces of both hands on
table or knees.

"Keep your hadds open."
"Bend both elbows at once."
"Keep your head in the middle,
and rest your chin in your hands.

Symmetrically flex elbows
and place both open hands
on &Mks to allow heels of

r

19.

I touch.

hands to support chin - while

elbows remain fixed.

20. lag down.

"Look at your hands."
"Straighten both elbows at
once." "Keep hands open."
(Reminder as needed, flat
feet.)

H2.10

96

Symmetrically extend
elbows and replace hands
flat as in 18.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

,

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Rhythmical flexion and exStepping.
tension with pressure on
Sitting.
plantar surface teschos inhibition of stepping reflex,
extensor thrust, and promotos
dorsiflexion of foot while
extensor muscles are working.
Prepares for stepping and
walking,

Tim - slides feet hack
to chair. Pushes down
on left knoo vith loft

Rhythmical flexion and extension with pressure on
plantar surface teaches inhibition of stepping reflox,
extensor thrust and promotes
dorsiflexion of foot while
extensor musles are working.
Prepares for stepping and
walking.

Stepping.
Sitting.

Tim - Pushes down on
right knee with right

Teaches voluntary inhibition of spastic hand
flexion with adducted thumb,
Prepares for grasp and thumb
abduction. Reminds child
to re-establish position, or
maintain it for longer time.

Grasp and release in
general.

Promotes symmetrical arm
movement at midline of

Bringing cup to mouth
in drinking.
Hair
washing. Face washing.

body, woightbearing on
elbows. Promotes finger

hand.

extension when wrist is
also in extension.

Promotes symmetrical elbow
extension and shoulder
girdle protraction. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR and SINR patterns.

hand.

Drinking. Bathing.
Hair washing. Dressing.

I
H2.11

Tim - both hands opened
over knees.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INtENTION

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

MIMED MCVEENT

21.

To .my shoulder.

lioac2 in middle, keep your right
arm straight and your hands open:
"aide your loft hand Uto yoor
right arm."
"I should see straight fingers
over your shoulder."

Flex left elbow and place
partially extended fingers
of hand on right shouldor
while right elbow remains
extended.

22.

And down.

"Kewp right arm straight."
"Put your left hand down on
the table, straighten your elbow."

Extend left elbow and
replace open left hand
on table as in 18.

23.

To EL shoulder.

Itoad in middle, keep your loft
arm straight and your hands

Flex right elbow ,and place
partially extended fingers
of right hand on left
shoulder while left elbow
remains extended.

1-.L2

open."

"Slide your right an up your
left arm."
"I should see straight fingers
over your shoulder."

"Head in middle, keep your
hand open (or grab towel from
!Jhoulder), straighten your elbow."

Extend right elbow and replace
open right hand on table as

"Stretch both arms.""Be sure
your hands are flat.""Are your
feet flet, too?"

Symmetrically extend
elbows while hands
remain open.

in 18.

25. a elbows are
straight.
1=.2

clo
H2.12
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RATIO;IAL..; FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL API LIGATIONS

Promotes asymmetrical
arm movomont, balance of
upper trunk using one
hand as support. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR as midline of body
is crossed.

Promotes asymmetrical
arm movement, balance
of upper t :unk using one
hand as support. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR as midline of body
is crossed.

Promotes asymmetrical
arm movement, balance
of upper trunk using one
hand as support. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR as midline of body
is crossed.

Promotes asymmetrical
arm movement, balance
of upper trunk using one
hand as support. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR as midline of body
is crossed.

Teachos conscious inhibition of .Moro roflox,

Arm

pattern, and spastic flex,ion, rotation and Adduction
to body.

Eating. Bathing. Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.

ADAPTATIONS OF 17EurioN
FOR INDIVIDUALS
-,
Tim, Linda, tancy,
Doreen, Lloyd, Lel
slide hand to elbow
without facilitation.

Sating. Bathing. Dressing.
washing.
Grooming.

Eating. Bathing. Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.

Eating. Bathing. Dressing.
Washing.

Handwashing.
Standing.

H2.13
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Tim, Linda, Lori, Doreen,'
Lloyd, Mel - slide hand
up to elbow without
facilitation.
Vanv - grasps shirt
sleeve to maintain
position.

COMM DESCRIPTION OF
4STRUCT OTIS

26.

Hands over,

"Turn both hands over, thumbs
to the outside, palms up."
"Keep your fingers straight,
elbows straight."

Over.

V

_,

INTENDED MOVEMENT
Outwardly rotate forearm
while elbows and fingers
remain extended and thuM
abducted.

.41

And back

27.

"Keep elbows straight, turn
open hands back."

,
.

28.

make two

I

fists.

"Thumbs outside the fist.n
"Keep elbows straight."

LI

Inwardly rotato forearm,
replace palmar surfaces
of both hands on table o
knees.

Simultaneously flex
fingers of both hands it
fists while thumbs remai
abducted.

1.0

29.

lift up; 5

I

..1

4N

es

30.

And down.

"Keep elbows straight, lift
up with both arms at same timer
"Feet flat. "'Raise your hands as
far as you can while keeping
your elbows straight."

"Keep elbows straight."
"Put both arms down at same
time."

0

....,...)

-,

'

--

11 ',:a ........--

lb
H2.14

Symmetrically retract
shoulder girdle to less
than 90° angle from tab]
while elbows remain extended, fists maintainec

Protract shoulder girdle
to replace fists on
table.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes synunetrioal

Handwashing.
Standing.

outward rotation of hands
and arm with fingers
extended. Teaches
inhibition of Voro reflex,
ATNR.

!'oachc

symNotricAl inward
rotation of forearms
with elbows extended.
Breaks up arm and hand
flexion and shoulder pivile
retraction pattern.
Promotes asymmetrical
arm rotation. Toachos inhibition of 1;.nro. VP.

Handwashing.
Standing.

Promotes grasp with
elbows extended.
Prepares for grasping an
object to support and
balance upper trunk.

Standing. Grasp and
release in general.

ADAPTATIONS OF IhTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Tim - ono hand turned
ovor on knno.
During
socond counting ho
should grasp rung of
L.B. with hand that
was on knee and place
his other hand ovor on
knee (palms up).

Tim - grasps rungs of
two L.B. which are placed
at his side.

Promotes balance of trunk
as controlled arm extension and shoulder retraction occurs. Teadhes
inhibition of Moro reflex.

Drinking.

Promotes eye-hand
coordination in re-establishing support of upper
trunk.
Promotes
maintenance of arm
extension.

Drinking.

Tim - grasps higher on
tho rungs of the L.P..

Tim - returns to original -.,esition on rungs

of Lt.

H2 . 15
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MENTION
31.

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

I grab ay.

"Open your hands and grab the
stick with both hands.""Thumbs
Should be under the stick.""Keep
grabbing as long as you can."

ale

32.

34.

Symmetrically extend
fingers and outwardly
rotate thumbs of both
hands and then flex fingers
around stick with thumb in
opposition.

a

elbows
are straight. LI

"Stretch both elbows."Keep
your wrists down.tutPush the

stick OW "

33.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVEMENT

Lift 22,

And down.

"Keep elbows straight."
"Keep feet flat:'
"Grab with both hands."

"Kcap elbows straight."
"Keep grabbing with both
bands."

"Let go with one handP
"Put your free hand flat
on the table in front of
you."

Symmetrically extend
elbows while maintaining
grasp of stick.

Lift stick from table or
knees while both elbows
remain extended, partially
retract shoulder girdle.

Return stick to table.
Protract shoulder girdle.

Extend fingers and outwardly
rotate thumb of one hand to
release stick while grasp
is maintained with preferred
hand.
ti

ADAPTATION!: OF ingnor
1

RATICWALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes eye-hand
coordination. Teaches
maintenance of grasp
with oxtendod elbows.

Standing.
Sitting.

Teaches concept of pushing
weight&taring* on
arms. Prepares for support
of upper trunk in standing.
Promotes maintenanco of
elbow extension,
Reestablishos functional

Standing.

FOR INDIVIDUALS
Tim - grasps stick first
with right hand, places
stick on kneo and grasps
i!ith the other hand.

position.
Reinforces
Tmaintenance.

Promotes maintaining
grasp of object while
raising and lowering
shoulder girdle.
Teaches
inhibition of Moro reflex,

Standing. H a.ndwlshing,

Dressing.

STNR.

I
Promotes maintaining
grasp of object while
raising and lowering
shoulder girdle.
Teaches
inhibition of Moro reflex,

Standing. Handwashing.
Dressing.

STNR.

Promotes keeping head in
midlino and balance of
upper trunk as one hand
moves to re-establish
support. Teaches inhibi-

Eating. writing.

tion of ATM, and Moro
reflex.

Hi

Tim - grasped stick remains on knees.
Lloyd, Doreen, Lori,
Nancy, Vol - raise stick
3" to place on supportive surface.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF

INTENTION
36 .

To my mouth,
Aaaah.

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

MIMED movatarr

"Keep grabbing stick with one

Flex elbow and inwardly
rotate forearm holding
stick and bring stick
to mouth while keeping
other elbow extended.

hand:1,113ring the stick to your

mouth, like taking a bite of
something."

38. I _lot go.
A

4

"Keep grabbing, put the stick
back on the table."
"Lb it again." (Repeat
movement several times.)

Ektend elbow, maintain
grasp with preferred
hand while placing stick on

"Keep one arm straight, hand
flat."
"Give me the stick when I come
to you."

acterd fingers and outwardly rotate thumb of hand
holding stick to release

table.

stick iu deilignated place.

J

RAT1MALF, FOR ram)

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

1-romotos asymmetrical arm

Eating. Writing.

flexion and oxtonsion
while keeping head in
midline - eye-hand coordination. Teaches conscious in-

hibition of MIR.

Promotes asymmetrical arm
flexion and extension
while keeping head in
midline - eye-hand coordina
tion. Teachos conscious in
hibition of ATI:R.

Promotes keeping head in
midlino and balance of
upper body as one hand
moves 'to re-establish
ieligla 'inhibition of
ATNR and Moro reflex.

Eating. Writing.

Eating. Writing.

H2.19
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTTO1:
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Hand Class (H3

- Group Il

A number of specific goals were emphasized in this
hand class.
Basically, it was designed to teach the
functional movements involved in standing, stepping and
walking as well as those which promote stabilized freesitting.
Range-of-motion activities which are stressed
include use of upper trunk, and extended arms while
maintaining a stable lower trunk and movements involving
hip, knee and ankle rotation and flexion, while maintaining a stable upper trunk.
A major goal emphasized throughout the series is proper weightbearing which teaches the
support needed for standing and walking. Finer finger
movements and certain arm and wrist positions included
are also involved in teaching weightbearing. Continuous
rhythmical motion needed for breathing, counting and
singing is emphasized, throughout, as is the rhythm
necessary for the simultaneous, reciprocal movements required for walking.
The children are seated in a circle in the following
manner:

LuAnn - on a box.

Jeff
Ted

- on a box.

- on his chair.

After coming to a stand, both Ted and Jeff grab two
chairs at their sides for support.

Room Copy

HAND CLASS

March 7, 1972

Arrangement - Jeff on box, Ted on chair, LuAnn on box. All
in semi-circle. LuAnn gets sticks out and gives
them to Jeff before class.
She brings her box
to class.
1.

I stretch my fingers. 1 -S.

Hands over knees.
Care to Ted's wrists (extendpoint up).

2.

My feet are flat. 1-5.

3.

Left hand to

Stress weight over feet.
Do with some swing.
Other hand remains on knee.

4.

Elbow back. 2.

5.

Forward.

6.

And down.

neck. 1.

3.

Tell them to point elbows
to leader.

7-10. Same with right hand
Jeff passes sticks.
Use sticks for the movement before doing with

After intending words the
movement should be done to
number; then to song.

hands.

11. Hands to La neck.

1.

12. Elbows back.

2.

13. Forward.

3.

14. Elbows back.

4.

15. And down.

5.

They grab a stick with both
hands and then go up to the
neck. After repeating movement to counting only, they
do it without sticks.
Hands
to neck. Attention to wrists.

Song - "La-la"
16. Breathing exercise
(0) (0) (0), 3 times while
going down.

17. Prolong vowel (0)

18. I point up. lba.

Start with exhalation.
End with inhalation.
Different vowels may be substituted.
Attention to mouth position.
Vocalization done while on
exhaling.
They hang arm between knees
And head goes down - on inhalation arms go out to the
sides, attention to lip
closure.
Fingers point up. Wrists
remain on knees.

19. And down.

H3.1

20. 1 point u2. 22.
21. And down.

Toes point up, heels remain on
floor. Feet should be in front
of chair before beginning movement.

22. I point up. ER.
23. And down.

Simultaneously toes and fingers
point up.

24. I push down hard. 1-5.
25. I step out. 1-2-3-4-5.

Left foot. Stress proper foot
position and heels down.
Other foot remains in position.
Toes straight c?recd.

26. And back. 1-2-3-4-5.
27- 29. Repeat with right foot.

30- 32. With both feet.
31. I step out. 1-2-3-4-5.

with boafeet.
32. And back.

On 5j feet should be together.

Simultaneously step out.

1-3-4-5.

33. To Tx knee. 1-5.
34. Bend left foot up and
down. repeat.
.35. And back. (to floor).

Left foot.

LuAnn, reminded to be exact.
Heel should be on knee.
Hands do not assist lifting
and dorsiflexion.

Jeff & Ted both hands may assist
lifting and dorsiflexion. Reminding Ted to push knee out (after
up there) facilitates keeping
heel on knee. Jeff should not
be falling forward. Weight
should be on other foot.
36- 38. Same with right foot.
39. Arms to side. 1.
to the chest 2.
to the side

3.

Clap above heads.4.
40. And down.

5.

Children hold hands in circle
and sing "I have a friend."

Encourage fingers and elbows
straight.
Feet flat on the floor, clap
above head.
Tgagttention to wrist and
foot position.

Jeff attention to clapping
above head.

41. We make a basket. 1-5.

All interdigitate fingers.

42. I lift RE. 1-2-3-4-5.

Elbows straight - feet remain
on floor.

43. And down. 5-4-3-2-1.

Fingers interdigitated, elbows
Palms forward. Slowly
straight.
raise arms above head.

44. Hands on knees in a
1
basket
7
out

Faket
out
Eggket
out
Eigket

7
5 above head
5 above head
Slowly 90° downwards.
After, do movement only with
counting, and then to a song.

7

2
out
T
Vggket
45. I stand RE. 1-5.
46. I stand tall. 1-5.

Clasp hands in front.

Jeff - stands in braces holding

47. I lift RE, RE, left, then
right "hand.

two chairs.
Ted - clasps hands and swings
down to stand.

Remind to keep feet together.
Elbows straight.
"Helmet" like facilitation.
After standing grabs 2 chairs.

48. And down.

LuAnn - helmet on.

If some equipment is needed for
support, they should release
grasp on it.
Increase time without support.
Walk to tables for juice.
Attention to foot position.

Jeff - braces on between 2 chairs.
Ted - 2 chairs.
LuAnn - free walking.

Each bring something needed
for pre-supper activity.

ray

DOCUMENTATION CHART (H3-Group 1)

CONFIZIT DESCRIPTIO

T
1.

ACCOIIPANYING VEAL INSTRUCTIONS

I stretch ay
fingers. .1[:.

II feet are flat.

2.

Left hand to my
neck.

1.

"Put your palms flat on your knees
and get your fingers apart and as
straight as you can." "Keep
your wrists down."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumbs to place palmar
surface of both hands on
knees. Maintain dorsiflexod
wrists.

"Bend your hips and lean forward
over your feet." "Keep your head
in the middle." "Make sure your
feet are flat and toes point
straight ahead."

Flex hip, knee and ankle
to place plantar surface
of both feet on floor.
Rotate knees so feet are
parallel.

"Swing your left hand up to your
"Keep your hand open."
"Keep your right hand flat on

Extend right elbow to
maintain upper trunk.
Asymmetrically flex elbr.,
and place extended fingc...,i
on left side of the neck.

neck."

your' right knee."

Elbow back.

kr

Forward.

2.

2.

OF

MENDED ilOVELENT

"Keep your open hand on your neck
and point your elbow back until
it is even with your shoulder."

"Point your elbow straight ahead
again."

Extend fingers and dorsiflex
wrist.
Flex left elbow
and abduct elbow.

Extend fingers and dorsiflex
wrist.
Flex left elbow
and adduct shoulder.

RATIOnALE FOR GROUP

ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTION
FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches voluntary inhibition
'f spastic hand flexion with
adducted thumb. Prepares for
grasp and release. Aids in
achieving and maintaining a
good sitting balance by fixing some parts of the body
to other parts.

Voluntary grasp and
release.
Stabilizing an object or
body part on a surface.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of flexor withdrawal, stepping reflex, extensor thrust
and prepares for weight bearing on legs. Promotes
stable lower trunk for sittin

Functional free sitting.
Preparation to stand or
transfer to other furniture for sitting.

Teaches fixation and
stabilization of trunk While
moving another part of the
body. Promotes asymmetrical
arm movement. Prepares for
stable sitting While engaging in range of motion
activity.

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

Promotes dorsiflexion of
wrists and asymmetrical

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

elbow flexicil, outward
rotation of shoulder, and
extension of fingers.

Promotes dorsiflexion of
wrists and asymmetrical
elbow flexion, inward
rotation of shoulder, and
extension of finger.

Eating.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

H3.5

FOR INDIVIDUAL:3

_

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION! OF

_iPhW
.=I

And down.

'Tut your left hand down on your
knee." "Straighten your elbow."
"Keep your hands flat."

Extend left elbow and
replace palmar surface
on left knee.

11111:
Will7

3.

Right hand to my
neck. 1.

in

As

"Swing your right hand up to your
neck." "Keep your hand open."
"Keep your left hand flat on
your left knee."

Extend left elbow to
maintain upper trunk.
Asymmetrically flex elbow
and place extended finger
on right side of the neck

2

Elbow back.

2.

"Keep your open hand on your neck
and point your elbow back until it
is even with your shoulder."

Extend fingers and
dorsiflex wrist.
Flex
right elbow and abduct
elbow.

6, a

in

2.

Forward.

ds

.1

il

"Point your elbow straight ahead
again."

Extend fingers and dorsiflex wrist.
Flex right
elbow and adduct shoulder

2

.

And down.

As *tn

1..

"Put your right hand down on
your knee." "Straighten your
elbow." "Keep your hands flat."

2
113.6

(12

Extend right elbow and
replace palmar surface or
right knee.

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION

RATIOULS FOR GROUP
Promotes asymmetrical arm
movement, balance of upper
trunk using one hand as
support. Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR.

Teaches fixation and
stabilization of trunk while
moving another part of the
body. Promotes asymmetrical
arm movement. Prepares for
stable sitting while en
gaging in range of motion

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

FOR INDIVIDUAU
After entire movcvent (#2)
has been done using intentions,
all children perform movement

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

to rhythm ofA song.

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

activity,

Promotes dorsiflexion of
wrists and asymmetrical
elbow flexion, outward
rotation of shoulder, and
extension of fingers.

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting.

Promotes dorsifloxion of
wrists and asymmetrical
elbow flexion, inward
rotation of shoulder, and
extension of fingers.

Promotes asymmetrical arm
movement, balance of upper
trunk using one hand as
support. Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR.

Eating.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Washing.
Grooming.
Sitting,

113

After entire movement (#3)
has been done using intentions,
all children perform movement
to rhythm of a song.

___
ACCOMPARING

DS' :

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INSTRUCTIONS

MENDED MOVEMENT
i.

4.

Hands to EL neck.

7

I;

1.

"Grab the stick with both hands."
"Bring your stick to the back of
your neck." "Keep your head in
the middle and feet flat on the
floor."

Extend fingers and abduci
thumb, then flex fingers
with thumb in opposition to
grasp.
Flex and lift arTIls
to place on back of neck.

[-----a
Elbows back.

2.

"Point both elbows back as far
as you can." "Keep grabbing the
stick."

ii

Maintain grasp and
symmetrically flex and
abduct elbows.

1

IILI
Forward.

2.

"Point both your elbows straight
ahead again." "Try to touch
your elbows together."

AA'
..

Elbows back.

d5

Ih

LI-

And down.
V'
.

"Point both elbows back as far
as you can." "Keep grabbing the
stick."

Maintain grasp and
symmetrically flex
and abduct elbows.

AbOVes

1.

!
i

4.

Maintain grasp and
symmetrically flex and
adduct elbows.

"Look at your hands."
"Straighten both elbows and put
your hands back on your knees."
"Set your sticks down next to
your chair."

Symmetricrilly extend

both elbows. Extend
fingers to release grasp
and place palmar surface
on knees.

r
RATIONAL:3 FOR GROUP

r
r

Promotes symmetrical arm
flexion and grasp. Teaches
dersiflexion of th. wrists.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and STNR. Promotes
weightbearing on legs.

Promotes symmetrical wrist
and elbow flexion and
shoulder abduction. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR.

Promotes symmetrical wrist
and elbow flexion and
shoulder adduction. Promotes
weightbearing on legs.

Promotes symmetrical wrist
and elbow flexion and
shoulder abduction. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR.

Promotes symmetrical elbow
extension and shoulder
protraction. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
the ATNR and STNR
patterns. Teaches grasp
and release.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Drinking.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Sitting.
Grasp of an object.

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTITTION
FOR INDIVIDUAL
Jeff - places stick on top

BrEoad. His goal is to
stretch closer to the back
of his neck each time.

Drinking.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Sitting.
Grasp of an object.

Drinking.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Sitting.
Grasp of an object.

Drinking.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Sitting.
Grasp of an object.

Drinking.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Release of an object.
Sitting.

H3.9

After entire movement (#4)
has been done using a stick
to teach position, all the
children perform the move ments.with their hands tc
rhythm of a song.

I T

IC t:

ACC0hPAIf1ThG INABAL INSTRUCTIONS

5. (Breathing
exercise repeated
several times)
Head down, arms
between knees and
exhale 0-0-0.

"Breathe out saying 0-0-0 with
rounded lips. At the same time
bring both arms down between your
knees and bow head,"

CONE= DESCRIPTIOV OF
MENDED WOVE ENT
Exhale and vocalize
simultaneously with
symmetrical adduction
of shoulders. Bring
arms together in the
midline between the
knees. Flex head and
hips.

Head up, arms out
to sides and in-

hale hhm.
(JD

"Breathe in h-h-m and at the same
time bring both arms up and out
to the sides and head up." "Lips
together."

2

6. I point

up. Up. Up "Rest the heels of

your hands on
your knees." "Bend both wrists
back and point fingers up to the
ceiling."

"Bring hands down flat on your
knees again."

I point up.

a. ER

"Make sure your feet are flat on
the floor in front of your chair
and pointing straight ahead."
"Keep your heels down and point
all your toes up."

Aky
113.10

116

Inhale simultaneously
with the extension of
the upper trunk and
extension and abduction
of arms to the sides at
right angles.

Extend fingers and elbows.
Symmetrically dorsiflex
wrists.

Symmetrically extend both
wrists placing palmar
surfaces on knees.

Maintain, heels on floor

and symmetrically dorsiflex ankles maximally.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

Promotes flexion of upper
trunk and woightbearing on
legs. Teaches rhythmical
breathing, vocalization and
speech. Promotes symmetrical
adduction of arms to ths mid -

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Breath control.
Speech.
Dressing.
Standing up.

Sitting balance.

line.

Promotes extension of upper
trunk, weightbearing on legs
and symmetrical abducb.on and
extension of arms. Teaches
lip closure and breath

Breath control.
Speech.
Dressing.
Standing up.

Sitting balance.

control.

Promotes symmetrical flexion
of wrists and simultaneous
extension and separation
of fingers. Teaches voluntary inhibition of spastic
hand flexion. Promotes eyehand coordination. Prepares
for controlled grasp and
release.
Promotes symmetrical
extension of both wrists
and fingers. Teaches voluntary inhibition of spastic
hand flexion. Prepares for
controlled grasp and release of objects.

iromotes symmetrical flexion of feet. Prepares for
stepping and walking.

Drinking.
Dressing.

Face and hair washing.

Drinking.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.

Walking.

H3 . 1

1

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR IPDIVIDUALJ

CONFLETE DESCRIPTIOi! OF

1.T

fiCCONPAWING vrzpAL MSTRUCTIONS

ITENDED iq0Vt.l.TNT

And down.

"Put your feet flat again with
toes and heels down."

Place plantar surface
of both feet on floor.

1 point 122. up, 22.

"Point fingers and toes up
together." "Keep hands on your
knees and heels on the floor."

Simultaneously and
symmetrically dorsiflex
feet and wrists pointing
digits upwards. Heels
of hands and feet remain
fixed.

And down.

"Put your feet and hands flat
again."

Simultaneously and
symmetrically extend
wrists and feet to place
palmar and plantar surfaces
flat.

7. I push down hard.

1=5L

I step out. 1-2-3-4-

"Keep your right foot flat."
"Lift your left leg up and step
down hard with your whole foot
on each count."

Rhythmically lift and
then place plantar surface of foot on the floor.

"Keep your right foot flat."
"Lift your left leg and step out
and down on each count."

Rhythmically lift and
outwardly rotate knee and
hips then place plantar
surface on floor. On
each count increase angle
of rotation.

f

ADAPTATIMS OF INTENTION
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition
of flexor withdrawal, stepping reflex,extensor thrust
and prepares for weightbearing on legs. Promotes
stable lower trunk for
sitting.

Promotes symmetrical and
simultaneous dorsiflexion
of feet and wrists.Fromotes
eye-hand coordination and
hand-foot coordination.

Promotes symmetrical
extension of wrists and
fingers. Teaches conscious
inhibition of flexor with-

Standing.
Walking.

Drinking.
Dressing.
Face and hair washing.
Walking.

Sitting.
Dressing.
Drinking.
Face washing.

drawal and extensor thrust.
Prepares for weightboaring
on arms, hands and logs.

Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor thrust
and flexor withdrawal.
Promotes dorsiflexion
and weightbearing on legs.

Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor thrust
and flexor withdrawal.
Promotes dorsiflexion
and weightbearing on
legs and outward rotation
of hips and knees.

Walking.
Sitting.

Walking.
Sitting.

irt

FOR IkiillVIDUALL;

COMPLETE LeSCIRIPTIO OF
:TENDED i11N X17

'

.

4.

,...11.,

Ard back. 1-2-3-4-5

i
....

1

I

"Bring hands down flat on your
knees again and stop down hard
and back toward the middle on
each count." "On 5 your feet
should be together."

Rhythmically lift and
inwardly rotate knee and
hip and place plantar
surface on floor. On
each count decrease the
angle of rotation.

"Keep your left foot flat."
"Lift your right leg up and step
down hard with your whole foot
on each count."

Rhythmically lift and
then place plantar surface of foot on the floor

"Keep your left foot flat."
"Lift your right leg and step out
and down on each count."

Rhythmically lift and
oytwardly rotate knee and
hip,then place plantar
surface on floor. On
each count increase angle
of rotation.

"Bring hands down flat on your
knees again and step down hard
and back toward the middle on
each count." "On 5 your feet
should be together."

Rhythmically lift and
inwardly rotate knee and
hip and place plantar
surface on floor. On
each count decrease the
angle of rotation.

"Begin with your flat foot
together in front of your chair."
"On each count step out to the
sides with both feet."

Simultaneously and
rhythmically outwardly
rotate and lift knees to
step and place plantar
surfaces on floor.

A

,.

,

i

,i-

8.

1 12sh down hard.
1-5.

04

111

7

I step out. 1-2-3.
11=5.

a5

in

And back. 1-2-3-4-5

cv.,

1

1 bovC

9. I step out. 1-2-3-4.
1.

,1'

'

..*
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

'reaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and
flexor withdrawal. Promotes

Walking.
Sitting.

dorsiflexion and weightbearing on legs. Promotes
inward rotation of knees
and hips.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and
flexor withdrawal. Promotes
dorsiflexion and weight-

Walking.
Sitting.

bearing on leg.s.

Teaches conscious inhibition

of extensor thrust and flexor withdrawal. Promotes
dorsiflexion and weightbearing on legs and outward
rotation of hips and knees.

Teaches conscious inhibitio
of extensor thrust and
flexor withdrawal. Promotes
dorsiflexion and weight..
bearing on legs. Promotes
inward rotation of knees

Walking.
Sitting.

Walking.
Sitting.

and hips.

is

Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor
thrust and flexor withdrawal. Promotes outward
rotation of hips and
knees. Promotes dorsiflexion and weightbearing
on legs.

Walking.
Sitting.
Standing up.

FOR INDIVIDUAL;;

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
I

.

--r___..--..---

And back. 1-2-3-4-5
..

"Step down hard on each count
with both feet at once and bring
your feet back together." By
5 your feet should be together
again."

-

Press pl.tntar surfaces
of both feet rhythmically
to the floor, simultaneously stepping from side
back to middle. Inwardly
rotate hips and knees.

i
i

1

10. To ny knee. 1 .
-.

Bend left foot 111:1
and down. (repeat)

"Keep your right foot flat on
the floor." "Bring your left
foot up and rest the heel on
your right knee."

Retract left knee and
hip, placing the heel
of the left foot on the
right knee.

"Keep your left heel on your
"Point your toes
right knee."
up and down, up and down."

Maintaining left heel on
right knee, dorsiflex and
extend left ankle in a
continuous movement.

"Put your left foot back flat
on the floor in front of your

Firmly place plantar
surface of left foot on
floor. Rotate knees so
feet are parallel.

4.
..- .
-,..

And back.

chair."

1
v
es.

To Ey knee.

as

Irl

10

.

"Keep your left foot flat on the
floor." "Bring your right foot
up and rest the heel on your
left knee."

Above

113.16

3.9

Retract right knee and
hip, placing the heel of
the right foot on the
left knee.

I

f
RATIUALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and flexor withdrawal. Promotes
dorsiflexion and weightbearing on legs. Promotes inward rotation of hips and
knees.

Walking.
Sitting.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion pattern.
Teaches alternate weighting
of feet. Promotes maintenance of sitting balance,
and outward rotation of hip.

Sitting.
Walking.
Climbing stairs.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion pattern.
Teaches alternate weighting
of feet. Promotes maintenance of -itting balance, and
outward rotation of hips,
and ankle flexion-extension.

ADAPTATIOES OF INTENTION
FOR IM.IVIDUALS

LuAnn may not use her hand
to lift and bend her foot.
Jeff and Tad may use hands
to aid irinfting and bending feet.

Sitting.
Dressing.
Stepping.

Promotes weightbearing on
legs and stable sitting.
Teaches conscious inhibition of flexor withdrawal
and extensor thrust.

Standing.
Stepping.
Sitting.

Teaches conscious inhibitio
of total flexion pattern.
Teaches alternate weighting
of feet. Promotes maintenance of sitting balance,
and outward rotation of

Sitting.
Walking.

Lulnn may not use her
hand to lift and bend her

Climbing stairs.

foot.

Jeff and Ted may use hands
to aid in lifting and
bending feet.

hip;'

H3.17
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COULTTE DESCRIPTIOV OF
KSTRUCTIONS

v

Bend right foot
up and down.
(repeat)
..

"Keep your right heel on your
left knee." "Point your toes
up and down, up and down."

VAintaining right heel
on left knee, dorsiflex
and extend right ankle
in a continuous movement.

"Put your right foot back flat
on the floor in front of your
chair."

Firmly place plantar
surface of right foot
on floor. Rotate knees
so feet are parallel.

"Bring both arms out to the sides,
back to your chest, to the sides
again, clap hands together above
your head and put hands back on
knees." "Be sure to keep your fee
flat the whole time." "Remember
to keep your hands open and elbowstraight."

Symmetrically and
rhythmically abduct and
extend arms, then adduct
and flex, abduct and
extend, extend and retract
shoulders then protract.
Extend fingers and bring
hands in the midline when
shoulders Ara ratrnrtwa_

-

And back.

4;
-

11. Arms to side
to chest - 2, to
side - 24
clapi
4, and down-5.

II D

2)

0

A,Ai

110

: F.__

Ii: ENDED WVELENT

0

Er6i,

------

11.

fk

12. We make a basket.

Li.

t

l

A:-

"Join yoUr hands together in the
middle, putting your fingers inbetween each other."

H3.18
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Interdigitate fingers in
the midline. Extend
elbows.

RATIC!.ALE FOR GROUP

Teaches conscious inhibition of total flexion
pattern. Teaches alternate
weighting of feet. Promotes
maintenance of sitting
balance, and outward
rotation of hip and ankle
flexion-extension.

Promotes weightbearing on
legs and stable sitting.
Teaches conscious inhibition of flexor withdrawal
and extensor thrust.

Promotes symmetrical and
rhythmical range of motion
while maintaining stable
Teaches
lower trunk.
conscious inhibition of
ATNR, Moro, ST NR, total
flexion and extension
patterns. Promotes weightbearing on arms,hands and

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Sitting.
Dressing.
Stepping.

Standing.
Stepping.
Sitting.

Sitting.
Dressing.
Standing.
Walking.

---legs.

Promotes weightbearing on
legs, weight forward,
hands in the midlino, and
interdigitation of
fingers. Teaches conscious inhibition of.
ATrR and roro. Promotes
eye-hand coordination.

Grasp and release.
Manipulation of objects
in midline.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Standing.
Walking.

H3.19

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INLIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOV OF

ACCUIPAVUNG vggBAL IhSTRUCTIONS
I lift u

-2-3-4-

And down. 5-4-3-2-7.

13. Basket-1, out-2,
basket-3, out-4
basket-5.

IT TENDED .NOVELENT

"1'3ep your elbows straight and
feet flat." "Lift joined hands
a little farther up on each
count."

Lift and extend elbows
and interdigitated fingers
in the midline. Increase
the gradation on each
count until hands are
above head.

"Keep your elbows straight and
feet flat." "Lower your joined
hands down, a little farther on
each count."

Lower elbows maintaining
interdigitated fingers in
the midline. Slowly decrease
the gradation.

"Begin with your elbows straight,
feet flat and joined hands on
your knees." "Turn your joined
hands inside out on 2, back
together on 3, out on 4, and
"Slowly raise
together on 5."
your hands up with each number."

Alternate extension and
flexion of elbows and
inward and outward rotation
Simultaneously
of wrists.
lift hands up in the midline.

A

A.*
Basket -5, out-4I

basket-3, out-2,
basket-1.

Reverse

"Turn joined hands in and out;
gradually lower them to your
knees by 5."

13.

113.20

26

Alternate extension and
flexion of elbows and
inward and outward
rotation of wrists.
Simultaneously lower
hands back to knees.

RATIOACI3 PORditOUP7A:'

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAFTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUAL

I

Promotes weightbearing on
lecs, interdigitated handsTh
Midline and eye-hand
coordihation.- Prepareslfermaintenance Of any.qaosition.
,.

.

and thrusting welt forward.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro.

ozisp

and release.
Manipulation of objects
in midline:
Dressing.
Bathing.
Standing.
Walking.
.

Promotes weightbearing on
legs, Ihterdititatedhanda7~

Grasp and release.Manipulation of objects

in midlitne6 eye-hit.

in midline.-:

Prepares-115Y

coordination.
maintenance of any position
and thrusting weight forward.:
Teaches conscious inhibition'
of ATNR and Moro.

Dressing.
Bathing.
Standing.
Walking.

riiip and release.
Promotes continuous flexion
Manipulation of objects
and extension ofoelb6ws4nd
wrists; :Prepare'adorlweight4 jr midline.
bearing and thrustihtpweightf Dressing.
Bathing.
forward. :TeaChes conscious
Standing.
inhibition of ATNR, Moro
Walking.
reflex and extensor thrust.

'

Promoted'cOntfAUOUS4lekiOn
andideteneiOn.faillatiowsiel

andlistS'..4tePlayesefon6J
weightbearinggandthrdsting
weight forward. Teaches
monse1Oliiriniabli$405f
"Aftiii;''Mi;i6)-'relleind'

.7.

extensor thrust.Teachiikl-c
Alismpring of hands in midline

r.

Graspandreleasee.7,-,
A,fter #13 has been done
ManiOulatiou o4iobJeAts-:;-.. using intentions;-ill'
.--perfori movement to counting
stflLidiifl
and then to singing.
Dressing.
',
Bathing.
:*
t
Standing.
Walking.
;

ACCMPANYING

1;

14. I stand

..

1 stand tall.

-AL IESTRUCTIOIS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOI! OF
IrTENDED mOVELENT

"Full your feet in by your chair
and lean forward." "Keep your
hands together and stand up."

Extend arms to midline
with fingers interdigitated.
Extend knees to cropel
body upwards, with ankles
dorsiflexed.

"Get your elbows straight,head
Up in the middle and back up
straight." "Put weight on both

Extend elbows and knees
maximally to support
trunk.

feet."

V

15. I lift

.. 22.

LE.

"Keep your elbow straight and
lift your left arm up as high as
you can." "Look at your hand."

Maximally extend and
retract left arm above
the head. The right hand and
legs support trunk.

"Put your arm down." "You can
grab the chair to help you stand

'extend left arm down.

tail."

16. I lift 1.12.

And down.

E.

"Keep your elbow straight and
lift your right arm up as high
as you can." "Look at your hand."
"Put your arm down." "You can
grab the ohair to help you stand
tall."

as )11

!S.'

H3.22

Eoth hands and legs support
trunk.

Maximally extend and
retract right arm above
the head. The left hand
and legs support trunk.
Extend left arm down.
Both hands and legs support
trunk.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes weight forward,
weightboaring on legs,
and balance. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR and labyrinthine

- Swings clasped hands
downward to get momen:.,m to
stand up.
Jeff and Ted - Grab chairs

Standing up.
Standing.
Walking.
Sitting.

11gides-iTter coming to a
stand.

reflex.

Promotes weightbearing
on hands, arms and legs,
and ankle dorsiflexion.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion, eyehand coordination,
perceptual training, and
range of motion. Prepares
for independent standing.

r

Promotes balance,
righting self, hand-foot
coordination and weightbearing on arms and legs.
Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR, STNR,

Standing up.
Standing.
Walking.
Sitting.

Standing.
Walking.
Righting of self.

Standing.
Walking.
Righting of self.

and Moro.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion,
eye-hand coordination,
perceptual training,
and range of motion.
Prepares for independent
standing.
Promotes balance,righting self,hand -foot coordination and weight-

ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Standing.
Walking.
Righting of self.

H3.23
ill

Hand Class (H3 - Group II)

Goals for the following hand class center around the
controlled use of hands, arms and upper trunk while maintaining a stable sitting position.
The major emphases for this specific series are those
functional movements involved in drinking, eating, grooming
and bib donning, with a special section containing rangeof-motion activities for the upper trunk. Both symmetrical
and asymmetrical hand-to-mouth,neck, or head movements are
Bilateral forearm and wrist rotation for grasp
stressed.
of a double-handled cup is included as well as lifting of
one or both arms) while maintaining grasp on a stick. In
addition to sticks, actual objects such as bibs and cups
containing liquid are used for the grasp and release and
lifting.

The above movements are all practiced in a good sitting
position with added table support. Properly flexed hips,
knees and ankles and the weighting of both hips and both
feet are stressed throughout.
All the children are seated in non-adaptive chairs,
at tables which have been adjusted to proper heights in
order to ensure stable sitting during hand work. They
are arranged in the following manner:

Nancy - sits on a box at a low table which
has the cover off.
Lori - sits in a non-adapted chair without
a belt or side supports, at a low
table which has the cover off.
Melody- sits in a non-adapted chair at a
higher table which has the cover
off and is stabilized at the corners
with sandbags.
In the case of the above children, the wooden covers
are removed from the tables to allow them to maintain or
regain a good sitting position by grabbing the slats of
the plinths (or uncovered tables). The remaining children
are seated at covered tables which better reinforce flat
hands with extended fingers. Any additional modifications
are contained in the documentation chart which follows.

H3.24
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HAND CLASS (H3)
Group 2

Sitting arrangement:

Mel - chair without sand bag at medium table with low
blocks and top off. Shoes on.
Doreen - regular chair at medium table with top off.
Lloyd- regular chair at medium table with top off.
- on box at small table with top off.
Lori - at small table with top off, in chair without
strap, pads on floor.
Tim - on ladderback at medium table with top on - low
blocks on table.
Linda - at medium table with top on.
Mel

Lloyd

Doreen

Lori

Linda

r

1.

My feet are flat.

2.

My hands are flat.

3.

Nancy
Tim

1-5

1-5

I stretch ra fin ers.

Remind Mel (and all children)
to sit well first, then work at
hand tasks. Heels down, toes
straight ahead, and feet and
legs in front of chair.

Palms open, some can grab plinth
slats.
Linda keeps hands flat
on the table, but keeps elbows
off the table and sits tall.
Fingers apart, try to keep hands
on table.

n7WEEE-= stretch - stretch
4.

Left hand pp, RE, Re., RE.

Maintain both feet flat, right
hand on the table, and head in
the middle.

5.

And down.

Both hands flat on table.

6.

Right hand RE, RE, RE RE. Maintain both feet flat, left
hand on the table and head in
the middle.

7.

And down.

8.

Both hands RE, RE, RE, RE. Raise both hands and arms up
only as far as possible without
interfering with good stable
sitting.

9.

And down.

Both hands flat on table.

Both hands flat.
H3.25
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-2-

Rhythm with hands and arms.

Out to the sides.

Feet flat and weight both
hips and both feet, heads
in the middle.

And down in front.

Done with poem or song.

LJE in the air.

10.

Some touch ears or touch
head as near to ears as
possible, and some grab.
Try to keep heads in

Left hand to my left ear.
1-5

middle.

No counting.
Flat hands.
Straight elbows.

11.

And down.

12.

Right hand to a right ear.
1-5

13.

And down.

14.

Both hands to both ears.

Lean forward and rest
elbows on table. Bend
elbows.
Heads in middle.
Linda - keep elbows in.
Lin a and Tim - sit up
tar: heads up while doing

1-5

this.
15.

And down.

Flippy Floppy Song
16.

Grab with both hands, onF
at a time, preferred hand

I grab the stick.

first.
17.

I push the stick away.

18.

To me.

1-5

Get elbows straight.
Linda - get elbows in.
Pull sticks to stomachs.
Try to keep them on the table.
Lori, Doreen and Lloyd flex

1-5

or pules back7aTar as
they can without losing
sitting balance.
19.

Away.

Straight elbows.

1-5

H3.26
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20.

21.

I let go.

1-5

To my mouth.

Tway)

With non-preferred hand.
Maintain grasp with opposite hand.
Ah-ah-ah-mmm.
With preferred hand.
__
_
non-preferred hand

flat on

table.
22.

I let go.

1-5

Children can put their sticks
in the box.

(POEM)
23.

My hands are flat.

1-5

Maintain a good neutral position,
Feet and hands flat, and heads up
in the middle.

Clasp hands together. 1-5.

Make a basket.
Tim, Linda, Melody. interdigitate
(direct them to put fingers in
between)

Hands to my neck. 1-5

Hands to neck (or chin)

Elbows apart_ - together
flat

Heads in middle.

24.

I make two fists. 1-5

Elbows straight, thumbs out.

25.

I point RE. 1-5

Rotate wrists to sides, point
thumbs up.

26.

And flat. 1-5

27.

I grab the cup. 1-5

Both hands grab.
Thumbs outside of the fist.
Facilitator can help Mg1-051Y, Lloyd
and Lori initiate grasp, then go
to Dareen and Nancy and help
initiate and maintain grasp.
Linda grabs a glass with both
hands with palm and fingers spread
around the glass. Work for some
wrist rotation and straighter elbows.

28.

To my mouth. 1-5

Grasp cup while bringing cup to
mouth. Help Da en to flex hips
and get weight forward while
bringing cup to mouth.

Ttwice) an

29.

And down.

30.

I let go. 1-5.

31.

I grab my bib.

32.

Open.

Shake bibs open.

33.

To my neck. 1 -S

Linda and Tim meet ties behind
neck - encourage crossing ties

Watch cup so it will not tip over.
For letting go, facilitator can
help by stabilizing the top of cup
with 1 or 2 fingers but do not
facilitate the release.
1 -S

over.

songs & Poems

I Wonder
I wonder, I wonder what I could see,
If I held my head so high,
and looked at T.V.;
I wonder, I wonder, what I will think,
of grabbing my cup and learning to drink;

I wonder, I wonder, if someday soon,
I will feed myself,
holding my spoon;
I wonder, I wonder what I would do,
If I could do anything I wanted to do.
Flippy Floppy Song
I am a little rabbit
with two big long ears,
that go flippy, floppy, flippy, floppy;
And I hear all the gossip
and hear all the news,
with my flippy, floppy, flippy, floppy ears.

Poem
Open them, shut them,
Open them, shut them,
Bring them up slowly
To your rosey cheeks.
Open wide your shiney eyes,
And through your fingers peek.

H3.29
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DOCUMENTATION CHART (113-Group II)
=METE DESCRIFTIOV OF
1.

Ey feet are flat.
1-5
/

"Make sure your feet and legs are
in front of your chair." "Keep
your h,els and toes down." "Keep
your feet and toes straight ahead
(do not cross them)."

Flex hips, knees and anklo s,
placing plantar surfaces o f
both feet on floor. Rotat e
knees so both feet are
parallel.

"Keep your palms flat." "Stretch
your fingers." "Keep your thumbs
"Keep your head up in the
out."
middle." "Your elbows should be
straight."

Extend elbows to support
upper trunk.
Extend finge rs
and abduct thumbs, placing
palmar surfaces on table.

"Stretch your fingers and get them
"Get your thumbs out."
apart."
"Keep your hands on the table and
elbows straight." "Keep your head

kctend elbows to support
upper trunk. Extend finge rs
and abduct thumbs, placinf
palmar surfaces on table.

4...........

Ey hands are flat.

,d

4
I stretch ay
fingers.'

Stretch, Stretch

,up."

...;A
-

i
1,i,

2.

a

Left hand 2.2.

U,

S

"Keep your elbows straight." "Keep
your right hand flat on the table."
"Keep both feet flat on the floor."
"Look at your left hand."

Extend right elbow to
support upper trunk. Extol
left elbow, retract left
shoulder and lift left an

"Put left hand down flat on the
table." "Keep your elbows

Protract left shoulder an
place palmar surface of
loft hand on table.

X

.

..*-.1,

And down.

.

041

straight."

I

1.13. 30

3
01,

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

1

Teaches conscious inhibition
of flexor withdrawal, stepping reflex, extensor thrust
and adductor and abductor
spasticity. Promotes a
stable lower trunk. Prepares
for weightbearing on logs
and feet.

Functional free and/or
supported sitting.
Preparation for transference of self to other
furniture for sitting.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of spastic hand flexion with
adducted thumb. Prepares
for thumb abduction, grasp
and release. Prepares for
voluntary righting of self
in sitting position and
weightbearing on arms and
hands.

Voluntary grasp and
release, stabilizing of
objects on table surface,
righting of self. Preparation for standing and/
or walking.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of spastic hand flexion with
adducted thuinb. Prepares for
thumb abduction, grasp and
release. Teaches separation
of fingers to prepare for
thumb - index finger grasp.

r

Promotes balance of trunk, as
controlled arm extension and
unilateral shoulder retraction occur. Prepares for
range of motion while maintaining stable sitting.
Teaches the fixing of some
parts of the body while moving others. Teaches conscious
inhibition of the ATNR and

r

1:ielody must achieve and

maintain this position while
sitting in an unadapted chair
Only
throughout the class.
if and while she is able to
maintain this position, she
may work at the ensuing hand
tasks.

Doreen,.Lloyd and Nancy grab

TETTlinth slats to aid in
refixing or maintaining good
sitting balance. Linda keeps
hands flat on the table but
keeps elbows off the table.
Linda and Tim achieve and mainITIVelbows as straight as
possible and_trunk and head up.

Voluntary grasp and -re -

Umse, stabilizing and
moving of objects on table,
and thumb-finger oppositio
in grasping and manipulating objects.

Eating.

Lifting objects off the
table.

Reaching for objects.

Moro reflex.

Promotes eye-hand coordination, and weightbearing on
arms, hands and legs.
Teaches conscious inhibition of the ATNR and Moro
reflex.

ADAPTATIODS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALO

Putting down and moving o
objects on the table.
Eating.

113.31,

Tim lifts his arm to almost
90° angle from the table and
maintains straight elbows.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO OF

'

:7

Rieht hand 22,
R, ER.
_
lob el

..

"Keep your elbows straight."
"Keep your left hand flat on the
table." "Keep both feet flat on
the floor," "Look at your right
hand."

Extend right elbow to
support upper trunk.
Extend left elbow, retract
right shoulder and lift
right arm. Keep left hand
on the table.

"Put right hand down flat on the
table." "Keep your elbows
straight."

Protract right shoulder
and place palmar surface
of right hand on table.

"Keep your elbows straight."
"Lift up with both arms at the
same time." "Raise your arms as
high as-you can while keeping both
feet on the floor and sitting well:

Symmetrically retract
shoulder girdle to less
than a 900 angle from the
table while elbows remain
extended.

"Keep elbows straight."
"Put both arms down at the same
"Put hands flat on table."
time."

Protract shoulder and
place palmar surfaces of
both hands on table.

"Keep your hand open and touch
your left ear or your head as
close to your ear as you can."
"Keep your head irithe middle
and other hand on the table."

Extend right elbow to
support upper trunk.
Flex left elbow to place
palmar surface on the
left ear.

--

__
_.

.

And down.
1.j

-s-,\

3.

Both hands 22,
ER,

.

ilE.

A

_

-.:

i

And down.

II.
=7.:
.._
4.

.

Left hand to my
loft ear. LI.
0,,
(.6t
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FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
Promotes balance of trunk as
controlled arm extension and
unilateral shoulder retractior
Prepares for range of
occur.
motion while maintaining
stable sitting. Teaches the
Ifixing of some parts of the
body while moving others.
Teaches conscious inhibition
!

I

:

U

Eating.
Lifting objects off the
table.
Reaching for objects.

ADAFTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INLIVIDUALS

Tim lifts his arm to almost
900 angle from the table and
maintains straight elbows.

z

Promotes eye-hand coordination, and weightbearing on
arms, hands and legs. Teaches
conscious inhibition of the
ATNR and Moro reflex.

Putting down and moving
of objects on the table.
Eating.

Promotes balance of trunk, as
controlled arm extension and
unilateral shoulder retraction occur. Prepares for range
of motion while maintaining
stable sitting. Teaches the
fixing of some parts of the
body while moving others.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of the ;JAR and Moro reflex.

Eating.
Lifting objects off the
table.
Reaching for objects.
Drinking.

Promotes eye-hand coordination, and weightbearing on
arms, hands and legs.
Teaches conscious inhibition of the ATNR and Moro

Drinking.
Putting down and moving
of objects on the table.
Eating.

reflex.

Promotes finger extension
when wrist is also in extension. Promotes asymmetrical ari6 movement, spatial
awareness and weightbearing
on arms and hands. Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR

Eating.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

1.1-1
11.flAdk

Tim lifts his arm to almost
90° angle from the table and
maintains straight elbows.

CONPLTTE DESCRIPTIOP OF

MENDED NOVELENT

L.T.TTICN

ACCOPANYING V

And down.

"Put left hand down flat on the
table." "Keep your elbows
straight."

Protract left shoulder
and place palmar surface
of left hand on table.

"Keep your hand open and touch
your right ear 01' your head as
close to your ear as you can."
"Keep your head in the middle,
and other hand on the table."

Extend left elbow to
support upper trunk.
Flex right elbow to place
palmar surface on the
right ear.

"Put right hand down flat on the
table." "Keep your elbows
straight."

Protract right shoulder
and place palmar surface
of right hand on table.

"Keep your hands open."
"Lean forward and bend both
elbows, you can rest them on the
table." "Keep your head in the
middle and touch your head or
ears with both your hands."
"Keep feet flat on the floor."

Symmetrically flex elbows
and place palmar surfaces
Elbows support
on ears.
upper trunk.

"Look at your hands."
"Straighten both elbows at once."
"Keep your hands open."

Protract shoulder and
symmetrically extend elbows
to place palmar surfaces
flat on table.

Right hand to my

right ear. LI,

11:.)

And down.

5.

AL INSTRUCTIONS

Roth hands to both
ears.

And down.

134 64
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ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
RATIOr:ALL FOR GROUP

r
r

r

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes asymmetrical arm
movement, eye-hand coordination, and spatial awareness.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflex.

Eating.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

Promotes finger extension
when wrist is also in exPromotes asymmetritension.
cal arm movement, spatial
awareness and weightbearing
on arms and hands. Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR.

Eating.
Dressing.
Drinking.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

Promotes asymmetrical arm
movement, eye-hand coordination, and spatial awareness.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflex.

Eating.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

Promotes symmetrical arm
movement at midline of body,
fixing of elbows on a flat
surface. Promotes finger
extension when wrist is also
in extension. Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR
and total flexion and laby_rinthian patterns.

Eating.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

elbow
extension and shoulder
girdle protraction.Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR
and STNit patterns. Promotes
eye -hand coordination and
weightbearing on hands,arms,
feet to support the upper
trunk.

Promots

Eating.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Bathing.
Washing.
Grooming.

FOR INDIVIDUAL:3

Linda maintains elbows in

Ward the midline.

Linda maintains elbows in
toward the midline.

ACCOMPANYING vgABAL INSTRUCTIONS

INTENTION
6.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO OF
MENDED i4OVELENT

I grab the stick.

"Grab the stick with both hands."
"Thumbs should be under the stick.
"Look at the stick when you grab it

Symmetrically extend fingers
and abduct thumbs, then
flex fingers around stick
with thumb in opposition.

I push the stick
awa
2=2.

"Stretch both elbows."
"Keep your wrists down."
"Sit up tall."

Symmetrically extend elbows
while maintaining grasp of

"Pull sticks to your stomachs."
"Bend both elbows and keep the
sticks on the table."

Symmetrically flex both
elbows while maintaining
grasp of stick.

(stick

To me,

stick.

,
"Push the stick away." "Stretch
both elbows." "Keep your wrists
down." "Sit up tall."

Away.

Symmetrically extend
elbows while maintaining
grasp of stick.

c:Aure
(45

in

7
1111111,

8.

I let go.

1:11

"Keep grabbing With your better
hand and let go with the other one."
"Put your free hand flat on the
table in front of you." "Don't
drop your stick on the floor, keep
it on the table."

Extend fingers and outwardly rotate thumb of the
non-preferrid hand to
release stick while grasp
is maintained with preferred hand.

RATIOULS FOR GROUP
Promotes eye-hand coordinatio
Teaches targeting onto an
object and maintenance of
grasp with extended elbows.

Teaches the concept of
pushing, weightbearing on
arms. Prepares for support of
upper trunk. Promotes maintenance of grasp and elbow
extension and flexion.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Standing.
Sitting.
Dressing.

Bilateral grasp of any
object.

Standing.
Pushing of

any object
while in a sitting position. Reaching for and
grasp of any object.

Teaches the concept of pullin Standing.
Pushing off the plinth.
Prepares for support of upper
Dressing.
trunk in prone lying and for
Pulling any object to the
the
plinth.
pushing body off
self.
Teaches maintenance of grasp
with flexed elbows. Promotes
conscious inhibition of ATNR,
Moro, and labyrinthian reflexes. Reinforces subsequent
extension of arms.
Teaches the concept of
pushing, weightbearing on
arms. Prepares for support
of upper trunk. Promotes
maintanence of grasp and
elbow extension and flexion.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR.

Promotes keeping head in
midline and balance of
upper trunk as one hand
moves to re-establish
support. Teaches inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflex

ADAPTATIMS OF INTENTION
FOR ItAdVIDUAL6

Standing.
Pushing of

any object
while in a sitting
position. Reaching for
and grasp of any object.

Eating.
Writing.

H3.37,
A

Linda fixes elbows on table
toward the midline and
gradually brings stick down,
evtending her elbows as
m,ch as possible.

Lori, Doreen and Lloyd
---partially flex arms, maintaining their grasp and
good sitting balance.

Linda fixes elbows
toward midline and
brings stick down,
her elbows as much
possible.

on table
gradually
extending
as

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOP OF

iPAIdLING V tBAL IRSTRUCTIONS

9.

To my mouth - ah-

ah-ah -rutun (away
..-7.

.,

4 Al

"Keep grabbing the stick with your
best. hand." "Bring the stick to
your mouth as if it is a spoon."
"Keep the other hand flat on the
table."

...-P

n

MENDED .1110VEhENT

Extend one elbow to
support upper trunk.
Maintain grasp of stick
and flex one elbow and
inwardly rotate forearm
for a hand to mouth
movement.
.

:l

\N*
)L__--

I lot go.

11.

('-')::
vv.

-

"Look at the stick."
"Put the stick into the box and
"Keep
let go when I come to you."
your other arm straight and hand
flat."

Extend fingers and out -

"Keep your palms flat." "Stretch
"Keep your thumbs
your fingers."
out." "Keep your head up in the
middle." "Your elbows should be
straight." "Keep your feet flat."

Extend elbows to support
upper trunk. Extend
fingers and abduct thumbs
placing palmar surfaces o n

"Thumbs outside the fists."
"Look
"Keep elbows straight."
to see if your fists are tight."

Simultaneously flex
fibgers of both hands
into fists while thumbs
remain abducted.

"Turn your fists over and point
your thumbs up to the ceiling."

Extend elbows, outwardly
rotate forearms and wrist s,
maintain fist with abduct ed

wardly rotate thumb of
hand, holding stick to
(target) direct it into
the box and release it.
Follow the stick with
the eyes.

-,

10. My hands are flat.

12.
(Poem)

11. I make two fists.
1:1.

table.

V

2.20X1 112. 1=5
\ ,..:

thumbs.

H3.38
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RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes asymmetrical arm
flexion and extension, eyehand coordination and head
control. Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR.

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR It ANIDUALS

Sitting.
Eating.
Writing.

Promotes maintenance of head Eating.
Writing.
in the midline, eye-hand
coordination and balance of
upper trunk as one hand
moves to re-establish support
Teaches release in a confinec
area and inhibition of ATNR
and Moro reflex.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of spastic hand flexion with
adducted thumb. Prepares for
thumb abduction, grasp and
release. Prepares for
voluntary righting of self
in sitting position and
weightbearing on arms and

Voluntary grasp and
release, stabilizing of
objects on table surface,
righting of self. Preparation for standing and/
or walking.

hands.

Promotes bilateral grasp
with elbows extended and
head control. Prepares for
grasping any object.
Teaches inhibition of ATNR
and Moro reflex.

Promotes symmetrical outward rotation of arms and
hands while maintaining
fists for grasping.
Teaches conscious
Inhibition of the ATNR and
Moro reflex.

r
r

Standing.
Drinking.
Dressing.
Grasp of any object.

Drinking.
Washing.
Functional grasp and
manipulation of any
object in this position.

143.39

r

Doreen, Lloyd and Nancy grab

EIWTEllitrints to aid in
refixing or maintaining good
sitting balance. Linda keeps
hands flat on the table but
keeps elbows off the table.
Linda and Tim achieve and maintain elbows as straight as
possible and trunk and head up.

CONFLME DESCRIPTIOV, OF
r
____________

1-5.

And flat.

_,

"Keep elbows straight."
"Turn open hands back."

Inwardly rotate the fore arms and replace palmar
surfaces of both hands on
table.

"Reach for the cup and grab it."
"Look at the cup while you are
grabbing." "Hold the cup down
"Keep your elbows
on the table."
straight."

Extend elbows and rotate
arms and wrists outwardly
Target hands onto cup and
flex fingers and abduct
thumb to grasp handle.

"Keep grabbing your cup and bring
it to your mouth."
"Look at the cup." "Keep your
elbows on the table if you need to
and lean forward."

Flex elbows symmetrically
while grasping the cup.
Fix elbows on table if
needed and lean head forward flexing at the hips.

"Straighten your elbows and place
your cup on the table."
"Do not let go yet."

Extend elbows symmetrical y.
maintaining grasp on cup,

0

12. I grab the cup.
1 --.

o..)
....

.

_

To m

mouth.

LI

t'
I\
.
.

And down.

\\

A

410?
1-5.

I let fa.

"Let go of the cup with both
Phands, being careful not to tip
"Look at the cup while
it over."
you are letting go."

N
.-w.
---/

H3.40

1

4.

Plantar-flex wrists and
extend fingers to rebut& a
cup.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes symmetrical extension and inward rotation of
the arms. Promotes weight bearing on hands and arms.
Teaches conscious inhibition

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUAL;

Drinking.
Washing.
Functional grasp and
manipulation of any
object in this position.

of STNR, ATNR and Moro
reflex.
Linda grasps a glass with
Promotes symmetrical extension
and outward rotation of arms
while maintaining grasp.
Promotes targeting, head
control and grasp. Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR
and Moro reflex.

Drinking.
Washing.
Functional grasp and
manipulation of any
object in this position.

Drinking.

Drinking.
Washing.

Functional grasp and
manipulation of any
object in this position

and Moro reflex.

r

Promotes symmetrical
release of an object,
extension of
simultaneous
wrists.
Teaches
elbows and
inhibition
of
conscious
reflex.
ATNR, STNR and Moro

fingers spread around it.
She concentrates o* better
wrist rotation and'keeps
elbows in and straight as
possible.

Promotes symmetrical outward
Washing.
rotation of arms and hands as
Functional grasp and
well as simultaneous flexion
manipulation of any
of elbows, maintenance of
object in this position.
grasp during a (lifting)
movement, eye-hand coordina=
tion, hip flexion, maintentable.
ance of fixed elbows on
inhibition
Teaches conscious
of ATNR and Moro reflex.

Promotes symmetrical outward
rotation of arms and hands as
well as simultaneous extension of elbows, maintenance
of grasp during a (lifting)
movement, eye-hand coordination, maintenance of fixed
elbows on table. Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR

lignands with palm and

Drinking.
Wishing.

Functional release of
any object.

113.41

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO OF

"
- ..__

:T

13. I grab my bib. 1:71.

. A.

0

..--

"Keep grabbing your bib and shake
it open."
"Keep your other hand
flat on the table and feet flat."
"Look at the bib."

0

N

"Grab your bib with your best hand' Target preferred hand
"Look at your bib."
onto the bib. Flex
"Keep other hand on table."
fingers with abducted
thumb and maintain grasp.

---.

Omen.

. A-

Vann

&temd elbows, retract
one shoulder and maintain
grasp.

\\''

14. To my neck.

_.

, ''

_..)

1:5.

"Keep grabbing the bib and bring
Unilateral elbow flexion
it up to your neck."
while maintaining grasp
"Keep your other hand on the tableJ1 of object. Opposite
elbow in extension in
support upper trunk.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes head control,
controlled targeting and
functional grasp of preferred hand on an object
and eye-hand coordination.
Reinforces elbow extension
and maintenance of grasp.

Dressing.

Promotes balance of trunk
as controlled arm extension
and unilateral shoulder
retraction occur. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
ATNR and Moro reflex.
Promotes maintenance of
grasp and functional
lifting of an object.

Dressing.

Eating.

Hand and face washing.
Bathing.
Grooming.

Putting bib on.

Eating.

Hand and face washing.
Bathing.
Grooming.

Putting bib on.

Dressing.
Promotes maintenance of
grasp with flexed elbow and Eating.
retracted shoulder, balance Hand and face washing.
Bathing.
of upper trunk using one
Grooming.
hand as support and inward
Putting bib on.
rotation of the wrist.
Teaches conscious inhibiPromotes
tion of ATNR.
functional manipulation of

ADAPTATIOES OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Pre-Meal Activities (TI)
R4b Opening.

Some of the children target their preferred hand onto
the bib, grasp and lift up to open it, while others have
learned to open and bring the bib to the neck independently
and are presently learning to tie it behind the neck. The
maximum goal is to unfold, don the bib and tie it independently.
Prayers.

Group vocalization and verbalization is encouraged
during the pre-meal prayer, which can be sung or spoken.
The children put their hands together in the midline by
clasping, interdigitatinr fingers or touching (matching)
open hands together in a vertical plane, off the table,
while being stabilized by elbows on the table.
(The above
functional tasks afford an opportun:ty for the application
of the gross and fine motor skills learned throughout the
day, particularly Hand Class skills.)

Pre-Meal Activities (12)

a

In addition to prayers, which are essentially the
same as in Il, the more severe children grab and shake
open their bibs and bring them to their necks independently,
to be tied by a teacher therapist, while the self-feeders
have achieved a level of neatness which no longer requires
the use of bibs. At present, the children are allowed to
volunteer for special pre-meal duties which include squeezing out wash cloths, separating spit pans, pouring water,
putting toothpaste on brushes, passing out bibs and toothbrushes, etc., pouring milk and dishing up food.
These
activities afford an opportunity to apply many of the gross
and fine motor skills learned in plinths, standing and
walking and hand class, as well as contribute to the
children's feeling of independence and worthwhile functioning for the good of the group.

12.1

1,51

Drinking (J1)

Pcgardless of the amount of independent functioning
possible for individual children, drinking is stressed as
a l'ilateral nctivity. For this purpose, large, doublehandled plastic cups are used. The child is encouraged
to 'L;rasp the cup and continuously move it to Pnd from his
mouth while maintaining his elbows in a fixed v'siti.on
on h,, table.
When he is finished, he extends his elbowr
to release it 'ithout tipping or spilling. This protesF
requires simultaneous, symmetrical movement of the
and hands together,with wrist rotation and controlled
voluntary grasp-release while maintaining a stable sitttn,
position. Some children require various degrees of facil\.
itation at the wrists to maintain grasp and complete the
hand-to-mouth movement or in fixing the cup on the table.
while others complete the task independently, concentrating
on optimal. sitting (feet flat on floor; hips flexed; both
elbows on table) and equal use of both arms.

Hoving About The 1:oom

(Ml )

Each child moves about the room in a manner
ensures his safety and leads to eventual independent
wnlvinF. E:;amples include -- sitting in a stable position
on the chair while it is pulled by a teacher- therapist,
pushing a chair for support in front or at the sides, or
holding onto sticks or canes.

r
r
r

7:
z.
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Moving About the Room (M2)

r

Moving about is similar to Ml, but has been somewhat
The more severe children
upgraded for most of the children.
are required to assume and maintain a stable sitting position
without being held in the chair, (flexed hips, knees and
ankles, head up in the middle and hands on the corners of
their chairs) as they are pulled to their destination by a
teacher therapist. At certain times of the day, these
children are also given the opportunity to do some stepping
for part of the change-of-place. There of the children walk
the entire distance whenever a change-of-place in the room
Two of them are learning to don
occurs throughout the day.
their own braces with assistance and walk using side supports,
while the other one walks freely, requiring occasio1,1
verbal prompting for parts of the day and pushing a chto':r
the remaining times.

F1

1_,

M2.1

1,54

Bedtime Activities (N1)
The more severe children are encouraged to roll onto
their mattresses and position themselves for sleep (i.e.,
on side, back or stomach) while others go about making up
their own beds and assisting those who are presently unable to complete the task independently. After the pajamas
are on and beds are ready, the children who are able to
move about the room independently are allowed to perform
special tasks, such as passing out the washing and toothbrushing materials in their prescribed places for the
following morning. When time allows, letters from home
can be read, a story read, puppet show performed, or songs
sung by the group. Some children prefer to do school work
using reading books or prepared work sheets during this
time.

Pushing Off and Pulling Onto The Plinth (01)

Ilhenever any of the children move from
the plintb ie
other point in the room, it is done in the
manner nroscribed by the last intentions of the Plinth
Series
(P3)
The child rolls onto !lis stomach and
grasps the plinth
slats with both hands. He then slides his
hands along the
slats to shoulder level and pushes
back with his arms in an
alternating flexion-extension pattern while keeping his
body symmetrical, hips and legs
extended and head in the
midline. 'Men his feet touch
the floor, he puts them flat,
and while maintaining his grasp
on the plinth, stands and
slowly lowers himself onto a pot or chair.
Complete kndopendence in this change of place is
an

the ,zoel.

'Then moving onto the plinth, the child
stands up front
his chair or pot while grasping the
plinth and pulls hirself up onto it by alternately flexing and
extending his
elbm.s.
The body remains symmetrical and head
in the
mldline.

I

9.

$

Plinth Series:
General DescriRtion and Rationale (P)

r

The first activity of the day, the
Plinth Series, is
designed to teach those gross motor skills
which will later
be applied in almost every situation following
it.
The tasks
in the Plinth Series are, for the most part,
carried
out in
a lying position and involve the entire body.
The
Plinth
Series prepares the child for Hand
and also for
Standing and Walking as well as theClass
majority of the applications. For instance, such skills as voluntary
hip
flexion, grasp and release patterns,
elbow
extension,
knee
flexion and ankle dorsiflexion
are
essential.for
stable
sitting in the Hand Class series.
Preparation in Plinths,
therefore, allows the child to be
more
successful in his
completion of the hand tasks. In much the
such as knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion, same way, skills
flexion
and extension of the legs and grasp lead to alternate
improved weightbearing and stepping for the Standing
and Walking Class.
Body Orientation
In any task series, including Plinths,
the. intention
chanted by the group such as "I slide
my
hands
to me,"
refers to a specific movement.
However,
while
flexing both
elbows symmetrically to bring hands
to
chest
level,
the child
is also instructed to maintain hip and
knee
extension
and
head in the midline. The "whole body"
awareness
improves
body image perception, of course, but
emphasizes the
inhibition of non-functional
reflex
patterns
of correct performance. In other words, usingin the pursuit
a total flexion
pattern, the child would be able to bring
his hands symmetrically to chest level (approximately) by
ventroflexing his
head, but this would cause hip,
knee and ankle flexion as
well and this kind of solving is
In order to
complete the motor task correctlyunacceptable.
and follow all instructions,
the child must consciously inhibit
the reflex pattern and
move in a way that will lead to more
independent functioning.
All tasks set forth in the Plinth
Series
(and all other
activities) are designed to teach
this
conscious
inhibition
of primitive, abnormal reflexes (see
Plinth
Series
Documentation - rationale columns).

Movement Variations
Every task series has a unique pattern of
which allows the same movement to be repeated complexity,
by the group
in several ways. In the Plinth Series,
for
example,
the
following progression of tasks might occur:
(a)
In
supine
lying, the group extends arms above
heads and lowers them
again to sides (this may be done with
hands open or clenched.

P.1

(b) After rolling to prone and performing other tasks,
the group returns to the supine position, and again raises
arms above heads. This time, however, the requirement is
to first make fists with both hands while the arms are
extended at the sides and then raise and lower the arms,
maintaining fists throughout. (c) The same pattern is
repeated with increased complexity by grasping sticks
while arms are down and continue holding them while arms
are raised and lowered.

The above progression is one small example of the way
in which one movement may be expanded to become more complex
and thus teach more motor skills.
Although the child usually begins the series in a
supine position, he may work in prone or on his side as
well. The change of place from one position to another
affords a sense of independent moving and may be further
expanded to include turning the body 180 degrees horizontally (reversing head and feet in relation to plinth) while
in a prone or supine position.
Each Plinth Series usually
includes some form of coming to a sit, either from a prone,
supine or side-lying position, thus putting a major emphasis
on voluntary hip flexion.
Range of Abilities

Plinth tasks are designed to change basic body positions
and movements to make them more functional and appear more
normal.
Since each child within agiven group has a different
basic body position from the others and movements which are
abnormal in various ways, each task presented by the series
affects him in a unique way. For example, a child who
habitually assumes the Asymmetric Toqic Neck Reflex position
in supine requires tasks that bring the body into symmetry.
For the very lowest level of ability, the task of bringing
the head into the midline and maintaining it there might be
the focus of the child's independent motor learning. Within
the same group, work on body symmetry for a child who is more
capable of consciously inhibiting the ATNR position, might
include independent extension of the legs and arms (at sides)
with the head in the midline in a supine position.
Each child
would require different amounts and types of facilitation to
accomplish those tasks in the series dealing with body
symmetry, although the stated intentions would remain the
same for both children and both would function within the
same group.

Task Modifications

A specific example of task modification might be simplifying the task designated by the intention, HI,clasplmynhatds;"

Most of the group would be instructed to do this in a
supine position and clasp hands with fingers interdigitated over their chests. One or more children, however,
because of a flexor spasticity and retracted shoulder
girdle, might be unable to extend elbows and fingers forward to bring hands together in the midline with fingers in
between. For them the task could be modified to enable them
to function independently by rolling to one side and clasping hands (palms together).
A second example of task modification might include
upgrading of the task as in the intention, "I stand up"
during which a child who is capable of standing independently
without support would do so by clasping hands together above
the plinth at shoulder level. At that time, the rest of
the group would retain grasp of the plinth for support. (See
Definition of Terms section of the Introduction).
A single intention, therefore, might imply different
task modifications for different children.
Applications

Preparation for applications may be seen in extending
the arms over the head for pulling shirts up, crossing the
midline for bathing or extending arms by sides to pull pants
up.
(See documentation charts - application column.)
Perceptual Awareness

The Plinth Series provides the most stable and secure
position for movement - lying. Here, tasks may be accomplished which involve the movement of several body parts
without fear of falling. Those tasks which involve touching one body part with another ("I put my hand on my neck."),
or a right-left orientation ("Left foot up.") or awareness
of the entire body in space ("I roll onto my stomach.") or
any number of similar movements tend to increase the child's
understanding of body image and movement. His increased
awareness of his body and how it moves serves to improve
his performance in both the activities and applications
which follow the Plinth Series.

P.3
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Plinth Series

The movements taught in this plinth series were specifically
aimed toward weightbearing on arms, hands, and legs, body symmetry, turning and rolling. Extension-flexion, abduction-adduction
of hands and legs, grasp and release, and head control, which
were also involved in this plinth series, promote the learning
All these skills are involved in learning
of the specific goals.
to sit and stand.

P1.0
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PLINTH SERIES

February, 1971

Group begins in supine lying.
1.

My legs are straight. 1-5.

2.

I put my arms down hy my

LuAnn - toes to ceiling
Nancy - maintain.

sides. 1-5.
3.

4.

I lie straight. (and still).
I-37-

I put my arms out to the
sides.

5.

1-5.

I stretch my arms above my
Ferd7--T=5.

6.
7.

I roll right. 1-5.

Quickly.

I stretch my arms above my
fierd7-775.

8.

I slide my hands to my chest.
1-5.

9.

I push RE -

10. Down.

-

Hands flat.

Vowels or syllables.

Repeat 9 and 10

11. I stretch my arms. 1-5.
12. I roll back, Back - back.
13. My legs are straight. 1-5.

Quickly.

Song or poem if desired.

14. I put my legs apart. 1-5.
15. Together. 1-5.

Touch knees.

Repeat 14 and 15

16. I turn around. 1-2.

Remain on backs throughout.

17. I roll left. 1-5.

Quickly.

18. I pull down to the chair

Those who are close enough
must lie straight.

19. I grab the chair. 1-5.

All grab together.

Repeat for other hand
20. My legs are straight. 1-5.

21. My elbows are strai ht.

Legs remain straight.

1=57734 or poem
22.

I let go. 1-5.

23.

I turn around. 1-2.

24.

I roll over. 1-5.

25. a legs are straight. 1-5.

26.

I slide my left foot up. 1-5.

27.

I slide it back. 1-5.

For those for whom it is easy,
do slowly and controlled.

Repeat with right foot and
both together.
28.

I slide both feet pia. 1-5.

29.

I pull my knees apart. 1-5.

30. Together. 1-5.

Linda - only until they begin
to hurt. Slowly with help.

31. a legs are straight.

32.

I roll over, 1-5.

33.

I push off. 1-5.

State goals and only count once.

P1.2
fi 2

DOCUMENTATION CHART (P1)

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO14 OF

"Point your toes to the ceiling
and straighten your legs."
"Keep your head in the middle."

My lea

are
straight.

1.

1:,.

,

Extend knees maximally
keeping feet dorsiflexed,

.1
CI

"Keep your head in the middle."
"You may grab the plinth to help
keep your arms down." "Make
sure your legs are straight."

I put my arms down

lasy

1.-:..

_A

sides.

Extend arms and place
hands (palmar surface
down) on plinths.

Ci

2.

I put my arms out
to the sides.

1=1.

/ IPA,
IT

4111

3.

I stretch ,m, arms
above it head. Iri.

(1.

"Keep your arms straight and try
to touch your neighbor at your
sides." "Your legs should be
straight and your head in the

Extend elbows maximally
out to the sides of the

body.

middle."

"Stretch your arms above your
heid while you keep your head in
"Your legs should
the middle."
"Stretch your
stay straight."
elbows so they are straight."

Extend elbows maximally
above head.

----.------11

---4. I n12.

right.

1-.1.

!Tat your head on

your right arm."
"Keep your arms up and roll
quickly." "Stay on your own
plinth."

P1.3

Roll from supine to
prone in a segmental
pattern.

ADAPIATIOVS OF INTENTION
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes head control and
weightbearing.

Sitting.
Standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflexes.
Promotes body symmetry, head
control and grasp.

Sitting.
Standing.
Pulling up pants.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflexes.
Promotes head control and
weightbearing.

Sitting.
Standing.

r
r
1

I
f

Teaches conscious inhibition
of arm flexion pattern.

Putting shirt over head

Promotes segmental rolling
and head control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Change of place from
supine to prone for
pushing off the plinth.

in dressing.

P1.4

164

FOR BDIVIDUAL3

OX1PLETE DESCRIPTION OF

1 stretch my arms
above my head. 1:12.

704-5.

I slide m hands to
mi, chcze. LI.
:')

"Your arms should still be above
your head from rolling." "Keep
your legs straight and stomachs
flat."

Extend elbows maximally
forward with shoulder
girdle protracted.

"Slide your hands to your chest."
"Keep them flat on the plinth."
."Legs should be straight and
stomachs flat."

Palmar surfaces of hands
symmetrically slide to
chest level. Elbows

"Lift head up in the middle."
"Keep your stomach flat and legs
straight." "Keep your heads up
and say (boo)."

Extend elbows to supporlt,
lift upper trunk up, the
flex elbows to lower t rank.

"Your arms should be very
straight." "Keep your legs
straight and stomachs flat."

Extend elbows maximally
forward with shoulder
girdle protracted.

"Put your head on your arm and
keep your arms straight while
you roll." "Keep your legs
straight." "Stay on your own
plinth."

Roll from prone to
supine in a segmental

flexed.

n-.-_\---'

--I
--4...

1.,%:,.%

i

---7,--

j hush lis,12, 112.
Down. (verbalize

vowel syllable combination)
a
--------IQ'
.tr:-----7----:..s

6.

T strAtch nx arms.

21.

7.

I roll back. Back.

-..'r

............-4).

pattern.

P1.5
1

RATIOrALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious
inhibition of total flexion
pattern in prone.

Sitting.
Standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion pattern in
prone, and STNR. Teaches
symmetrical flexion and
extension. Promotes weight bearing on arms and hands
and lower body symmetry.

Change of place by
pushing off.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of STNR and tonic labyrinthine. Promotes head
control, lower body
symmetry and weightbearing
on arms and hands.

Change of place by
pushing off.
Sitting.
Standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion pattern in

Standing.
Sitting.

ADAPTATIOVS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

prone.

Promotes segmental rolling
and head control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Change of place from
prone to supine.

...

NNW

ACCOMPANYING

IT6NTION
8.

"Point your toes to the ceiling
and straighten your legs."
"Keep your head in the middle
and your arms down."

Ltylegs are
straight.

Song or poem

fib

A
apart. 15.

Together.

I turn around.

10. I roll left.

Extend knees maximally,
keeping feet dorsiflexed.

S

I put my legs

9.

AL INSTRUCTIONS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVELENT

laj.

"Keep your toes pointing to the
ceiling and your legs straight."
"Head in the middle and arms
down." "Take your legs apart."

Extend knees maximally.
Keep feet dorsiflexed.
Abduct legs.

"Keep your legs straight and
bring your legs together."
"Head in the middle and arms
down:" "Toes should be pointing
up."

Ectend knees maximally.
Keep feet dorsiflexed.
Adduct legs.

"Use your hands to help you
turn around." "Your head should
be down here and feet up there."
"Keep your legs straight and
stay on your backs."

Extend knees maximally
to lift leg, then abduct
and adduct legs. Arms
extend and flex to pull
and push upper trunk.

"Stretch your arms above your
head." "Put your head on your
left arm and keep your arms up
and legs straight while you
roll." "Stay on your own
plinth."

Roll from supine to
prone in segmental
pattern.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.
Teaches conscious inhibitio
of ATNR and Moro reflexes.

Sitting.
Standing.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of crossed extension and
Teaches voluntary
ATNR.
abduction of legs.

Standing.
Stepping.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of crossed extension and
ATNR. Teaches voluntary
adduction of legs.

Standing.
Stopping.

Prepares for weightbearing
on arms, hands and legs.
Teaches conscious inhibitio
of crossed extension.
Teaches voluntary abduction
and adduction of legs.
Promotes spatial awareness.

Change of place.
Standing.
Stepping.

Promotes segmental rolling
and head control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Change of place from
supine to prone.

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

001IPLEAS DESCRIPTIO1 OF

LT

ACCOPANYING V4113AL INSTRUCTIONS

IO

IETENDED i.10VELENT

11. I pull down to
the chair. 1-5.

"Pull down so you can touch the
chair rung." "Look inhere you're
going." "Keep your legs straight!
"Grab the plinth."

While grasping plinth
alternately extend one
arm then the other and
simultaneously flex
elbows to propel body
forward.

12. I grab the chair.

"Look at the rung and grab it wit
both hands." "Stay flat on your
stomach with legs nice and
"Grab with one hand
straight."
and then the other."

Extend fingers and
abduct thumb,then flex
fingers to grasp chair
rung.

1.-7J

(repeat for other
hand)

hylegs are
straight.

1=2.

by elbows are
PANAlell.
(song or poem)

I let

1=5.i

,

"Keep grabbing."
should be flat."

"Your stomachs

Extend knees and hips in
prone position.

"Head in the middle and stretch
your elbows until they are
"Keep grabbing."
straight."
"Your stomachs should be flat."

Extend elbows maximally
While maintaining grasp.

"Look at your hands while you
let go." "Keep your elbows and
legs straight."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumbs to release chair

P1.9

rung.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
Teaches asymmetrical
extension and symmetrical
flexion. Teaches ability to
use hands ard arms while
lower body is stationary
and symmetrical. Promotes
weightbearing on handstand

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Change of place to pull on

grasp.

Teaches symmetrical movement of hand and arm to
target. Promotos grasp and
eye-hand coordination.

Grasp of any object.
Standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition Standing.
of STNR, Moro and total
flexion patterns in prone.

Teaches conscious inhibition Grasp of any object.
Standing.
of total flexion in' prone.
Prepares for weightbearing
on hands and arms.

Teaches ability to use
hands and arms while keeping lower body stationary
and symmetrical. Promotes
grasp and release,

Grasp and release of arty
object.

P1.10

ADAPTATIOVS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

CONPLETE DESCRIPTIOU OF

"Use your hands to help you
turn around." "Keep your legs
straight and stomachs flat."
"Your head should be here and
your feet up there."

13. I turn around.
1-2.

Arms extend
and flex
to pull and push upper
trunk.
Extend knees
maximally to lift leg,
then abduct and adduct
legs.

Ci5

n

9

14. I roll over. 2.

"Put your head on your straight
arm." "Keep your arms and legs
straight." "Stay on your own
plinth."

Roll from prone to
supine in a segmental

"Straighten your legs and point
your toes to the ceiling."
"Keep your head in the middle and
your arms down."

Extend knees maximally,
keeping feet dorsiflexed
Extend arms and place ha nds
(palmar surface down) on
plinths.

pattern.

(II

15. Lty legs are
straight. 1=2.

e1.------___Q

0

1

--------

16. I slide my left

foot 22. 11.

---

I slide it back. LI.

--.*

"Keep your right leg straight
while you slide your left foot
up." "Keep your foot flat as
you slide it up." Your arms
should stay down and head in the
middle."

Flex left hip and knee
as foot remains dorsi -

"Slide your left foot down
keeping it on the plinth."
"Both legs should be straight
and your head in the middle."

Slide plantar surface of
left foot down plinth
until knee is maximally
extended, keeping the kn( 8
in midline position.

::::

P1.11
7

flexed and entire plants:.
surface remains on plintl

1

I

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Prepares for weightbearing o Change of place.
arms, hands and legs. Teachersi Standing.
conscious inhibition of
total flexion pattern.
Teaches voluntary abduction
and adduction of legs.
Promotes spatial awareness.

Promotes segmental rolling
and head control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Promotes body symmetry.

F

Change of place from prone
to supine.

Standing.

Prepares for weightbearing.

Toadies conscious inhibition
of ATNR, flexor withdrawal
and crossed extension
patterns. Promotes dorsiflexion of ankles, body
symmetry, weightbearing,
and spatial awareness.

Standing.
Stepping.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension
and flexor withdrawal.
Promotes dorsiflexion of
ankles, body symmetry and
weightbearing.

Standing.
Stepping.

1

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOF OF
1 T

ACCONPANYINO VVLBAL INSTRUCTIONS

I slide my right
foot up. 1=5.

as

t r1

H.

I slide it back. 1=5.

MENDED ilOVEEENT

"Keep your left leg straight while
you slide your right leg up." "Keep
your foot flat as you slide it up."
"Your arms should stay down and
head in the middle."

Flex right hip and knee
as foot remains dorsiflexed
and entire plantar surface
remains on the plinth.

"Slide your right foot down keeping
it on the plinth." "Both legs
should be straight and your head in
the middle."

Slide plantar surface of
right foot down plinth
until knee is maximally
extended, keeping the knee
Aim midline pnsitinn

I slide both feet a. "Slide both feet up while keeping
.
Them on the plinth." "Keep your
erms down and your head in the
middle." "Your feet should be
flat and knees pointing up."

17. I pull my knees
apart.

Together.

18.

1:1.

I roll over.

2..L.L

"Keep your feet flat while your
knees are apart." "Arms down and
head in the middle."

Flex both hips and knees
keeping' plantar- surface

of both feet on p1-,th.

Abduct and outwardly
rotate legs while knees,
hips and ankles remain
flexed.

"Keep your feet flat, arms down
and heads in-the middle." "Keep
your knees pointing straight
upwards." "Your knees may touch."

Adduct legs while knees,
hips and ankles remain
flexed and plantar surface
of feet remain on plinth.

"Put your head on your straight
arm." "Keep your arms and legs
straight while you roll." "Stay
on your own plinth."

Roll from supine to prone
in a segmental pattern.

P1.13
A or
1

el

iti

RATIOnALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, flexor withdrawal
and crossed extension pattern4
Promotes dorsiflexion of
ankles, body symmetry, weight.
bearing, and spatial awareness

Standing.
Stepping.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension
and flexor withdrawal.Promot
dorsiflexion of ankles,body
tb
we
symmetry

Standing.
Stepping.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, flexor withdrawal,
and extansor thrust.
Promotes dorsiflexion of

Sitting.

ankles.

Teaches voluntary outward
rotation and abduction of
legs. Promotes weight
bearing.

Teaches voluntary adduction
of legs.

Promotes segmental rolling
and head control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Standing.
Sitting.
Balance.

Sitting.
Standing.

Change of place from
supine to prone.

P1.14

ADAFTATIOFS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOL! OF

19.

I push off.

1-5.
.

T

"Slide one hand to your chest (1)
then the other hand to your
chest (2), now push back."
"Keep your stomach flat, legs
straight, and head in the
middle."
.

-- Jy
I.--

,15

While maintaining grasp
on plinth, alternately
slide one hand to
shoulder level, then
other, and simultaneous)
extend elbows.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

Teaches conscious inhibition
of STNR. Teaches asymmetrical flexion of elbows and
symmetrical extension.
Promotes weightbearing on
hands, grasp and lower body

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Change of place by
pushing off.

symmetry.

P1.16 "g

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Plinth Series (P2)

This afternoon Plinth Series was devised to reinforce
and refine those motor skills introduced in Plinth Series
(P1) carried out in the morning. Many of the movements
taught are similar to those in the morning series, but
are changed slightly to retain the group's interest and
provide new challenges.

P2.0

,

SMALL PLINTHS (P2)
I lie strai ht.
arms are

1-5

sides.

1-5

1-Miki-IZ-fists. 7=3T ilageMi ists up - RE - RE.
Down.
T-Tgise my fists lat - RE - up.
T put my-fists together. r=5

I put my fists out to the iiaes.
1-5
I put my fists down-a757 Traig. Tr5
I" .1E1j
ffriFTE fiat on Me-grffth.T-5
T ffiike twii-Tnts.

1-5

1-5
I slide down (to end of plinth).
1-5
Ey-TiFg MIFF over.
Eli feet are fTia-on irchair.
1-5

I-gar tErstras.

1-5

RE
RE.
T put my stick to the sides.
1' PA MX s eraFgila

1-5

Eaa:
7-grab one stick with both hands.
ut my sera -5n my tummy. 1-5

T
T
T

up.-173

back crown. 1-5

TEE: gririFF-Zbove my head.
T roll on a tummy -I

Taw uf.

-

1-5

1 -S

DOCUMENTATION CHART (P2)

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF

INTENTION
1.

I lie straight.
1:1

"Straighten both legs."
"Head in middle."

Maximally extend knees
and hips. Place head in
midline. Dorsiflex ankles
at 90°.

..
.

2.

3.

My arms are by my
sides
1.5

I make two fists.
1-5

"Stretch your elbows."
"Head in the middle."
"Keep your legs straight."

"Thumbs on the outside."
"Head in the middle."
"Keep your legs straight."

Protract shoulder girdle,
extend elbows maximally.

Maximally flex fingers
of both hands; abduct
and flex thumb.

AE:17I

4.

I raise my fists
up - up - up.
,X-77

41

Retract shoulder girdle
to lift fists off sur face of plinth. Maintain
extended elbows.

----

.-

_________.

5.

"Head in the middle."
"Raise both arms at once."
"Keep your fist' tight."
"Keep your legs straight."

Down.

Protract shoulder girdle.
Inwardly rotate forearm
to replace fists on plirt

!>
-------.-2

P2.2

1:79

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
ITeaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, STNR. promotes body
symmetry of lower extremity.

J
.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, Moro reflex. Promotes
total body symmetry and prepares for controlled movements and stabilization of
body while one part moves,

ITeaches maintenance of body
symmetry while bilateral
movement is performed.
IPromotes voluntary grasp.

fTeaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR, STNR.
Teaches bilateral extension.

I

T

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATKR, Moro reflex. Promotes re-establishment of
basic body symmetry after

31.

movements.

I

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Standing.
Dressing.

Standing.
Dressing.
Sitting.

Standing.
Sitting,
Eating.

Dressing.
Handwashing.
Grabbing for support at
front while sitting.

Standing.
Sitting.

P2.3

`30

ADAPWZINS OF INTENTION
FOR

ACCOMPANYING

INTENTION

:

AL INSTRUCTIONS"

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVEMENT

uP uP -3P

"Head in the middle."
"Raise both arms at once."
"Keep your fists tight."
"Keep your legs straight."

Retract shoulder girdle
to lift fists off surface of plinth.

7.

I put my fists
together.

"Keep your elbows straight."
"Touch your fists together."

Retract shoulder girdle
and adduct both arms to
touch fists together
while maintaining elbow
extension.

R.

I put my fists

"Touch your neighbors' hands."

olto the sides.
1=i

" ?dove both arms at once."
"Head in the r.iddle."

Abduct arms simultaneously at 90° to body,
maintaining elbow extension.

6.

I

I raise PIN TiSIP

j

df

r.
9.

I put my fists
down by my sides.

"Bring your straight arms down to
your sides." "Keep your fists
tight."

"Stretch your fingers."
"You may grab the plinth."
"Keep your legs and elbows
straight."

10. I put my hands
flat on the

A

P2.4

Adduct arms simultaneously to replace fists
by sides.

Extend fingers maximally,
abduct thumbs so palmar
surfaces are on plinth.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR, STNR.
Teaches bilateral extension.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Dressing.

Handwashing.
Grabbing for support at
front while sitting.

I
Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR and Moro reflex.
promotes symmetrical arm
movement to the midline.

Teaches conscious inhibition
rof ATNR and Moro reflex. Promotes symmetrical movement
away from midlino.

Sitting freely.
Grooming.
Dressing.

Promotes maintonance of
body symmetry, symmetrical
use of arms, and coordination.

Standing between 2 chair
Sitting freely.

Promotes voluntary release;
prepares for grasp.

I

Handwashing.
Bathing.
Dressing.
Buttoning.

Pushing off plinth.
Stabilizing object while
sitting at table.
Functional grasp and
release.

Mark lies on side.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF

N
11.

1 grab the plinth.
1-5

"Grab the plinth with both hands."
"Keep your head in the middle,"

Maximally flex fingers
of both hands; abduct
and flex thumbs.

"Pull yourself down to the end of
the plinth."
"Keep your legs straight and head
in the middle."

Maximally.flex fingers ar
thumbs; simultaneously f:
flex
and extend arms to pull
body down to end of
plinth (knee level- lows:
legs hang over).

":'end both knees."

Flex both knees at 90°
over edgo of plinth.

-- --

12.

I slide down (to
end of plinth).
1:2

(

'-1-:::11-__611
aD

13.

My legs hang over.
175
____

wism----.--r=mf

14.

"head in the middle."
"Y.oep your arms

at

your sides."

?------.,-,-

My feet are flat
on my chair. 1=5

"Get your heels down,"
"Point your feet straight ahead,"
"Keep your arms down."

1----.....,..

feet,

d......-

15.

I grab the sticks.
1-5

Dorsiflex both ankles,
rotate legs inwardly
(or outwardly) to align

"Grab both sticks at once."
"Keep your feet flat on the chair.'

P2.6

Retract shoulders;
flex fingers of both ham is
and abduct thumbs,

IIRATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

IIPromotes voluntary grasp.

Eating.
Grooming.

Pushing off, pulling on
plinth.

Sitting with chair for
support.

I
1 Teaches conscious inhibition

j

of ATNR, Moro reflex. Promotes symmetrical body move ment in horizontal plane.

Eating.
Grooming.

Pushing off, pulling on
plinth.

Sitting with chair for
support.

Grasp and release.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of ATNR. Promotes knee flexion
Prepares for stable sitting.

Sitting.
Eating.

fTeaches voluntary inhibition
of extensor thrust, stepping
reflex and flexor withdrawal.
Promotes 906 flexion at
knees and ankles.

Sitting.

ITeaches voluntary inhibition
of ATNR. Promotes symmetrica)

Eating.
Grooming.

.

.

grasp and eye-hand coordin-

Standing with chair.

ation.

Writing.
Bathing.

NA. 111.

Pi, 7

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

RUCTIONS

INTENTION
_
.

"Look at your sticks."
"Keep your head in the middle."
"Keep your feet flat on the chain'

16. I put my sticks
up - up - up.

!13

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF
INTENDED MOVEMENT
Retract shoulders.
Maintain extended elbows
Maintain flexion of
fingers.

--7"---

17. I put my sticks to

thesides.1-5

"Head in the middle."
"Reach out and touch your
neighbors with your sticks."

..-..
Abduct arms simultaneously. Maintain elbow
extension and grasp.

/11°
(--t
t )

._... _ .

-__

.1

41
18.

"Slide your sticks back to your

Back.

sides."

Protract shoulder girdl(
Maintain elbow extensio]

and grasp.

4

19. I grab one stick
with both hands.
1-5

"Head in the middle."
"Look at the stick and grab it
with both hands."

Extend fingers. Adduct
arms to midline. Flex
fingers, abduct thumbs.

"Straighten your elbows."
"Keep grabbing." "Put your
stick on your tummy."

Extend elbows. Maintain
grasp.

..1

20. I Put my stick on
my "mnw. 1-5

P2.8

Sr

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

1

ir

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of ATM. Promotes smooth
flowing bilateral movement.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Dressing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of spastic flexion and inward
rotation in arms. Promotes
freo use of arms and enlarged
concept of space around body.

Sitting freely.
Dressing.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of ATNR. Promotes maintenance
of body symmetry and bilateral grasp.

wrIting.
Sitting.

Promotes voluntary grasp and
release,
and symmetrical
movement at the midline;
eye-hand coordination.

Dressing.
Buttoning.
Sitting.
Walking.

Teaches voluntary inhibition
of Moro reflex and ATNR.
Promotes body symmetry.

Sitting with supporting
chair.
Walking with chair.
Stable sitting at table.

P2.9

186

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS
21. I sit up.

jci

"Head in the middle."
"Push the stick to your knees
as you sit up."

..,

.) --i

22.

I lie back down.
1-5

"Head in the middle."
"Slowly lie back."

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF

Contract abdominal muscle
flex hips. Maintain extol
elbows.

Slowly relax
muscles.

abdominal

lai.-dgrip-

23. I put my arms above
my head.
1-5

__.

24. I roll on my
tummy.
1-5

"Both arms up at once."
"Head in the middle."
'Keep your elbows straight."

Retract shoulder
Extend elbows.

girdle,

.

"Put your cheek on whichever arm
you'll roll toward."
"Keep your legs straight."

Complete segmental roll,
Maintain body symmetry.

4eINI
.

.......___ ____

25. I push off.

/

1-5

,

"Head in the middle, straighten
your legs."
"Grab the plinth and push off."

___

-1:-...:....

..- ...

P2.10

s7

Alternately flex and
extend elbows keeping
fingers flexed, thumbs
abducted.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

1

.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes active strengthening
of trunk support muscles
necessary for sitting balance.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion.

Sitting.
Standing.
All table activities.

Promotes controlled co-contraction of supporting trunk
muscles.

Sitting.
Dressing.
Bathing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of Moro reflex and ATNR.
Promotes body symmetry and
enlarged spatial concept.

Moving about on plinth.
Standing from a sit.

Dressing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, and total flexion.
Promotes functional muscle
patterns using body symmetry.

Dressing.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of Moro reflex, STNR, labyrinthine reflex. Promotes
bilateral arm use while
stabilizing lower trunk.

Sitting.
Standing.

Moving about on plinth.

Moving about on plinth.

P2.11
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Plinth Series (P3)

The movements taught by this specific Plinth Series
are those prominently involved in weightbearing, stepping
and rolling.
The learning of these movements promotes
voluntary knee extension and flexion of the knee, hip
and ankle on one side while the other side remains in
extension.
Other skills included are segmental rolling,
voluntary grasp and release and head control while in
prone.

The plinths are arranged in a single row with a ladderback chair at the head of each and the foot pulled out
approximately three feet from the wall.
The children begin
in a supine Lying position.

P3.0
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NEW PLINTH SERIES (P3)
1.

I look up.

2.

I put my arms down by my
side. 1-5.

1-5

March, 1971

Remind Melody to center head.
Get Tim to grab for maintenance,
Lori to put hands under butt, heads
in middle.

3.

4.

My legs are straight.
I lie straight.

1-5

Poem

6.

I stretch my arms above my
Hea7--17.5
I roll left. 1-5

7.

My arms are straight.

1-5

8.

My legs, are straight.

1-5
1-5

5.

I look for my name.
10. I roll left. 1-5

9.

Encourage straight legs and keeping
left arm straight.
Facilitate head jerk toward left
arm, put hands between legs of
children who cross their legs.

Encourage maintenance of straight body.
Facilitate head jerk to left arm.

11. Repeat number 2.
12. I slide my left foot up. 1-5

13. Left foot flat.

With
with
up,"
leg

1 -S

feet flat on plinth. To those
abduction say, "Knees straight
and facilitate. Keep other
straight.

Keep other leg straight.

14. And down.

Watch that no one crosses legs.
Facilitate as in 12.

15. I slide my right foot up.
1-5

16. Right foot flat.
17. And down.

18. I slide both feet RE.
19. I pull my knees apart.

Facilitate as in 14.
Facilitate as in 12.
1-5

Facilitate flat feet at ankle only.

20. Knees together. 1-5
21. Repeat 19.
22. My legs are straight.

1-5

Watch that legs don't cross.
Song here.

23. I stretch my arms above my
Eeaad.
1-5
24. I roll right. 1-5
25. My legs are straight.

Facilitate and remind as in 3.
Keep right arm straight.
Same as 6.

1-5

P3.1

26. Look at the chair.
27. 1

grab

the chair.

1-5

If needed, intend, (I pull down
to the chair).

28. My arms are straight. 1-5

29. tly head is
30.

a

up.. tip-up-lia-m.

legs are straight.

31. I let

Say a sound.

1-5

Facilitate hands, head, arms,
legs where needed.

go.

32. I push off.

All heads in the middle.
1-5

Hands used, not legs. Pull all
but Ted, LuAnn and Jeff down so
that insteps are resting on edge
of plinth.

33. 112 feet are flat.

34. I stand up.

Facilitate as needed.

1-5

35. IA arms are straight. 1-5
36. I sit down.

"On the plinth"

1-5

P3.2
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DOCUMENTATION CHART (P3)

Cl 011

ETTIOI1
1.

I look up.

I N.

;,4

I

"Look up at the ceiling and
Place head in the midlino
an* your head in the middle." and focus eyes on ceiling
directly above,

I put my arms down

"Keep your head in the
&tend arms and place hands
middle.""Grab the plinth
(palmar surface duwn) on
to help your arms stay down." plinths.

by V si57707

"Point your toes to the ceiling EXtend knees maximally,
and straighten your legs,
I
keeping feet dorsiflexod.
making sure they don't cross.'
"Koep your head in the
middle and your arms down
while you stretch."

My legs are straight.

711.11..1.:11/.4.111.411=11.1.

I lie straight.

LI

"Do all three (1,2,3)
to got nice and straight."
Poem or song to maintain
position above.

EXtend knees maximally,
keeping feet dorsiflexod.

2.

I stretch my arms
above my head, 1-5

"Stretch your arms
"above your hoad while
you keep your head in
the middle.""Your logs
should stay straight."

Extend elbows maximally,
above head.

1

41611

3.

I roll left.

2=2

"Put your head on your
'oll from supine to prone
arm and keep your arms
in a segmental pattern.
straight above your head
while you roll.""Stay on your
own plinth.""Keep your legs J
straight without crossing."

P3.3
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RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL AFPLICATIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR.
Promotes head control
and body symmetry.

Sitting, standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition of Foro
pattern and ATNR.
Improves body symmetry

Sitting, standing,
Pulling up pants in
dressing.

and grasp.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.

Standing.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.

Standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition of arm flexion pattern and labyrinthine reflex.
Prepares for rolling.

Putting shirt over head in

Promotes segmental

CheAge of place from supine

rolling and head.
control. Promotes

to prone' for pushing

dressing.

off the plinth.

.spatial awareness.

P3.4

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

INTEWION
4.

VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

My arms are

straight.

"Your arms should still
be above your head from
rolling. "Keep your head in

ILI

DESCRIPTION
Extend elbows. ftaximally

forward, with shoulOpr
girdle protracted.
',,

-

middle. '.'Keep your legs
straight."

My logs are straight.

I look for my name.

5.

I roll left.

"Keep your arms and legs
straight when you lock
up.""Head in the middle;
keep your stomach on tho
plinth."

"Put your head on your
left arm.""Keep your arms
and legs straight while
your roll left.""Stay on
your own plinth."

6.

I put my arms
down by my side.

"Keep your arms straight
and straighten your legs."
"Your stomachs should be
flat on the rlinths."

1 .z.1

"Keep your head in the
middle.""Grab the plinth
to help you keep your arms
down.""Your legs should st
be straight."

P3.5

&tend knees and hips
maximally.

Lift head in midline
while rest of body
remains extended.

Roll from prone to supine,
in a segmental pattern.

Extend arms and place hands
(pal mar surface down) on plinths.

ADAPTATIONINTENTION
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATION

Teaches conscious inhibition total flexion
pattern in prone.

Sitting, standing.

Teaches conscious inhibition of total
flexion pattern in
prone.
Stretches hip flexion
contractures.

Standing,

Teaches cmscious inhibition of total
flexion pattern in
prone and STNR.

Head control in sitting
and standing.

Promotes head control.

Promotes segmental
rolling and head
control. Promotes
spatial awareness.

Change of place from
prone to supine.

Teaches conscious inhibition of Moro
flexion pattern and
ATNR.
Improves body symmot
and grasp.

Sitting, standing.
Pulling up pants.

P3.6

FPR INDIVILUALb-----,

IERBAL INSTRUCTION

DESCRIPTION

"Keep your right leg
straight wt.le you slide you
left foot up.""Keep your
heel down as ypu slide."
"Your arms should stay
down and your head in the
middle."

Flex left hip and knee
as foot remains dorsiflexed
and entire plantar surface
remains on plinth.

Left foot flat.

"Keep your right log
straight with toes pointing
to the ceiling.""Your
left knee should also bu
pointing straight up."

Place plantar surface of
left foot flat on plinth,
with knee adducted to midline
position.

And down.

"Slide your left foot
down keeping it on the
plinth.""Both legs
should be straight and
your head in the middle."

Slide plantar surface of
left foot down plinth until
knee is maximally extended,
keeping knee in midline
position.

Same as number 7, except
right and left reversed.

Left and right reversed
on above.

7.

I slide my loft

,foot up.

1..7.2

_1

8.

I slide my right

foot up.

Right foot flat.

1=2

And down

9.

1 slide both feet

"Slide both feet up
while keeping them on the plinth.
"Keep your arms down and your
head in the middle.""Your
feet should be flat and
knees pointing up."

P3.7

:196

Flex both hips and knees
keeping plantar surface of both
feet on plinth.

!

f
ADAPTATIONS OF IflTENTION
C TIONS

Teaches conscious inhibition of ATI'IR and

Alternate weightbearing
for stepping.

crossed extension reflex.

Promotes dorniflexion
of ankles.
Promotes spatial awareness.

Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor
thrust and flexor
withdrawal.
Promotes weightbearing.

Teaches conscious inhibition of ATVR,
crossed extension and
flexor withdrawal

Standing.

Alternate weightbearing
for stepping.

reflexes.

Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR,
flexor withdrawal and
extensor thrust.
Promotes dorsiflexion
of ankles.

Sitting.

P3.8

FOR INDIVIDUALS
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VERBAL INSTRUCTION

I pull my knees apart.

1=/

"Keep your feet flat
while knees aro apart."
':Arms down and head
in the middle."

Knees together

"Keep your feet flat, arms
down and heads in the
middle.""Keep your knees
pointing straight upwards."'
"Your knees may touch."

My legs aro straight.

10. I stretch my arms
above my head. 1.t2

"Slide your feet down the
plinth.""Keep arms down and
your head in tho middle."

"Keep your head in the
middle and your legs
straight while yen
stretch."

Dr:SCRIM' ION

Abduct and outwardly
rotato logs while kneos,
hips and ankles remain
flexed.

Addddt and inwardly
rotate legs while kneos,
hips, and ankles remain
flexed and plantar surface
of feet remains on plinth.

Slide plantar surfaces of
both feet down plinth until
knees are maximally extended
and ankles are dorsifloxed.

Extend elbows maximally and stretch
arms above head.

J,
11.
I roll right.

"Put your head on your
right arm. " "veep your arms

and logs straight while
you roll right. "Stay on
your own plinth."

P3.9

Roll from supine to prone
in segmental pattern.

ADAPTIONS OF
.51.PrIDEAGE. FOR _GROUP..

FUNCIIONAL APPLICATIONS_

Teaches voluntary
outward rotation
and abduction of
legs.

Standing,
Sitting.
Balance.

Teaches voluntary
inward rotation and
adduction of legs.

Sitting.
Standing.

Teaches conscious in

Sitting,
Standing.

hibition of ATM,
crossed extension
and flexor withdrawal.

Teaches conscious
inhibition of arm
flexion (Moro) and
labyrinthine
patterns. Prepares
for rolling.

Promotes segmental
rolling and head
control.
Promotes spatial
awareness.

Putting shirt over head
in dressing.

Change of place from supine
for pushing off
the plinth.

to prone

Ira

N

FOR ILDIALILLIALS________

INTENTION
12.

VERBAL INSTRUCTION

Ey leg s aro straight.

13. dab the chair.

My arms are straight.

Any head is up.
71.:d

DESCRIPTION

"Your arms should be
straight from rolling."
"Keep your stomach on
the plinth."

kbrtend knees and hips
maximally.

"Look at the rung and
Grasp chair rung with
grab it with both hands." both hands.
"Stay flat on your
stomach with legs nice
and straight and your
head in tho middle."

"Head in the middle
Extend elbows maximally
and stretch your elbows
while maintaining grasp.
until they are straight."
"Stomachs flat."

"Lift head up in the
Lift head while arms
middle.""Keep your stomach
are extended and hands
flat and your legs straight.." grasping chair
rung.
'

1121egs are straik4t.

Stay nice and straight
Extend knees and hips
with your stomachs flat." -maximally in prone position.

RATIONALE.

FaUQklAIAPM,IcaR

Teaches conscious inhibition of total
floxion pattern in
prone.
Stretches
hip flexion contract-

Standing.

ures.

Teaches symmetrical
movement of hand and
arm to target on
rung.
Promotes

Grasp of any object.
Standing.

. vrasp and eyo -hand
coordination.

Teaches conscious inhibition of total
flexion in prone.
Prepares for weightbearing on hands

Grasp of any object.
Standing.

and arms.

Teaches conscious inhibition of STNR and
tonic labyrinthine.
Promotes head control

Grasp of chair rung while
sitting or standing.

Teaches conscious in-

Standing.

hibition of STNR. and

Moro floxion patterns.

P3.12
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ADAWATIONS OF InovrioN
INDIVIDUALS

INTENTION
I let

go. 1.1

VERBAL INSTRUCTION

DESCRIPTION

"Look at your hands while
you let go. "Keep your elbow
and legs straight."

Extend fingers and
abduct thumbs to
release chair rung.

"Slide one hand to your chest
(1) then the other hand
to your chest (2), now

push back."Keep your Anmac

15.
flat.

fett,0
1-4

My

I stand up.

1.1.71

Fy elbows are
straight .

While maintaining
grasp on plinth,
alternately slide
one hand to shoulder

flat, legs straight,
and head in the middle.

level, then other,

"Bend your knees." "Put
your heels down.""Keep grabbing the plinth."

Flex knees to slide
foot up until entire
plantar surface rests
on floor.

"Keep grabbing.""Head up."
"Don't rest against the
.linth.""Keep heels down and
knees straight."

Extend elbows and raise head
to bear weight on both arms
and legs in supported standing
position.

"Keep grabbing.' "Raise
your head."

and simultaneously
extend elbows.

Maximally extend elbows
while maintaining grasp.

RATIONALE: FOR GROUP FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches ability to
use hands and arms
while keeping lower
body stationary and
symmetrical.

Grasp and release of arty
object,

Pro-

motes grasp and release.

Teaches

consoicius.

inhibition or urislit.

Change of place by pushing

off.
Teaches asymmetrical flexion of elbows and symmetriProcal extension.
motes weightbearing
on hands, grasp ,
lower body symmetry.

Teaches dorsiflexion of ankle,
knee flexion,
weightbearing on
hands and arms.
Breaks up crossed

Standing.
Sitting.

extension and extensor thrust.

Teaches weightbearing on arms and
legs, extension of

Standing.
Walking.

elbows and knt es.

Breaks up extensor
thrust and crossed
extension patterns.

Teaches head con-

Standing.

tol w eightb oaring

Grasp of

any

object.

on hands and arms.
Promotes functional grasp.

P3 . 14

INVENT-TN!
a.DAPTATTCPS
FOR INDIVIDUALS

_INTENT'IOM
:1

sit down.

I-

ACCOMPANYING
VERD41,;INSTRUCTIONS

COMFIET '3 DESCRIPTION

"Sit down slowly while you keep
grabbing." "Keep your feet on
the floor."

Flex hips and knees
to sit down on potty
or chair while grasp

OF INTENDED MOVEMENT

on plinth controb the
movement.

P3.15

RATIO'ALE FOR GROUP
Teaches controlled hip
flexion while maintaining protracted shoulder
girdle and grasp in midline. Breaks up extensor thrust and ATNR.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Sitting down.
Grasp.

P3.16
r-?05

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Plinth Series (til
The fourth Plinth Series emphasizes movements carried
out in prone lying. Weightbearing on the hands and arms,
head control and alternate symmetrical extension and flexion
of the elbows are the primary goals presented during the
major portion of the series. These movements, which are
stressed separately, are then applied as a unit both in
coming up into the W-sit ("I sit back,") and in pushing off.
The last part of the series focuses on a return to supine
lying and movements designed to promote itaprovelweightbearing, lifting of the legs and stepping. These movements
follow a more complex pattern than the similar ones introduced in the preceding Plinth Series (P3).

The children's plinths are placed side by side in two
rows with an aisle between. The ladderback chairs (used for
grasp in both supine and prone) are placed flanking the aisle
with the back of a chair against the head of each plinth.
This arrangement allows the teacher-therapist a great deal
of mobility in reaching the children for facilitation. The
five plinths in each row are separated from one another by
a space of three to four inches.

P4.0

PLINTH SERIES - November 5, 1971
(Revised from 9/71)
done
Hotpacking done before plinths begin. Passive and active movement
to joint. Linda - elbows
Lloyd - knees
- hips
Mel

TIE

- hips

Plinths arranged with spacing the width of a slat between them.
Ladderbacks placed at head end of plinth.
1.

I stretch my legs. 1-5.

2.

I stretch my arms.

3.

I grab the chair. 1-5.

1 -5.

4.

I grab. 1-5.

5.

I stretch my elbows. 1-5.

Arms down at sides Head in middle.
Feet dorsiflexed.
Mel - when arms are at sides,
palms should always be
down on plinth.
Lori - after getting arms down
hands are put in pants
for maintenance.
Arms stretched above head.
Lloyd - shoulder girdle should
be protracted.
Linda - elbows should be rather
close together.

Heads should be in the middle
while grabbing with preferred hand.
Lloyd - legs should remain straight.
- right knee abducted and she
Mel
should maintain straight
legs. Legs should remain
still while grabbing.
Special attention to keep
head in middle.
Lori - head in middle.
Grab chair with other hand. Head
should be in middle and legs
straight.
Elbows and legs straight.

Nancy - elbows should be straight
while grabbing and remain
still when squeezing.
6.

Squeeze.
Open.

Thumbs should be outside of fist
while squeezing. Elbows remain
straight.
After releasing, arms should remain
straight above head.

Goal is to roll keeping arms and
Telling them to
legs straight.
place head on arm aids rolling.
Care should be given so they roll
on own plinth.
- keeps arms straight by self
Mel
but needs a little help to
abduct right leg to roll

I roll right. 1-5.

7.

right.
- left hand grabs chair to
maintain prone position.
LuAnn - holds stick with straight
elbows while rolling.

Lori

8.

I stretch ai legs. 1-5.

9.

I grab the chair. 1-5.

Goal is stomach flat. Arms should
still be extended from rolling.

Grab rung of chair with both hands.
Head should be in middle looking
at rung while arms and legs are

POEM

straight.

Mel - lower body straight and still.
TIE, Doreen and Lloyd - stomachs
should be flat and legs
straight.
Others keep grabbing while Ted,
Tim, LuAnn, Linda and Jeff Eirib

I grabs.

10. I grAl2 hi her. PE.

EIThe77LWETTFit, then right.
Elbows straight while grabbing.
Left hand grabs lower while other
hand keeps grabbing. Same with
right.
Elbows and legs remain straight,
stomachs flat.
Nancy - should stay on stomacl,
after letting go.

I grab lower. Down.
I grab lower. Down.
I let &a.

1-5.

Thumbs outside of fist and
7Taig plinths, arms stretched
above head.

11. my hands are flat. 1-5.

Simultaneously slide hands to chest
Elbows close to side, Thumbs should
be opposite fingers where grabbing.

12. I slide my hands to me. 1-5.

Hands should be grabbing. Heads
lifted in the middle. Stomach
must remain flat.

13. I push RE. a. a.
And down.

Repeat

P4.2
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14. I sit back. 1-5.

\.W

Sit back between heels in
sit. Hands should always be
grabbing. Knees pulled up to
stomach. Sitting back should bc1
Special
slow and controlled.
attention to ankles so they are
dorsiflexed.
Doreen, Nancy and Lori have chairs.
should be given so chest
isn't completely resting op
chair.

They should lift Eli.

onto chair only after they
have straightened arms while
grabbing plinth.
Nancy - attention to dorsiflexion
of ankles.
Mel and Linda - simultaneously
firing knees under hips.
Encourage Mel to maintain
W sit by self. Linda grabs
facilitator's ankles to
lift her upper trunk.
Ted - knees should be close
together while sitting.
Doreen and Lloyl - help needed at
arms and egs when going down
and getting straight.
elbows are straight. 1-5.

Hands grabbing - heads up in the
middle.

SONG
I

go

down. 1-5.

Hands. should "walk" down plinth.
should be weighted properly
and directly under hips.

15. I lie straight. 1-5.

Stomach flat. Arms above head,
legs straight.

16. I roll right. 1 -S.

Goal is to roll keeping arms and
legs straight. Telling them to
place head on arm aids rolling.
Care should be given so they roll
on own plinth.

17. Arms down. 1-5.

Arms by side. Grabbing plinth
aids maintenance. Head in middle.
Ted - given a stick for right hand
to grab. This aids keeping
arms by side.
Nancy - minimal help to lift wrist.

18.

111

legs are straight. 1-5.

Left ankle over right ankle.
Legs straight and arms stay down.

19. I cross. 1-5.
Apart.

I cross. 1-5.

Right over left ankle.

Apart.

Mel - rolls to:right side to
cross right ankle over left.
Linda - rolls to side for crossing.

Slide left heel up plinth then
Head in
lift to right knee.
middle, arms down and right leg
straight.

20. To tly knee. 1-5.

And straight.
To my knee.

Same, only with right heel.

1-5.

Nancy - when she is doing it by
self, she does it on her

And straight.

side.

21. I stretch my arms. 1-5.
I roll left. 1-5.

Ankles should be at edge of
plinth for dorsiflexion.

My legs are straight. 1-5.

Arms above heads. Thumb opposite

22. I grab the plinth. 1-5.

fingers, grabbing slat.

Stomachs stay flat on plinth.
Simultaneously slide hands to
chairs and push until arms are
straight. Goals - use of hands
while grabbing, keeping legs
straight and stomach flat.

I push off. To me and
Push.

Hands grabbing plinth while
standing. Head in middle. Hips
should not be resting against
Heels down.
plinth.

23. My feet are flat. 1-5.
I stand up. 1-5.

My elbows are straight. 1-5.

Slow controlled hip flexion maintain grasp.

I sit down. 1-5.

P4.4

.

LuAnn - stands with arms extended
and hands clasped.
Mel - stands in shoes.
TI1 - goal is to sit down by
self. After getting feet
flat, Tim should need only
environmental support.

1

P4.5
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DOCUMENTATION CHART (P4)

COMPLEXE DESCitiPflOE

INT EET TO E

1.

_I

lux.

2.

.1

At trt
1-5

.St.telt el AV

arms.

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

OF INTENDED NOVW.EET

"Keep your head in the middle,
lookfmg up, while you stretch."
"Make sure your arms are down
by your sides."
"Point your toes to the veiling
and keep your knees close
together, but not touching."

Extend knees maximally
with head in midline,
arms down, palms on
plinth, feet dorsiflexed.

"Stretch your arms above your
bead while you keep your head
.n the middle."
Your legs should stay
ktraight and still."
Don't roll onto your side."

3.

I grab the chair.

4.

I grab.

1.7j

CO

5.

.1 strata

elbows.

6.

1-5

Squeeze.

Sxtend elbows maximally.
Retract shoulder girdle.
Hands should be directly
above shoulders.

"Grab the chair one hand at a
time.""Keep your elbows straight
and your head in the middle."
Don't look at the chair, or
your head won't be in the middle."
"Keep your legs straight."

Grasp chair, one hand
at a time.

"Keep grabbing while you
stretch."
"Keep your legs straight."

Extend elbows maximally.
while maintaining

"Squeeze the rung tightly
and then let go, keeping
your elbows straight."

Tighten grasp.

Open.

grasp.

alease grasp of chair
rung.

Extend fingers.

P4.6
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ADAPUTIONS OF II:TENTIOfl
INDIVIDUALS
DU .'

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for woightbearing.

Standing.

LuAnn - feet must not touch.
Tod - feet close together.
Lori - after getting arms
down, hands are put in
pants for maintenance.

Prepares for rolling to
prone. Teaches conscious
inhibition of arm flexion
pattern.

Putting shirt over head
for dressing.

Linda - only oxtends
partially because of
contractures.

Lloyd - legs held in
extension while stretching.

Improves grasp and wrist
rotation,
targeting.

Grasping cup for drinking.
Grasping chair rung for
standing.
Targeting for armholes of
shirt.

Teaches conscious inhibition of arm flexion
pattern. Improves grasp.

Putting shirt over head
While holding it.

Improves strength of
grasp. Prepares for release. Promotes release.
Teaches conscious inhibition of arm flexion
pattern.

Stronger grasp on spoon,
chair rung, etc.
Release of spoon into
bowl.
Release of cup on table.

P4..7

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIO1 OF
INTENTION
I roll right. 1.71

7.

-,,
1111b

"Keep your arms straight above
your head while you roll."
"Don't bend your legs."
"Place head on straight arm."
"Stay on your own plinth."

Roll right, from
supine to prone.

"Keep your arms up with straight
elbows and your head in the

Extend knees maximally.

.

I,)

8.

I stretch mr. legs.

11

v

gh
9.

I sap. the chair.
rpoem)

1=1

410

Ilasiii

10.

...0110

I grab higher.

tqh

k Cr.

NP

"Grab with both hands at onoe."
"Look at the rung while you are
grabbing."
"Stay flat on your tummy with
your legs straight while you
are grabbing."

Target hands to grasp
rung of chair while
lower body remains
extended.

"Those who can grab well may go

Grasp one rung higher
while maintaining grasp
with other hand.

higher."

2.E. 9.2.

<,

middle."

"Stretch out nice and straight."

filmo°°

..-,

I grab lower.
down, down.

"Grab with the left hand first,
and then we'll say it again for
the right."
"Look at the rung you're going to
grab and keep your elbows nice
and straight."

"Go back to the rung you started
on."

Return to original place,
one hand at a time.

"Let's put one hand down at a time,
the left first and then'the
right."

I let go.

0

171

N.,,,-----4

"Don't bend your elbows when you
Release rung of chair.
let go, just stretch your fingers
and open your hands."
"Keep your paLas touching the rung."

P4.8

RATICI;ALS FOR GROUP

Promotes segmental rolling.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion pattern in
Promotes spatial
prone.
awareness.

ADAFTATIOLS VF II TEPTION
FOR IMANID7.1AL

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Holds stick with
straight elbows while

LuAnn

Change of place from
supine to prone.
Change of place by pushing off plinth.

rolling.

Lori - Left hand grnbs
chair to maintain prone
position.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of total flexion in prone.

Standing.

Teaches symmetrical hand
movement, targeting. Improves
grasp. Teaches conscious
inhibition of prone flexion
pattern.

Grasping cup.
Grasping chair rung for

Help to maintain
grasp after achievement.
Lloyd - Lower body held
symmetrically.
Nancy -

standing.

2.
Teaches ability to use hands
and arms while keeping lower
body still and symmetrical.
Promotes grasp and release,
eye-hand coordination.

Hand washing.
Reaching for objects.
Eating, or any asymmetrical activity that require.

Teaches ability to use hands
and arms while keeping
lower body still and
symmutr:Ical. Promotes grasp
and releasa, eye-hand

Hand washing.
Reaching for objects.
Eatingpor any asymmetrical activity that requires grasp.

grasp.

Lloyd, Doreen, Melody,
Lori, and Nancy maintain
at original place.

coordination.

Teaches ability to use
hands and arms while keepinglower body still and
symmetrical. Promotes grasp
and release.

Lloyd. Doreen, Melody,
Lori and. Nancy do not
go higher -- only maintain at original place.

Any asymmetrical hand
activity which requires
release.
r

P4 . 9

COPLETE DESCRIPTIO OF

1CUNTICN
11. kly hands are flat.

12. I slide my hands
to me. To me.

ACCOhPANYING VFOAL INSTRUCTIONS
"Thumbs outside of fist while you
grab the plinth."
"We'll pull you down a little, so
you can put your hands flat on
the plinth."
"Keep your arms up with your elbows
straight."

"Slide your open havAs to your
chest."
"Bend both your arms at the same
time, while your head stays in the
middle."
"Let's get ready to push up."
"Elbows close to your body."

ITENDED NOVEECNT
Place entire palmar
surfaces of both hands
on the plinth.
Lower body remains
extended.

Flex elbows symmetrically
with hands remaining
open and on plinth.

41

V.
13. I push RE. t1.2.11.

And down.

14. I sit back. 1:1

ny elbows are
straight. 1
(Song)

"Push up with your arms and lift
your head."
"Don't let your tummy come off the
plinth, keep it flat,"
"Look right across the aisle and
say hi to your neighbor.
"Go back down again."

Symmetrically extend
arms and lift head

Symmetrically flex
elbows.

"Bring your legs up under your
tummy and push up with your arms
while you sit back between your
heels."
"Hold your head up nice and
straight so you can look across at
your neighbor."
"Keep your hands flat on plinth or
grabbing slats.""Point toes out."

From prone, push up
into four point kneel,
and then sit back
between heels. Arms

"Head up."
"Push up tall with straight elbows"
"Keep grabbing the plinth."

Extension of arms and
raising of head and upper
trunk while lower trunk
is in flexed ..sition.
Using the hands and arms
slide the upper body

"Slide your hands down the slats."
"Stretch your legs and keep your
tummy flat.'

extended.

forward.

Knees weighted

and directly under hips.
Extend hips and legs back

I go down. 1- j.

to prone lying.

Reverse of-Figure
14,"I sit back."

P4.10

)

FOR GROUP

Promo,* !Wisp and release.

Teachilb WM of hands while

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Pushing off plinth.

ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTION
FOP:I.NUIVIDUALL;

Some children may grasp

plinth slats.

maintailig symmetrical
body pal. ion.

ammismh!

Prepare% for weightbearing
on handb and arms. Promotes

Pushing off plinth.

body sytinmetry.

.111

Teaches head control, weight..

bearindn arms. Teaches
conscious inhibition of total
flexion pattern.

Sitting.

Teaches head control. Promotes
body symmetry. Teaches
Pushing off.

consciols inhibition of total
flexion pattern.

Teaches head control, weightbearing on arms and legs, hip
flexion. Promotes dorsiflexion of ankle.

Sitting.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of prone flexion. Promotes
head control and weightbearing on hands and arms,
and dorsiflexion of ankles.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of prone flexion. Promotes
head control and weightbearing on hands and arms,
and dorsifleation of ankles.

Sitting.

Standing.

Nancy, Lori, Doreen,

have chairs to support
arms and upper trunk.

Standing.
Pushing off.

Pulling on.

Sitting.

Standing.

MENTION

ACCO:IPANYING VFRTIAL INSTRUCTIONS

CON.PLEi:E DESCRIPTION
OF INTENDED MOVE:Ea:I'

15.

I lie straight.

"Keep your tummy flat and knees
straight.""Your arms should he
above your head."

aximally extend elbows,
hips and knees.
Protract shoulder
with head in middle.

16.

I roll Ilght.

"Keep your arms and legs
straight while you roll."
"Put your head on arm before
you roll."

Roll from rone to

"Put your palms down on the
Plinth.""Grab tho slats if it
helps you keep your arms down."
"Head in the middle."

Place hands at sides,
palms down and elbows

"Toes to the ceiling."
"Keep your arms down and head
in the middle."

wrimally extend
knees with head in
midline, arms down,
palms on plinth, and
feet dorsiflexed.

supine.

See Figure 7

17.

1=1

Arms down.

hi
Li

leFs are
straight. 1=1
18.

I cross.

19.

1-

...

Apart.

"Keep your logs straight
while you cross.""Cross
only at the ankle."
"Uncross on the word apart."

"Uncross on the word apart."

.11rtEHX"===Z:5174'

P4.12
c).

extended.

Extepd_knees maximally
and lift left leg to
cross over right leg at
ankle only.

Lift and abduct
extended left leg and
replace on plinth,
keeping ankle dorsiflexe.

C

__RATIVI: AL E

-it.C1 IF

Teaches ;:onscious inhibi-

tion of prone flexion
pattern.
Promotes body

r

FU! CIIONAL APVLTCATTO'S

Il

CY II::

11U;

Standing.
iushing off.

Promotes segmented rolling. Promotes head
control.

Change of place from
prone to supine.
Pushing off.

Teaches conscious inhibition of shoulder girdle
retraction and arm flexion pattern in supine.
Promotes upper trunk
symmetry and inward rotation of forearm.

Standing.
Sitting.
Pulling shirt over head
in dressing.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbear-

Standing.

Tod - holds stick in
right hand to aid maintenance.
Lori - hands held down
throughout.

ing.

Teaches lifting and adduction of one leg independently of the other
.while upper trunk symmetry is maintained.
TeAches lifting and abduction of one leg in-

Stepping.

Melody - rolls to right
side to cross right ankle
over left.
Linda - roll to side for
independent crossing.

Stepping.

dependently.qtge other
while uppel,'t
symmetry is maintained.

Teaches conscious inhibition of crossed ex-

.P4.13
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COnFL:TE DESCRIPTIN OF
ACCOhPAidING 1.gBAL INSTRUCTIONS

T

"Keep your legs straight while
you cross." "Cross only at the

T cross.

See Figure 19

ankle,"

"Uncross on the word apart."

Apart,

As in 19.

20. To my knee.

1.7:

And straight.

tEEE57:77:1-4

To my knee.

1.=1

0

"Keep your head in the middle and
arms down at your sides."
"Keep your left foot flat as you
slide it up the plinth."
"Touch your left heel to your
right knee."
"Keep your right leg straight."

"Keep your head in the middle and
arms down at your sides, while
you slide your foot down the
plinth."

"Keep your head in the middle and
arms down at your sides."
"Keep your right foot flat as you
slide it up the plinth."
"Touch your right heel to your
left knee."
"Keep your left leg straight."

II TENDED 10VEEENT

Extend knees maximally
and lift right leg to
cross over left leg at
ankle only.
Lift and abduct extended
right leg and replace on
plinth, keeping ankle
dorsiflexed.
Flex left leg to slide
flat foot up plinth to
level of right knee.
Lift left foot and place
heel on right knee.

Replace left heel or plinth,
keeping ankle dorsiflexed,
and extend left knee.

Flex right leg to slide
flat foot up plinth to

level of left knee.
Lift right foot and place

heel on left knee.

7

And straight.

"Keep your head in the middle and
arms down at your sides while
you slide your foot down the
plinth."

Replace right heel on
plinth, keeping ankle
dorsiflexed and extend
right knee.

j

P4.14,
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RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR
L1VID
.

Same as 19.

Same as 19.

Stepping.

Teaches bending of one
leg independently of the
other while upper trunk
symmetry is maintained.
Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR and crossed
extension and flexor withdrawal patterns.
Promotes
targeting.

Stepping.

Teaches extention of one
leg independently of the
other while upper trunk
symmetry is maintained.
Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR and crossed
extension and flexor withdrawal patterns.

Stepping.

Teaches bending of one
leg independently of the
other while upper trunk
symmetry is maintained.
Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR and crossed
extension and flexor
withdrawal patterns. Pro -

Stepping.

Teaches extension of one
leg independently of the
other while upper trunk
symmetry is maintained.
Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR and crossed
extension and flexor
withdrawal patterns.
Promotes targeting.

Stepping.

Putting on shoes or
pants.

Nancy rolls on side for
independent targeting and
maintenance.

Putting on shoes or
pants.

Putting on shoes or
pants.

Putting on shoes or
pants.

Nancy rolls on side for
independent targeting and
maintenance.

COMPLETE DESCRIPFIOI! OF
VF,RBAL IhSTRUCTIONS

1 T

"Stretch your arms above your
head while you keep your head in
the middle."
"Your legs should stay straight
and still."
"Don't roll onto your side."

21. I stretch na
arms.

1-5.,

1 roll left.

1-5

My legs are
atraight. 1-5

22. I grab the plinth

I push off.
me.

To

And push,.

II TENDED L.,OVk.2,11:NT

Extend elbows maximally.
Retract shoulder girdle.
Hands should be directly
above shoulders.

Roll left from supine to
"Put head on left arm and roll."
prone.
"Keep your arms above your head
and legs straight while you roll."
"Stay on your own plinth."

"We will pull you down, so you
can feel your ankles at the end
of the plinth."
"Point your toes down."
"Stretch your legs and keep your
stomach flat."

Extend knees maximally
with head in midline,
palms on plinth, feet
dorsiflexed.

"Make sure thumbs are on one side
of the slat, fingers on the
other."
"Keep your arms straight."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumb to grasp plinth slat.

"Slide both hands to your chest."
"Head and shoulders up as you
push back."
"Keep your stomach flat and legs
straight."

While maintaining grasp
of plinth, flex both
elbows and slide hands
to chest level, then
extend both elbows to
propel backward until feet
touch the floor.

P4.1,6

9
A,,r

1

liATIcrALF FOR .11ff?

Frepares for rolling
to prone. Freaks up
arm flexion pattern.

FUNCTIONAL APFLICATIONS
Putting shirt over head in
dressing.

ADAKATIONS OF INTEITY!
FOR IFDIVIDUALS

Linda - only extends
partially because of
contracture.
Lloyd - legs hold in
extension while stretching.

Teaches so- mental rolling with arms and legs
extended. Breaks up
flexion pattern in
prone.

Change of place by rolling
from supine to prone.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares `'or weightbearing.

Standing.

Teaches grasp and inhibition of total
flexion in prone.

Grasp of any object.
Standing.

Toachns alternate symChange of place by pushing off.
metrical flexion and extension of elbows and
woightboaring while
maintaining grasp.
Maintains lower body
symmetry. Teaches independent change of
place. Teaches conscious inhibition of
ATNR and flexion pattern

P4.17
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INTENTIOL

ACCOMPANYING VERBAL INSTRUCIIONS

23. talidlukflat,
1.=./

I stand up.

1-5

ty. elbows are straight.

I sit down,

1=5,

"Put your heels down."
"Keep grabbing the plinth."

"Keep grabbing.""Head up, don't
rest against the plinth.""Keep
hinds down and knees straight."

"Keep grabbing."
"Head in the middle,"
"Stand tall."

"Sit down slowly while you
keep grabbing.""Keep your
feet flat on the floor."

P4.18

COMPLETE DCRIPI ION
OF INT ENDED MOVENM'

Flex knees to slide
foot up until entire
plantar surface rests
on floor.

Extend elbows and
raise head to bear
weight on both arms
and legs to support a
standing position.

Maximally extend elbows
while maintaining
grasp to support a
standing position.

Flex hips and knees to
sit down while grasp on
Plinth controls balance.

RATIUALE FOR GROUP
Teaches dorsiflexion of
ankle and weightbearing on
hands and arms. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
crossed extension and
extensor thrurt.

Teaches weightbearing on
arms and legs, and head
control. Teaches conscious
inhibition of extensor
thrust and crossed extension
patterns.

Teaches head control and
weightbearing on hands and
arms. Promotes functional
grasp.

Teaches controlled hip
flexion while maintaining
protracted shoulder girdle
and grasp. Promotes head
control.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS
Doreen - stands on one
foot while other is flexed
Same
up to her bottom.
done on other leg. Then
she stands on both. This
equalizes her weightbearing
and leg extension.

Standing.
Sitting.

Standing.
Walking.

Standing.
Grasp of any object.

Grasp.

Change of place to sit
down.

P4.19

LuAnn - extends clasped
hands in front of her.

Standing and Walking Class:
General Description and Rationale (S)

The Standing and Walking Class skills depend on movements learned in the other two activities. The Plinth
Series teaches movements such as knee extension, ankle
dorsiflexion, hip flexion and grasp-release (See Section
P).
The Hand Class teaches movements needed in sitting,
such as balance with weight forward, head control and
weight bearing on legs and feet (See H sections). The child
can more readily learn the movements necessary for standing, e.g., weight bearing on the hands and feet or voluntary
grasp and release when he is in a lying position (Plinths)
or a sitting position (Hand Class), since these two positions
offer greater stability of the trunk than does standing.
The position that the child is able to assume most
independently and in the most normal-appearing manner becomes
the basis for his individual standing or walking task. It
is from a stable sitting position that the child is able to
solve the task of standing up from a sitting position, holding the standing position and then sitting down. For
example, perhaps the child's most independent stable sitting
posture is at a table.
In Standing and Walking Class he
would then sit at a table to carry out those motor tasks
that would improve his sitting skills. Sometime during the
class he would spend some time sitting independently with
the support of a chair, and then stand up using the chair
as a support.

Total Body Orientation
In Standing and Walking, as in Plinth Series and the
Hand Class, the whole body of the child is attended to in
every movement.

Movement Variations
The tasks involved in Standing and Walking Class are
carried out in a number of different positions. The conditions
depend on the level of the child's ability. The following
are some examples of variations:
1.
A child may lie on the plinth and work on the movements necessary for standing, e.g., grasp, weightbearing
on feet, knee extension, pushing off plinth and standing
at the end of the plinth (See S3).

S.1

2.
A child may be seated at a table. The table is
used to facilitate stable sitting, which is needed
before standing up. The child stands up using the
slats of the table or the rungs of a ladderback chair.
(See S5).

A child may sit on a chair and grasp the rungs of
two chairs placed at his sides or one chair placed in
front. Chairs are used to support stable sitting, to
aid in coming to a stand and maintaining the stand.
The child may or may not need the assistance of a
teacher-therapist to stand up and maintain the stand.
(See S5).
3.

4.

A child may sit freely without support but may need
the support of a chair on either side to rise to a
stand.
He releases his grasp of the chair either with
one or both hands to increase the amount of weight borne
on the feet for balance and to decrease the reliance on
the support.
(See S5).
5.

A child may sit freely and rise without support.
After coming to a stand independently, he steps pushing
one chair in front or two at the sides. (See S5).
6.

A child may step using canes, knee splints, or
sticks for support (See Description of Special Devices
in the Introduction).
7.
A child may step without support. Independent free
walking can include many tasks, e.g., squatting down,
clapping, alternately touching one heel to the opposite
knee, stepping up on a stairway or stepping up between
the rungs of a ladderback.

Range of Abilities

Within any given group there are varying levels of
ability.
Therefore, it is necessary to modify each task
to allow each child to be included in the Standing and Walking Class, functioning at his maximum ability level.
Furthermore, individual children differ from one another
in locus as well as level of dysfunction. Thus, while the
whole body is involved in a movement, one aspect may be the
focus of attention for an individual child. During the
complex movements involved in standing up and sitting down
each child is aware of the part of that task that is the
most necessary aspect for him. For example, one child may
need to develop grasp and release skills while another may
:1

S.2
I

fy...9

_1

concentrate on leg extension.
They both operate within the
same group and repeat the same intentions. The focus for
each, however, is different.
Since the child is aware of
the point of his concentration he is challenged to improve
in that area and thus, attention to the task is at a maximum. The part of the task emphasized is aimed at moving
the child toward a more normal standing and walking posture.

Task Modifications

Throughout Standing and Walking Class the tasks can be
modified by using different equipment, varying the number
of facilitators, varying the number of times the child
stands, or varying the movements carried out in a standing
position.
For the intention, "I grab. 1-5", the child at
the table might grasp the slats to stabilize his sitting
while the child who is free sitting could grasp the chair
in front of him to develop arm extension and head control.
The free sitter could clasp hands with interdigitated fingers
in the midline to position weight forward and improve foot
placement.
Thus, each child is responding to the intention
in the way which will aid him the most in coming to a stand
from a sit.

Applications

Since opportunities to move about by standing and walking are presented throughout the day, Standing and Walking
Class has many corresponding applications. One child, whose
level of ability allows him to stand alone using
support, may apply his learned standing skills by standing
up to answer a question in school. The child who is able
to walk moves himself from one activity to another.
This
child may use walking to go to his place at the table for
meals and in passing out bibs to the others. Every child
wants to move independently and it is considered a privilege
to perform special chores to help one's peers.
Perceptual Awareness

Standing and walking not only gives the child a sense
of independent movement, but also revises his perception of
his own body image in relation to the room and the objects
in it.
In other words, the vertical position achieved in
standing allows the child to assume that position which
offers the most advantage for vision and personal contact.
He observes "normal" people standing and moving about in
a vertical position and thus, sees this posture as a most
advantageous one to achieve.
His own body image changes as
he experiences standing and moving vertically.

S.
'Ca Ps...0

Sitting and Standing Series (S1)

The following series was designed to prepare each
child for independent sitting with the support of a
ladderback chair in front of him. The eventual goal of
sitting while grasping a support is to rise from a sit
to a stand and to stand by himself
by grasping the
support.
The movements in this series are designed to promote
voluntary functional grasp, weightbearing on the hands
and arms, weightbearing on the legs and feet, hip, knee
and ankle flexion and some independent asymmetrical arm
movement while sitting.

The individual children range broadly in the amount
of facilitation required to perform these tasks, from
almost no facilitation to almost constant facilitation.

S1.0
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ROOM COPY
LILLIE and Standing, Series

February, 1971.

All children with laddernack chairs (sandbnacd) in front.
Chairs arranged in semi-circle on rug.
All straps removed.
One facilitator for Nancy, one for Mark, one for Doreen, one
for Melody and Lori together.
1.

I ixab the chair. 1-5.
!Repeat for other hand.)

2.

4.

2y. feet arc flat. 1-5.

a
a

5.

wrists are down. 1-5.
elbows are down. 1-5.

T grab lower. 1-5.
(repeat for other hand i,f necessary)

1.

My elbow s. nr' strai^ht. 1-7.

7.

T crab higher.

1-5.

Back to original place.
Song if desired.

(repeat if necessary)
R.

Heads up.

feet are flat. 1-5.
T prate higher. 1-5.

P.

My elbows are straight. 1-5.
F.

19. t feet

lower. 1-5.

Back

original place.

are flat. 1-5.

13.

T stretch my, right arm

14.

T grab the chair. 1-5.

1-5.

Elbows straight.
If necessary.

(same with left hand.)
15.

NV feet are flat. 1-5.

16.

T stand uo. 1-5.

17.

1.

sit down. 1-5.

Slowly, for those ,:hn
3
ti

Slel

lg.

T let Ea. 1-5.

Putting hands on chair
corners.

19.

I -rnb the corners or my com
chatr. 1-5.

20.

I sit straiRht. 1-5.

..1
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DOCUMENTATION CHART (Si)
ACCOMPANYING
IN
1.

I szAt the chair.

2=1

2.

feet are flat.

t

2=2

:

CVPLETE D&SCRiPTIUN
N

II

D(1, 1

4

"Keep your wrists down."
"Look at the rung as you
grab." "Grab with one hand
and then the other."

&tend elbows forward to
grasp rung of chair by extending fingers and abduct-

"Put your heels down."
"Keep your feet close to
your chair." "Keep grabbing." "Keep your head up."

Place entire plantar surfaces of both feet on floor
directly in front of. chair
and bring knee to approximately

ing thumb.

90° angle.

3.

a

down.

4.

wrists are
1;3---

It elbows are

straight. LI

5.

1=1

mak lower.

"Push the chair away."
"Keep your feet flat and
head up."

Extend wrists maximally to
strengthen grasp.

"Keep your head up and in
the middle." "Feet flat.
and close to your chair."
"Sit up tall."

Extend elbows maximally
while maintaining grasp
to support upper trunk.

"Look at the rung you're
going to grab." "Keep
your elbow. straight and
wrists down." "Grab one
hand at a time."

Release rung with one hand
at a time and grasp one
rung lower on chair back.

S1.3
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RATIONALE FIR (MTH)

MINCTIONAL APPLTCATIONS

Develops voluntary
grasp. Promotes
weight forward.
Teaches conscious inhibition of arm
flexion.

Drinking.
Standing.

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion for weight
bearing on legs.
Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor
thrust.

Sitting.
Standing.

Promotes wrist extension for stronger
grasp. Prepares for
transfer of body
weight to hands and
arms for standing.

Grasp of any object.
Drinking.
Standing.

Prepares for weight
bearing on hands and
arms while standing.
Teaches conscious
inhibition of arm
flexion.

Standing.
Sitting.
Push,ng off plinth,

Teaches voluntary
grasp and release,
targeting and lifting of the arms.
Promotes hip flexion,
eye-hand coordinationt break-up of
ATNR.

Sitting.
Release of any object.

S1.4
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVILUALS

ACCOMPANYING

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

ntralriov
6. ay elbows are
straight. 171

"Keep your head up and in
the middle."
"Feet flat and close to
your chair."
"Keep your wrists down."

Extend elbows maximally
while maintaining grasp.

"Sit up tall."

7.

I grab higher.

"Look at the rung while
you are grabbing."

Release rung (by extending
fingers) with one hand at
a time and grasp original
rung.

R.

9.

10.

by feet are flat.

I grab higher.

My elbows are

straight.

1..ml

"Put your heels down."
"Keep your feet close to
"Keep grabyour chair."
bing." "Keep your head 144

Place entire plantar surfaces on both feet on floor
directly in front of chair
and bring knee to approximately
90° angle.

"Go one rung higher."
"Look at the rung you're
going to grab." "Keep
your elbow straight and
wrists down." "Grab one
hand at a time."

Release rung (by extending
fingers) with one hand at a
time and grasp (by flexing
fingers with thumb abducted)
one rung higher on chair back.

"Keep your head up and in
the middle."
"Feet flat and close to
your chair."
"Sit up tall."

Extend elbows maximally
while maintaining grasp.

r
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Prepares for weightbearing
on hands and arms while
standing. Teaches conscious
inhibition of arm flexion.

Standing.
Sitting.
Pushing off plinth.

Teaches voluntary grasp and
release, targeting and lifting of the arms. Promotes
hip flexion, eye-hand
coordination and break-up of
ATNR.

Sitting.

Release of any object.
Hand washing.

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion
for weightbearing on legs.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust.

Sitting.
Standing..

Teaching voluntary grasp
and release, targeting, and
lifting of the arms.
Promotes hip flexion, eyehand coordination.

Sitting.

Prepares for weightbearing
on hands and arms while
standing. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
arm flexion.

Grasp and release of.
ark object.
Hand washing.

Standing.
Sitting.
Pushing off plinth.

S1.6
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ADAPTATIOVS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

ACCOMPANYING
VERPAL INSTRUCTIONS

I NTENTION

11.

I _EL) lower.

1:1

12. Ex feet are flat

13.

I stretch gy

right arm 22.
and down.

14.
I lift EL left
arm 22.

and down.

15. 1.1 feet are
flat. 1-5

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

OF INTENDED MOMENT

"Go back to the rung you
started on." "Look at the
rung you're going to grab."
"Keep your elbow straight
and wrists down." "Grab
one hand at a time."

Release rung (by extending
fingers) with one hand at
a time and grasp original

"Put your heels down."
"Keep your feet close to
your chair." "Keep grabbing." "Keep your head
up."

Place entire plantar surfaces of both feet on floor
directly in front of chair
and bring knee to approximately

"Keep your elbows straight:
"Look at your hand as you
point it up."
"Keep your feet flat and
close to your chair."
"When we say and down,
grab the same rung you
were on."

Extend fingers of right hand
to release rung, then lift
extended right arm above
shoulder level.

"Keep your elbows straights
"Look at your hand as you
point it up."
"Keep your feet flat and
close to your chair."
"When we say and down,
grab the same rung you
were on."

"Put your heels down."
"Keep your feet close to
your chair." "Keep grabbing." "Keep your head
up."

rung.

90° angle.

(and down)

Target grasp to original rung.

Extend fingers of left hand
to release rung, then lift
extended .left arm above
shoulder level.
(and down)

Target grasp to original rung.

Place entire plantar surfaces of both feet on floor
directly in front of chair
and bring knee to approximately
90° angle.

S1.7
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alOALEIQ&D$ ME
Teaches voluntary
grasp and release,
targeting and lifting of the arms.
Promotes hip flexion,
eye-hand coordination, breaking of

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Sitting.

Grasp and release of any
object.

ATNR.

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion for weight
bearing on legs.
Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor

Sitting.
Standing.

thrust.

Promotes lifting of
one arm. Teaches
voluntary release and
improves sitting balance. Prepares for
ind. sitting.

Promotes lifting of
one arm. Teaches
voluntary release and
improves sitting balPrepares for
ance.
ind. sitting.

Promotes ankle dorsi
flexion for weight
bearing on legs,
Teaches conscious
inhibition of extensor thrust.

Dressing.
Hand washing.

Release of any object.

Placing blocks in bowl.
Hand washing.

Drinking.
Standing.

S1.8
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INDIVIDUALS

I MT ENT ION

16.

17.

18.

19.

I stand 22.

I sit down. LI

ACCOMPANYING

COM PL ET E DESCRIPTION

VFRRAT

OF

"Keep grabbing the chair
as you pull up." "Keep
your hips bent and your
wrists and heels down."
"Keep your head up and in
the middle and elbows
straight."

Pull body forward with
hands and arms and extend
knees to push body up into
standing.

Flex knees, hips and ankles
while maintaining grasp of
chair rung.

"Put your hands down to
the corners of your own
chair to help you sit up
tall." "Keep your feet
flat and head up."
"Look at your hands."

Extend fingers and thumb to
release chair rung while
elbows remain extended.

"Grab the corners and
sit up tall." "Keep
your feet flat and
head up."

Grasp corners of chair on
which child is seated while
maintaining support of upper
trunk on hands and arms.

I let na.

I grab the

come-FSBrmy own
1-5

1=1

140 Val EilsrT

"Sit down slowly into
your chair." "Keep grabbing the chair with
straight elbows."

chair.

20.

nu amp

I sit straight.
.

"Grab the corners and
"Keep
sit up tall."
your feet flat and
head up."

S1.9

Extend elbows maximally to
support upper trunk, Raise
head while maintaining grasp.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Prepares for independent
standing. Allows weightbearing on legs while
hands and arms help
support the body. Teaches
conscious inhibitions of
extensor thrust, flexor
withdrawal, arm flexion.

Standing, while bearing
some weight on hands and

Teaches voluntary controlled hip flexion
independently of total
flexion pattern. Promotes
weightbearing and head
control.

Change of place. by
sitting down.
Sitting.

Teaches voluntary release
and targeting. Promotes
weight forward.

Placing blocks in bowl.
Releasing cup on table
in drinking.

Teaches targeting.
Promotes weight forward.
Prepares for independent
sitting.

Sitting.

Prepares for independent
sitting. Promotes
weight forward. Weightbearing on hands and arms
as well as legs.

Sitting.

arms.

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Individual Tasks and Facilitation
Descriptions (S2)
The follow'n7 individual tasks were desined to pro pare each chIld to maintain an independent, stable sittinr
posture which would eventually allow him to rise from a
it to a stand. Thr, goal of each task is standing.
The abi li tt levels r-ngs, from requiring only light
facilitation to rise from a chair with no support (no
chair or stick to hold - morel: clasping hands) to requiring heavy facilitation at both hands and feet to maintain
stable sitting.

Two children are not ropresented in this section.
nne child (1 on Knapp) had no formali.7ed task, but was
A second child
given independent sittim Aork each time.
Linda regal) was undergoing orthopedic evaluation for a
possible hip dislocation and it was not considered prudent
for her to bear weight at that time.

JEFF ANDERSON
low

Individual Goal-Tasks and Facilitations.
1.

Tasks without braces, before they
are put on:
He should be stood at the ladderback chair
with the facilitator
holding his knees straight with his
feet
quite
far back. The
conductor facilitating him should also
be
conscious
of decreasing pressure on the knees.
Jeff's
task
is
to
go
up
and down
(all the way) the rungs with his hands.
The
hands
should
not
move one at a time. He should be
encouraged to move the two
hands up and down the rungs together.

2.

Put the braces on his legs in such
the knee pad is directly over the a way that the center of
knee cap. He stands between
two little chairs holding on to them.
his knees, should be a little bit apart.His feet, especially
His task here is
to raise his arms alternately from
the chairs, point his
hands to the ceiling and look
his hands. Another task
in this standing position is toatbend
forward at the waist
and look at the floor and then
come
up
and look at the ceiling.
Make sure that he straightens
up at the hips when he is
to look up.
After five to ten minutes of
standing in this manner and doing
these tasks with the braces, the
braces are to be .removed and
these same tasks are to be repeated
for a similar amount of
time.

NO WALKING IN THE BRACES.

S2,2
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LUANN ASPEN
Individual Goal-Tasks and Facilitations.
1.

2.

Standinl, UD from her chair.
With hands clasped and arms
st-WiTga out TE-Iront, bringing
the head forward and bending
forward at the hips, she should
stand up, straighten her
less and sit down slowly. Very light
facilitation on the
wrists on her clasped hands may be
necessary.
Caution should
be exercised not to let her flex
her arms. They must be kept
straight out so that her standing
is accomplished in the
correct balance attitude. When she will
flex her arms, she
then tends to use the facilitating
conductor
too much and to
depend on her too much.

Getting na from the floor. She should
come to a kneel and
FIT-a-ner feet
a-keepiTIF-EFF hands on the floor. She should
then shift her hands up to a large sandbag
or box. She
should come to a stand with
slightly
bent
knees
and hips and
get back down again without going into
extension and falling

backwards. (Somebody should be standing
at her side to catch
her as she falls to the back
or to the front.) But, the
main facilitator should be in the
front. When she stands up
she should clap once or twice before
she goes back down again.

S2.3
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DOREEN BALL

1.

Sitting - Doreen should be facilitated in free
sitting so
that she, like Lloyd Loberger, is doing
most
of
her work
from the hips.
She will need facilitation at the wrists
holding her hands on the corners of the chair
and at the
ankles to keep her feet flat.

2.

Standing
Two facilitators are needed, one at the izont,
the other at the back. The facilitator
at the front should
be the one who talks to Doreen. Talking and rhythmic
intention should be centered around flat feet,
grasp,
straight
elbows, and head up.
It may be necessary to facilitate by
completely holding her at the wrists with the
facilitator's
two hands in order to encourage her to straighten
her
elbows. It seems to be impossible
to
facilitate
her
directly
at the elbows.

The facilitator in the front will note that she tends to
place much more weight on her right foot
than her left.
And as a result of this tendency, her left
to go out from under her or her left knee foot will tend
will tend to flex
out of reflex activity. Her feet can be facilitated
by the
feet of the conductor, especially with the left
side.
It
appears to be more advantageous to facilitate her straight
knees from the "inside," the conductor crossing
his wrists
and pulling back on the knees with the
contra-lateral hand
of the facilitator.
If she seems to be leaning on the forearms of the conductor, the facilitation may be
changed so
that the knees are held by the conductor's
hands
from the
outside of Doreen's legs.

T'OOM COPY

TED DITLEFSEN

I

Individual Goal-Tasks and Facilitations.
1.

r
1

J

J

i
1

Walkin3.
Ted should be walking and being encouraged now to
IBend his knees as he steps rather than swinging his legs from
the hip.
Pushing his chair, he should put his stepping foot
up on the second rung of his chair before he puts it on the
floor behind the chair. This must be done with both feet.
Facilitation can be done at the hips (especially on the right
side) for the purpose of keeping his knees abducted as he
puts his foot on the chair. In other words,
facilitation
at the hips should be designed to keep the knee of the foot
that is up on the rung of the chair straight ahead instead
of adducted toward the midline.
He must be continually
Iencouraged to keep his head up.

Wherever possible this kind of walking must be done whenever
he changes his place. If there is a hurry involved
changing
the place, such as going to the bathroom, he need notinput
his
feet up on the rung of the chair with every step.
However,
the conductor should be there facilitating him at the hips
so that his stepping to the side, as opposed to the midline,
is accomplished.

noom COPY

MELODY GARRETT
Individual Goal-Tasks anG Facilitations.
1.

For this task, Melody should be sitting in a rezular
wooden chair where the legs have been cut off and where the
seat is about the same height as her own chair. Two people
should facilitate her at ankles and wrists. Her hands should
be on the corners of her chair.
She should be encouraged to
hold her head in the middle and look straight ahead.
Her left
leg seems to be much better and the fixture in her chair
appears to have helped in keeping her knees abducted.
Melody
can be moved to the rug and can be encouraged to sit with her
legs in a W position and to sit between the calves of her
legs. Facilitation here should be in keeping her hands on
the floor and push up with her hands.

2.

Two facilitators. The conductor in the front,
sitting on the seat of the ladderback chair, facilitates Melody
in her grabbing of the chair, six rungs up from the seat.
The facilitator in the front watches and encourages as she keeps
her head up and that she continues to grasp correctly, esnecially noting that her thumbs are hooked around the rung.
try
for decreasing pressure of facilitation at the wrists, but

Sitting.

Standing.

not too soon.

The facilitator behind Melody concentrates on her left' leg
and foot, holding her left foot on the floor with the conductor's
foot and holding the knee back with the conductor' s left hand.
holdThe right hand can facilitate Melody at her right hip,
ing her straight and encouraging abduction of the right knee.
(Melody's left leg seems to be so much better now as is her
functional grasp.)

S2.6
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LLOYD LOBERGER

Individual Goal-tasks and facilitations.
1.

2.

Legs should be hot-packed at knees prior to
any attempts to
get them perfectly straight.
Sitting - prior to standing activities, Lloyd
should be
encouraged to sit free with his feet flat on the floor and
his head up straight. The main aim is
to get him to work
from the hips and to sit with his arms down and hands on the
corners of the chair. He has more trouble
straightening his
right arm than his left, and he tends to fall to the right.
Encourage him to straighten his arms and facilitate
at the
wrists when his hands are down so that he can work at
sitting
up straight supporting himself equally on both flat feet and
his head looking straight
ahead.

3.

Standing - move him to the ladder-back
chair.
two facilitators, one in the front facilitating This will take
wrists and
straight arms and the other in the back
facilitating
straight
legs.
The facilitator in the front should be the one to talk
to Lloyd. She should
encourage Lloyd to look at her and to
hold his head up with his elbows straight and
his legs
straight and his feet flat. Frontal facilitation
may alternate
between wrists and elbows. When facilitating at the
wrists,
it is helpful to have the facilitator hook
her two thumbs
over the rung of the chair and facilitate at the wrists
with
the index finger. When facilitating at the
elbows,
the
direction of pressure should be such that his wrists
are
flexed
dorsally and "wrinkles are in the his wrists."

The facilitator in the rear should facilitate
flat feet with
his own feet (he is sitting on Lloyd's chair at
this point).
Facilitation at the knees should mostly be accomplished by
having the facilitator cross his wrists between Lloyd's
legs
and pulling back on his knees using his forearms
ag a support
to make sure his legs are straight.
However, if it seems
as if he is leaning, or sitting, on your forearms,
tion may be switched so that the facilitators hands facilitaare on
the outside of his legs and
he is pulling back with his
hands.

The hot-packing should make it easier to facilitate
Lloyd's
knees from the outside and this would be the
most
advantageous
future way of facilitating.

S2 .
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Now

TIM REICHERT

Individual Goal-Tasks and Facilitations.
1.

Kneeling - Goal - to help bent knees with weight and
encourage hand down and balance.
Conductor in the back
stabilizing feet and pulling up at the hips telling him
to (a) bend his knees and (b) to keep his hands down
and head up.
Get him to again go forward slowly. Repeat
cycle 4-5 times.
He can finish this by moving his hands
to the seat of his chair as if preparing to transfer from
floor to chair.
Cycle may need another facilitator at his
head working on his hands.

2.

Standing - Big problem is hips - flexor spasticity keeps
him from straightening up even though knees are straight.
One possibility is a Bobath-type hip extension. R.I.P.
following hot packing of hips.
After he comes off the chair it seemed good to have him:
(1) stand grasping third rung from top.
(2) come down so he's sitting on his rear on the floor
back against conductor.
(3) roll him forward so weight is on (over) feet.
(4) get him to climb back up again, facilitating at the
beginning.
.

S2.8
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NANCY SCALZO
Individual Goal-Tasks and Facilitations.

1
1.

2.

3.

Free sitting in a chair. Nancy should be facilitated at the
ankles and encouraged to work with her hands, getting them
onto the corners of her chair and keeping them there. She
should then be facilitated at the wrists once her hands are
in position and should be encouraged to have her feet flat
on the floor with her heels and the backs of her legs against
She should be encouraged to lean forthe legs of the chair.
ward from the hips. Facilitation, as always, should be concentrated on decreasing pressure.
After Nancy
Standing from a souLatlow hox, and /or chair.
floor,
the
facilitator
should
get
theif'loor,
has been moved to
behind her and, with the conductor's arms under Nancy's
armpits and her hands on her knees or around the tops of
her calves, she should be rolled forward so her weight is on
She should then be asked to push up from her feet
her feet.
and the conductor should note at which point her whole body
She should then be eu,:u,,,,,ged to
goes into extensor thrust.
push up to that point five to ten times and the conductor
should tell her to stop before the time where that reflex
takes over. The conductor should then tell her to go back
down again. Nancy can be moved to a box that is about the
same height as one of the pink pots. Get her to do the
same sort of push-up's standing. Eventually, she should
be able to do this from her own chair.

Walkin . This is a suggestion and should not be tried if
there are any doubts in your mind as to whether you can be
consistent with these suggestions. She can be walked with
the conductor behind her facilitating hip flexion only.
Nancy is able to step and to put her feet flat if the conductor holds her at the hips and facilitates the outward
rotation at the hips as she steps. It may work better if
another conductor is in the front facilitating her straight
The facilitation point should probably
arms grasping a chair.
be at the wrists.

S2.9

Individual Tasks (S3)
Three Subgroups

In order to deal effectively with the varying standing and walking abilities in the group, the following
three subgroups were organized and each is described
separately below.

1

In each group, the emphasis is slightly different
in order to allow for individual differences. All tasks,
however, are designed to improve those skills needed fnr
stable, independent sitting, rising to a stand and siting
down from a standing position.
Some attention is given
to stepping.

1

I

Subgroup 1.

The two children comprising this group spend the
majority of the period in achieving and maintaining the
W or frog sit position. This position is designed to
promote symmetrical inward rotation of the hips, outward
rotation of feet and legs in order to provide an adequate
symmetrical base for sitting and standing.

1

Subgroup 2.

This group consists of three of the higher functioning
The tasks are designed to promote better coordination and balance; as well as better leg and foot position
in weightbearing and stepping.
children.

Subgroup 3.

For those children unable to maintain stable sitting
independently, a special Plinth Series was developed.
It includes those movements necessary for grasping (for
support), alternate weightbearing on the feet and legs,
rolling, pushing off, standing and sitting down from a
stand.
Stepping is included as an application of the tasks
learned in the series.
A documentation chart follows the
written series.

1

I.

S3.0
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INDIVIDUAL TASKS
Tim and Melody

Subgroup 1
Both hips hotpacked for fifteen minutes
(Do 2 or 3 times)
A.

r

Come up and down to and from a W-sit.
1.

Both lie straight in prone - stomachs flat, legs straight,
arms stretched out above heads and heads on floor and in
the middle.
"I lie straight" or "I lie flat" can be
intended to achieve this position. They should do this
without facilitation.

2.

Have Tim walk back pushing up with arms into a W sit.
Sit be
him facilitating as needed at foot and/or ankle
to keep (right) leg(s) flexed and at hip or knees for hip
flexion.
Allow him to free sit in this manner and move
to Melody.
"I come up", etc., can be intended.

3.

Have MMeelooddyy walk up into the W sit using hands and arms

in a similar manner but facilitation usually consists
of fixing her feet and ankles in a stable position and
aiding in flexion at the hip and sometimes facilitating
at the wrists for "walking back" of the hands and arms.
Encourage her head up and in the middle because she tends
toward total flexion while coming up.
Intend, "I come up."

F

B,

4.

Both free- sit in W position. Light facilitation may have
to be given to Melody to maintain sitting balance. She
must be reminded to keep her head in the middle.
It helps
greatly if she can fix her gaze on an object which forces
her head to the middle. "My elbows are straight:" "My
head is in the middle," "I sit up straight or tall" can
be intended as needed.

5.

Melody walks down, extending each hand and arm outward
gTIiialitation is given fixing the feet and ankles, at
the hip and at the wrists as needed.
Again remind her to
keep the head looking straight ahead rather than down.
She returns to her flat, straight position in prone.

6.

Tim walks down in the same manner but the facilitator is
are to stabilize his ankles together, allowing him to
do the rest by himself, with very light (one finger)
facilitation at either hip, if needed.

Stretching of Legs and Separation of Knees
1.

Tim rolls on side in an extended position with legs straight
gig arms stretched above head. Facilitation is usually
given at the wrists and at the leg closest to the floor
to maintain this position. The other leg is then passively
flexed (up to chest) and extended several times. The same
procedure is done with Tim on the other side.

S3.1
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C.

Transition
1.

D.

Tim rolls back to the prone position,
walks up into a
Wit, grabs a low rung on the ladder-back
chair placed
in front of him and walks up the ladder
with his hands,
pulling himself into a half-stand and sits
onto his own
chair placed in back of him. He sits in his
chair for the
next period, grabbing the ladder-back.

Standing and Walking (2 facilitators)
1.

Melody free-sits in low adult chair (3 boards at back).
She works at feet flat, elbows straight and
head in
the middle. She grabs a chair rung and pulls
to a
stand.
Facilitation is given at the elbow, forearm or
wrist as needed and from behind, at the knees,
rotating
the right knee outward.

2.

Tim - grabs ladderback higher, pulls feet back
to chair,
using intention "1 slide back." Chair should be weighted
by facilitator in front if needed.
Facilitation from
behind to separate knees and feet may
be given. Tim
should pull up to a stand by himself
as much as possible.

.S3.2

INDIVIDUAL TASKS
LuAnn, Ted, and Jeff
Subgroup 2

(All children seated on their own chairs before ladderbacks (Jeff's
weighted with sandbag).
for the following:
Refer to S 5.7, intentions 1, 2, 4 and f;, for illustrations

My feet are flat
I grab

1-5

1-5

(the chair in front)

My elbows are straight

1-5

I stand 112

Ted remains in sitting position while LuAnn and Jeff do stretching of legs or he may do squatting down.
LuAnn and Jeff

Refer to S 5.4-1C for figure.

1.

Igo down - down.

Squatting down. Heels should be
flat and knees in good position.
Weight should be forward and
seats should not be on floor.

2.

Igo

Help to knees maybe needed.
Legs should be straightened.

- up.

Repeat 1 & 2
After. number 1
3.

Attention to knee and foot
position.

Knees a art, apart
toget er, together,

A.

I go

- uo.

Repeat number 3

Jeff sits on box and is given something to work with that will
allow him to use his balance on box. After walking with the
other two is completed, Jeff walks to his place in school
(short distance).
VALKING
Refer to S 5.5-B for figure.
3.

Jeff - is walked between two chairs with conductor sitting on a
E'ER in front of him. Stepping should be done without Jeff
crossing his legs and with his heels down and legs as straight
as possible without his braces. Encourage his pushing the
chairs along with his stepping.
Walking must be started by 1:45 (all three walk in 15 minutes)
then at 2:00 you must help in small group.

S3 . 3
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2.

LuAnn & Ted

Refer to S 5.2-A for figure.

Walk behind ladderbacks putting feet up on rung.

Left - up and down

Target on second rung.

Right - uR and down

Ted - attention given to bent
age so it is straight ahead not
adducted toward midline. Other
leg should be straight (needs
help). He should pick foot up
and put it down - not simply
slide it off rung.

I'Rush

LuAnn

- -Figure below.

Walking free - hands together in front of her.
I stand up

She must get her balance before
stepping. She stands up from
the floor.

One
Two

53:4

STANDING AND WALKING(S3)
Subgroup 3
Lori

Linda, Lloyd, Nancy and Doreen

(Linda and Lloyd get regular small chairs without
adaptations)

Begin pushing off at 2:10
1.

I lie straight.

2.

I grab. 1-5. (red sticks)

Lloyd - to grab and maintain
stick, facilitate right hand.
He should do left by self.
Lori - needs little facilitation
to maintain (sometimes none).

3.

I push down hard. 1-5.

Maintain position and keep elbows
straight.

I let &a. 1-5.

Legs should be straight for the
first four intentions.

4.

I touch. 1-5. (ladderback
chair)

Toe and knee position should be
perpendicular to plinth. Arms
at side.

5.

Left foot RE. 1-5.

Other leg remains straight.
Plinth facilitation sliding
and keeping foot on plinth.

Left foot flat. 1-5.
And down.

Have good foot and knee position.
Foot slides down plinth.

1-5.

All should have head in middle,
arms down and legs straight.

Same with right foot.
Both feet up. 1-5.
And down.
'''11m
6.

Legs return to straight position.

Left foot la. 1-5.
And down.

Lifting up.

Right, foot RE. 1-5.

And down.

Both feet RE.

Heels off plinth.

And down.

S3.5

7.

I stretch my arms. 1-5.

8.

I roll over. Over.

9.

M..Y hands are open.

Must be done with straight arms.
They roll any direction. Should
be done on one plinth.

10. I push off. 1-2, I push.
I grab the plinth. 1-5.
Lly feet are flat. 1-5.

11. I stand RE. 1-5.

Linda sits down and says intentions
while sitting well.

My elbows are straight.l -5.
12. I sit down.l -5.
13.

Slowly maintain grasp.

I grab. 1-5.

Grab corners of chair - keep
hands on plinth until count begins.

I sit RR tall. 1-5.

Straight arms and feet flat.
Doreen and Nancy might be allowed
to sit alone without grabbing
corners if this seems feasible.

Lloyd and Doreen walk to table
(Lloyd is pulled quite near to
his place and then walks) behind
ladderbacks. (Two facilitators
on each). Nancy and Lori are put
on pot or pulled to table.

S3.6

DOCUMENTATION CHART (S3)

OONFLETE DESCRIPTION OF

"Keep your head in the middle."
"Arms down and legs straight."
"Point your toes to the ceiling."

I lie straight.

1.

11.

'J
2.

"Look at the stick while you grab
with both hands." "Keep your
legs straight and head in the
middle."

I grab. 1=1.

Extend legs and arms
maximally. Place palmar
surface of hands at the
sides of the body on
slats of plinth while
keeping head in midline.

Extend fingers and abduct
thumb to grasp, one hand
at a time, a stick held
by facilitator.

- - -

3.

1 mph down hard.
1-5.

I let. go. 1:1.

"Straighten your elbows and keep
'K eep your
grabbing the stick."
legs straight and head in the
middle."

Extend elbows to place
stick on abdomen while
maintaining grasp with
both hands.

"Keep your arms down and look at
the sticicas you let go." "Try
to let go with both hands at
once."

Extend fingers to.releas4
Elbows remain extended.

"Put both feet flat on the rung."
"Your legs are straight if both
feet are touching." ."Keep.your
arms down at your sides and head
in the middle.

Place plantar surfacd6 o
both feet on chair rung,
keeping ankles dorsiflexi ed.

-------- -

4.

I touch. LI.

41
_
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

RATIONAL- FOR GROUP

Standing.
Sitting.

Promotes body symmetry.

f

Standing.
Teaches voluntary grasp.
Sitting.
Prepares for supporting
Grasp of objects.
with hands and arms. Promotes
weightbearing and eye-hand
coordination. Teaches conscious inhibition of ATNR,
STNR and Moro reflex.

Standing.
Sitting.
Grasp of objects.

Promotes symmetrical elbow
extension. Teaches conscious
inhibition of Moro reflex.
Prepares for weightbearing
with hands and arms.

i
Standing.
Sitting.
Release of cup after
drinking.

Teaches voluntary release
of grasp. Teaches conscious
inhibition of ATNR and Moro
reflex.

a.
Prepares for weightbearing.
Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor thrust
and flexor withdrawal and

Standing.
Sitting.

ATNR.

S3.8
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FOR IINDIVIDUAL13

ODITUDTE DESCRIFFIOI! OF

liVaTION

ACCMPANYING WIRBAL DSTRUCTIONS
"Keep your right
against the rung
leg is straight."
left foot up the
down and head in

"Slide your
plinth." "Arms
the middle."

Left foot flat.

"Put your left heel down."

And down.

"Straighten your left leg until
your foot is flat against the

Slide entire plantar
surface of left foot up
the plinth to level of
right knee which remains
extended.

Press entire plantar
surface of left foot down
on plinth.
.

aend left knee until

rung."

plantar surface of left
foot comes in contact with
chair rung.

"Keep your left foot flat
against the rung so your left
leg is straight." "Slide your
right foot up the plinth." "Arms
down and head in the middle."

Slide entire plantar
surface of right foot up
the plinth to level of

Right foot flat.

"Put your right heel down."

And down.

"Straighten your right leg until
your foot is flat against the
rung."

Press entire plantar
surface of right foot
down on plinth.

BAL.

cls

foot flat
so your right

MENDED kOVEEENT

foot 241124,26

left' knee which remains

extended.

above.

Both feet le. 1-5,
And down.

"Slide both legs up and keep
both feet on the plinth." "Arms
down and head in the middle."
"Keep your bottom on the plinth."
"Straighten both your legs until
both feet are flat against the
rung."

Extend right knee until
plantar surface of right
foot comes in contact
with chair rung.

Symmetrically flex knees
and slide entire plantar
surfaces of both feet up
plinth until both ankles
are fully dorsiflexed.
Extend both knees until
plantar surfaces of both
feet come in contact with
Qb.4y.

S3.9

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION'

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

ITeaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension,
extensor thrust.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension,
and extensor thrust. Promotes

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Stepping.

Stepping.

ankle dorsiflexion.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension,

Stepping.

extensor thrust.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, crossed extension,
and extensor thrust. Promotes

Stepping.

ankle dorsiflexion.

Teaches conscious inhibition

of

'total flexion pattern.

Sitting.
Stepping.

Promotes voluntary hip
flexion and coordination in
placing feet.

S3.10

FOR IND1VIDUAL3

1112TION
6,

ACCOhPAWIING VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

Left foot 112. 2=2.
And down.

"Keep both legs straight as you
lift the left one up and down."
"Remember arms down and head in
the middle."

COZIPLETE DESCRIFTIOU OF
ITENDED 110VELENT

Lift extended left leg to
place dorsiflexed foot one
rung higher than original
position.
Lift extended left leg to
return dorsiflexed foot to
original position.

gIELL foot 22 LI.
And down.

06

"Keep both legs straight as you
lift the right one up and down."
"Remember arms down and head in
the middle."

Lift extended right log
to place dorsiflexed foot
one rung higher than
original position.
Lift extended right leg
to return dorsiflexed foot

Above

Both feet up. 1-.
And down.

1. 1 stretch .sy. arms.
1112.

8. I roll over. Over.

"Keep both legs straight as you
lift both up and down." "Remember
arms down and head in the middle,"

"Keep your legs straight while
you stretch your arms above your
head."

"Put
keep
head
your
legs

your head on your arm and
your arms. straight above your
while you roll." "Stay on
own plinth." "Keep your
straight without cvossing."

S3.11

Lift extended legs to
place dorsiflexed feet one
rung higher than original
position.
Lift extended legs to
return dorsiflexed feet to
original position.

Extend elbows and protract
shoulder girdle maximally
to stretch arms above head.

Roll from supine to prone
in a segmental pattern with
head leading the body.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
ITeaches lifting of leg and
targeting for stepping.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and
crossed extension. Promotes
perceptual training.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Stepping.
Standing.

Teaches lifting of leg and
targeting for stepping.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and
crossed extension. Promotes
perceptual training.

Stepping.
Standing.

Teaches lifting of legs and
targeting for stepping.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of extensor thrust and
crossed extension and STNR.

Stepping.
Standing.

Prepares for rolling to
prone. Teaches conscious
inhibition of arm flexion.

Putting shirt over head
for dressing.

Promotes segmental rolling.
'Peaches conscious inhibition of total flexion
pattern in prone.

Change of place from
supine to prone.
Change of place to push
off.

S3.12
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ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUAL

ACCOMPAWING VERBAL INSTRUCTIOKS
9.

r

hands are 222n.
1 -5.

"Keep your elbows straight as
you open your hands."

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOV OF
MENDED 1,10VEMENT

Place entire palmar
surface of both hands
on plinth while elbows
remain extended above
head.

-9--

10. I push off.1-2.
I mnAh.

I grab the plinth.

1=1.

feet are flat.
17-1.

11. I stand 22. 1:11.

"Slide one hand to your chest (1)
then the other (2), now push
back." "Keep your stomach flat,
legs straight and head in the
middle." "Put your fingers on
one side of the slat and thumb
on the other."

While maintaining grasp
on plinth) alternately
slide one hand to shoulder
level, then the other.
Simultaneously extend
both elbows to push body
back.

"If you don't have a tight hold on
the plinth, grab it now so you can
stand tall." "Put your thumb on
one side of the slat and fingers
on the other."

Extend fingers and abduct
thumb to grasp plinth slat.

"Bend your knees." "Put your
heels down." "Keep grabbing
the plinth."

Flex knees to slide foot
up until entire plantar
surface rests on floor.

"Keep grabbing." "Head up."
"Don't rest against the plinth."
"Keep heels down and knees
straight."

Extend elbows and raise
head to bear weight on
both arms and legs in
supported standing
position.

S3.13

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

1

1.

Promotes grasp and release
and voluntary finger and
thumb extension.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Change of place by
pushing off.
Grasp and release of cup.

Teaches conscious inhibition
of ATNR, STNR and total
flexion pattern. Promotes
functional voluntary grasp,
and weightbearing on hands
and arms.

Change of place by
pushing off.
Standing.

Teaches voluntary grasp.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of arm flexion.

Grasp and release.

Teaches dorsiflexion of
ankle, knee flexion, weightbearing on hands and arms.
Breaks up crossed-extension
and extensor thrust.

Standing.
Sitting.

Teaches weightbearing on
arms and legs, extension
of elbows and knees.
Breaks up extensor thrust
and crossed extension
patterns.

Standing.
Walking.

S3.14
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ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

COMPLETE DESCR.1111014 OF

ierorioN

or

Ey elbows are

L.410

straight,.

"Keep grabbing."
head."

"Raise your

Maximally extend elbow
while maintaining gran

V

400,

12. I sit down. LI.

4

AD.

"Sit down slowly while you
keep grabbing." "Keep your
feet
eet on the floor."

Flex hips and knees
to sit down on potty
or chair while grasp
on plinth controls the
movement.

"Let go of the plinth and put
your hands on the corners of
your chair."
"Keep your head
up and in the middle while you

Extend fingers and
abduct thumb of each
hand to release plinth
slat, lift arms (one al
a time) and place open
hand on chair edge to
grasp it and extend
elbow to support upper body.

,
1

OM
13. I grab. 2=15,

let go."

-------:
I sit tall. 2=1,1.

411

"Straighten your elbows and
lift your head." "Keep your
feet flat and close to your
Chair."

S3.15
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Extend elbows maximally
and raise. head to suppc rt.
upper trunk While grasI
on chair edge is maintained.

RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Teaches head control,
weightbearing on hands and
arms. Promotes functional
grasp.

Standing.

Teaches controlled hip
flexion while maintaining
protracted shoulder girdle
and grasp. Breaks up
extensor thrust and ATNR.

Sitting down.
Grasp.

Teaches voluntary release
and grasp, lifting of one
arm while stabilizing with
the other, and weightbearing on hands and arms.

Sitting.
Pushing off.

Teaches conscious inhibition of total flexion and
extensor patterns.
Promotes weightbearing
on hands and arms and
head control.

Sitting.
Standing.

Grasp of any object.

S3.16

OP

ADAPTATIOUS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Standing and Walking (S4)

One Group, Monday-Friday
From three subgroups the children have been returned
to one single group meeting together each day. The
following explanation and corresponding documentation
chart shows the attention to individual differences as
well as the stated intentions for the entire group.
Four childrenjwho are unable to sit stably away from
the table without the aid of a teacher-therapistisit at
the table and are given the opportunity to stand at least
They repeat the intentions concernin[, sitting and
once.
perform the movements designed to lead to more stable
sitting while the group sitting away from the tables take
turns standing.
Special attention is given to one child who is able
to take some independent, unsupported steps.

S4.0
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ILStanding and Walking - 1:30 - 2:30 PM

(This period is devoted primarily to the improvement of the sit
to stand change of place and the stand to sit change of place,
A far-reaching
and to give some experience in weight bearing.
goal might be learning to step. For Nancy especially, attention
is on stable sitting.)
Hotpacked - Tim & Linda

Braces - Jeff

Shoes

- Ted

There are normally four facilitators during this time. One should
lead the entire group, one should be responsible for the sitting
group, one should walk UM LuAnn and one should help Linda, Nancy
The lead conductor must help her with
to stand up.
and/or T
Tim (at first) and probably help Ted. LuAnn's helper will be
available when she returns.
Group begins - (see diagram)
1.

I grab the chair.

1-5.

2.

My feet are flat.

1-5.

3.

I stand up.

4.

I stand tall.

5.

I sit down.

Ted grabs two red sticks.

Jeff and LuAnn alone.

1-5.

Can add"Elbows straight."

1-5.

Slowly, with control.

1-5.

LuAnn - leaves with one conductor for free walking. Group repeats
iMg with attention to good sitting posture before standing here the table group is included with good sitting as the goal.
Variation may
"I grab" for them should be table top or stick.
be introduced as needed, but no games or songs until LuAnn returns.
After LuAnn reports her progress to the group, any game, song, or
activity may begin, provided each child is provided the chance
to stand up (or sit tall) with the attention of the group focused
For Jeff, LuAnni Ted and eventually Tim and Linda the
on him.
time spent standing should gradually increase along with increased
independence in rising from a sit. Stepping might be introduced
as a reward for superior standing or as part of an activity.
At 2:15 - 2:20 - the focus shifts to the sitting group who stand
two by two behind ladderback chairs - Lori and Doreen, then Mel
and Lloyd - The four facilitators combine efforts. They Say:

S4.1
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I grab the chair.

1-5.

My feet are flat.

1-5.

I stand up.

I stand tall.
I sit down.

1-5.
1-5.

1-5.

Everyone moves to tables for juice

(2:30).

Vow

S4.2
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-DOCUMENTATION CHART (S4)

INTENTION

ACCOMPANYING
VERBAL INSTRUCTIONS

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION
OF INTENDED MOVEMENT

1.

I grab the chair.

"Stretch your elbows grab with both hands."
"Keep your wrists down."
"Head in the middle."

Voluntary bilateral grasping
of the chair rung at shoulder
height. Active hip flexion
and elbow extension, shoulder
girdle protraction.

2.

It feet are flat.

"Slide your feet back
to your chairs." "Keep
your heels down." "Put
your feet together (or
apart)."

Flexion of knees and increased
dorsiflexion of feat as
plantar surface maintains
firm contact with floor.

stand 22.

"Grab tightly." "Push
with your legs." "Pull
yourself up."

Arms and shoulder girdle act
maximally to pull body forward as legs extend to push
up and support lower trunk.

I stand tall.

"Head up." "Elbows
straight." "I grab
higher." (Linda, Tim)

3.

4.

I

.

Maximally extend knees and
elbows, and back with head
Hips maintain slight
erect.
flexion. Weight borne equally
on feet.

5.

I sit down. kJ

"Bend your knees."
"Sit down slowly."
"Keep grabbing."

Controlled flexion of knees
and hips for symmetrical
support of trunk during
downward movement. Maximal
grasp and continued arm
extension.

S4.3
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RATIONALE FOR GROUP

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Prepares for standing
by putting weight of
trunk forward, transferring some weight
to arms and hands.

Grasping another piece of
equipment, either in front
or at sides, in preparing
to transfer self to chair
or toilet.

Jeff - Ted - grab 2 small
chairs back-to-back and
stand between.
LuAnn - clasps hands in
front of herself.

Prepares for standing
by positioning feet
to bear weight, legs
to thrust weight upward.

Stable lower trunk frees
hands for eating, grooming, manipulating objects
with or without table.

Prepares for symmetrical weightbearing
using chair for bal-

Standing, walking.
Transfer to another
piece of furniture.

Jeff - Ted - stand between
2 small chairs. Step, moving the chairs with their
hands.
LuAnn - free standing with
clasped hands.
Tim - I grab higher.
Linda - I grab higher.

Prepares for stepping
while pushing a chair
forward. (Conditions
equilibrium for vertical position.)

Stepping, walking with
support in front.

Jeff - Ted - lift one
hand from a chair at
side, then lift other
hand.

Prepares
transfer
place to
from bed
or chair

Independent transfer
from bed to chair, or
chair to box, or to
toilet.

LuAnn - sits down with no

ance.

for safe
from one
another,
to chair,
to toilet.

support.

Standing and Walking (S5)

Three Subgroups, MWF
One Group, TT

The inclusion of all children in one group did not
allow sufficient attention to individual differences;
therefore, the following compromise was reached as a
solution:
On Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the group is divided
into three subgroups as follows:
Subgroup 1.
(LuAnn, Jeff and Ted).
In this group, attention is
given to stepping both with and without knee splints,
teaching the use of chairs and canes as supports, and
squatting and turning around.
Subgroup 2.

(Melody, Tim, Linda and Nancy). This group contains
those children who are able to sit supported by ladderback
chairs either in front or at the sides, but need assistance
and support (by a chair) to rise to a stand. Attention is
given to stable sitting before rising to a stand and some
weightbearing. The goal for this group is independent
rising to a stand from a sit and independent return to a
sit.
Some attention is given to free sitting without support.
Subgroup 3.

(Lloyd, Lori and Doreen).
The three children who comprise
this group are presently unable to sit stably unless seated
at a table. Attention in this group is given to independent
grasp of a stick (See Description of Special Devices) held
in front of the body (elbows extended) resting on the table.
This prepares for grasp of a supporting chair and teaches
leaning forward for stable sitting. The children are given
the facilitation necessary to stand supported by a ladderback
chair during the period and each one experiences some weightbearing. Some time is usually devoted to sitting away from
the table with support.

The explanation following, describes the specific techniques
employed by each subgroup.
For a more complete documentation, refer to S1 and S6.

On Tuesday and Thursday, the group remains intact as
a unit and the procedure is identical to the Standing and
Walking (S4), as described previously, with the following
exceptions:
a.

Three children leave the main group to form
a stepping group, instead of one.

b.

Those children assigned to the sitting group who
demonstrate independent sitting skill are integrated into the standing group for short periods.

I

1

I

I
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ROOM COPY
Standing and Walking
(Subgroup 1)

Jeff, Ted, I.uAnn

LuAnn

,

A.) To promote alternate weighting of foot she targets on
rung of ladderback with left then right.
1.

Left foot up - Up & Down

2.

Right foot up - Up & Down

3.

I push.

Watch for ankle dorsiflexion
and outward rotation of leg.
When stepping down from
rung she should not return
to original position but
left foot just lifted should
be placed ahead of the right
foot which will next step
up on rung.

B.) To prevent retroflexion of knees she squats down to the
floor. She should be encouraged not to grasp plinth (she
needs it now) and keep weight forward when coming up to
stand.

1.

I go down.

1-5.

Go down slowly.

S5.2
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2.

I stand up.

1-5. (Slowly and with control)

C.) Walks with helmet on between two lines (about 2 feet apart
in width.) She should have arms forward.
Eyes looking at
hands. Care is taken so her stepping is straight and foot
is lifted up when stepping. She should increase number of
steps she takes.
Ted

A.) To promote adduction, abduction and weight bearing he
should walk sideways between two chairs.
He alternately
pushes one chair and pulls the other while stepping to the
side saying:
1.

Apart

2.

Together

B.) To promote lifting of the leg and outward rotation of knee
and ankle, Ted walks between two plinths. He alternately
brings knee to touch a stick the teacner-therapist holds)
and then steps down again. While flexing knee up attention

S5.3
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should be given to the outward rotation of both knees (the
straight and flexed knee). When stepping down Ted should
step ahead. The foot position should be straight and the
standing base "normal" (not too wide).
1.

Leftpp up,

2.

Right up.

And Do

it.

And Down.

C.) To promote dorsiflexion, feet flat, adduction and abduction,
he squats down when at the end of the two plinths. Attention
so heels are down, and base is not to wide when squatting.
1.

I go down.

1-5.

art.

Knees apart.

:1

Together.

S5.4
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2.

I stand up.

1-5.

D.) To promote leg extension and alternate lifting of legs while
stepping, Ted walks betwen two chairs with braces on. When
donning braces, Ted should help strap them on. Whit'
extending the leg, I stretch my legs.
1-5, should he intended.
When walking, he goes between two linesTiipproximately 2 feet
in width) sliding the two chairs at his side, ahead.
His
standing base should not be too wide and feet straight ahead
when stepping. While stepping he says:
1.

One

Two

Alternate beginning with
left or right foot.

Jeff

A.) Braces on.
Say,I stretch my legs. 1-5 when donning
braces.
To promote leg extension anaFeels down, he stands
between two chairs and alternately lifts one hand up and
then down. When hand is lifted up he should straighten
arm and while looking at it, lift it as high as possible.
Take care so that he isn't leaning on chair while lifting.
1.

I lift up.

1-5.

(right hand)

S5.5

2.

I lift up.

1-5.

(left hand)

B.) For moving about he walks between two chairs, sliding
them ahead as he steps. Take care that his base is wide
enough, and he is stepping forward with his feet.
Feet should
bear weight while stepping. He says:
1.

One.

2.

No.

Alternate which foot
starts.

1

.1

1

I
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ROOM COPY
Standing and Walking
(Subgroup 2)
t,di

Tim, Nancy, Linda, Melody

e

0,

Children in circular arrangement.

Linda - one unweighted ladderback in front.
Melody - two chairs at sides, ladderback in
front, helmet and shoes on.
Tim - one unweighted ladderback in the front,
two ladderbacks at the side.

Nancy - ladderback in front, splint on left

6,,(4) g]

412i

bnAck

arm.
1.

I grab the chair.

1-5.

Linda & Tim grab higher
rung.

2.

My feet are flat.

3.

I slide back.

1-5.

I

1-5.

Feet closer to chair.

S5.7

4.

My elbows are straight.

5.

I stand up.

6.

I stand tall.

7.

I

1-5.

1-5.

1 -5.

1

I sit down.

Maintain grasp when
sitting down.

1 -5.

Children take turns stand ng up.
Tim

A.) To promote grasp-release, weight bearing on feet, abduction
and adduction of legs, he comes to a stand from a sit, goes
down into a squat, takes knees apart, together, then pulls
to a stand. Two facilitators.

55.8

I
I111

1.

2.

3.

I go down.

Down.

I squat down.

Hands go down rungs of
ladderback. Look at hands.

1-5.

Feet should be flat. Base
not too narrow.

Apart.

Knees apart.

Together.

Knees together.

Feet flat.

r

4.

I grab higher. Ea

5.

I stand up.

1-5.

Rolls forward to balls of
feet and stands up.

S5.9
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6.

I sit down.

1-5.

Maintain grasp.

B.) To promote balance while standing, he grabs ladderback at
the sides and stands up. After standing up (2 facilitators),
Tim maintains stand with light facilitation. He should
increase time of maintenance.
C.) To promote free sitting he puts hands on knees and increases
time of maintaining that position..

Melody
A.) Stands up needing two facilitators. Knees and grasp are
fixed while she pulls up to a stand. While standing, light
facilitation is needed at hips or feet. She maintains grasp
and needs facilitation to get head in middle. Sitting down
should be slow controlled hip flexion, grasp should be
maintained on chair.
B.) To promote head control while sitting she is shown middle
and encouraged not to lean to chairs at either side.
T

Linda
A.) To promote upper trunk control, she is encouraged to
straighten elbows either when grabbing chair or with hands
on outer knees pushing knees together.

B.) Attention to adduction of legs while sitting and standing.

C.) Encourage maintenance of stand with light facilitation.
NaLatc

A.) Promote maintenance of grasp on rung of ladderback while
sitting and standing. Right hand should maintain grasp
without facilitation.
B.) Encourage eye-hand coordination, especially when standing.

C.) Attention to hip flexion and weight bearing on feet while
sitting and standing.

S5.10
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D.) Slow controlled hip flexion and sitting back down into
chair also need attention.
E.) Maintenance while standing needs encouragement.

I
2
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Standing and Walking
(Subgroup 3)

Doreen, Lloyd, Lori

Sit at tables grasping the slats.
three children have helmets on.
1.

My hands are flat.

My feet are flat.

Lori is unstrapped.

All

1-5.

1-5.

1Br

My elbows are straight.

2.

I make two fists.

Open.

as

in

c.3

1-5.

1-5.

1.

S5.12

After straightening elbows
arm splints are put on
Doreen.

3.

I push down hard.

1 -5.

4.

I grab the stick.

1-5.

Song for maintaining grasp.

The children maintain grasp on stick while one child stands.
Each child sits grasping the rungs of a ladderback. Encourage
maintenance of sitting position without facilitation before
standing up.

Children at tables watch and
intend with teacher-therapist.

1.

I grab.

2.

My feet are flat.

3.

I stand up.

1-5.

1-5.

Lori - encourage maintenance
Fritand, head in middle.
Support given at elbows only.
Lloyd - encourage maintenance
of grasp and head in middle.
After coming to stand, facilitation needed only for balance
and grasp.
Doreen - needs help to maintain
TFFE-Flat, knee extension and
Encourage head up and
grasp.
leg extension.

1 -5.

S5.13

4.

I stand tall.

1-5.

r

5.

I sit down.

1-5.

6.

I sit tall.

1-5.

All should maintain grasp
during and after sitting
down movement. Maintain
sit without facilitation
when possible.

1
After all three children have stood they should continue
class at tables.
1.

My hands are flat.

2.

I push down hard. 1,2,3,4,5.

1-5.

I push down hard, 1,2,3,4,5.
Repeat with right.

S5.14

Elbows straight.

With left foot, push down
on floor. Other foot
remains flat and arms forward.

3.

I make two fists.

Open.

4.

1-5.

is

I grab the stick.

1-5.

../111111111...r)

If
Procedure for standing the second time is the same.
standing position is very ;pod, a few steps may be taken.
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Standing & Walking (S6)
Subgroup 1

(LuAnn, Jeff, Ted)

is given to the
In this group, special attention and
transfer of
braces
boys involving the donning of
Teaching
the
use
of chairs
self from floor to chair.
weightbearing
and
and canes as supports for proper
stressed.
stepping for change of place is also
1

above, but
Goals for LuAnn are the same as the
weightbearing without the use of braces, chairs or
of self in
canes is emphasized. Balance and righting her also.
free-standing and walking is stressed for

1

1.

1

!I
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STANDING & WALKING

Subgroup 1
Equipment:

Leg braces for Ted, Jeff.
Helmets for Ted, Jeff, LuAnn.
2 small chairs for Jeff.
2 large chairs for Ted.
Cut down ladderback for Ted to sit on.
Canes for Ted.
LuAnn's box.
Ladderback for LuAnn - unweighted preferred

LuAnn, Jeff, Ted.
I. Applying Braces
After juice, LuAnn brings helmets, braces.
Jeff is pulled over on his chair.
Ted brings canes which he gets out
of broom cupboard himself.

Jeff & Ted help with
donning braces. (on by'
10:45)

Simultaneously, LuAnn does
deep knee bends at ladderback,
supervised by #2 facilitator
from the sitting-standing
group.

I stretch my legs. 1-5.

I go down. 1-3

is-WaTZLIle doingMis.
Both hook top straps and
are encouraged to bend over
and fasten ankle straps.
They sit on floor with backs
against divider and a chair
seat on either side.
I sit 112.

slowly)

T come Ra. E: quickly
T down -down. quickly
T come 122.T7I slowly
Knees apart-together done
while squatting. Attention
so she doesn't rest on floor.

1-5.

Winn

SoTEuse therlat part of
the chair to push themselves up and back onto
their chairs.

II. Standing

Jeff

Group stands together in
semi-circle.

50A
4,

Ted - stands with 2 chairs at sides.
Jeff - stands with 2 chairs at sides.
LuAnn - stands from box, hands clasp
in front of her, then hands
on hips.

S6.1

Ted

1 stand up.

1-5.

I stand tall.

1-5.

I lift up - (left hand)

Ted is given 2 canes after standing
between chairs
Ted is given 1 cane, with other
hand he holds the chair.
LuAnn puts hands on hips.
Jeff and Ted - left hands first.
Ted points cane to ceiling.
Encourage to look at cane.
Encourage straight elbows.

Repeat I lift up.
(right Eidid)

Right hand lifted up.
Encourage straight spines.

I sit down. 1-5.

All sit down.
III. Side Stepping

Each child stands and side steps individually first.
Jeff - 2 chairs, helmet on.
LuAnn - hands on hips - stands freely.
Stand beside her and be example.
This standing betilde her is rarely
needed, sometimes a touch to her hand.
Then move to in front of her while she
does free side stepping.
Ted - between 2 chairs
I step out - left

I close it - 2

41110

I step out - right
I close it - 2

Children sitting have tamborines
or maracas to beat in rhythm to
stepping.
At =se-They must
intend with the child who is
stepping, then they sing. Leader
also has tamborine for beating
rhythm.

Ted's standing - 2 chairs
"Point feet straight at me:'
No facilitation on legs, but
may straighten foot position.
Attention to right leg so he
adducts it rather than stepping
out again with the left.

Follow side-step intentions with song: (instruments for
those sitting) "First I step out with the left
- then I
close it to-ge-ther. Now I step out to the
right, then
I close it to-ge-ther."

After each child side-steps alone, all stand in a group
and sidestep. This activity will be
developed later.
Repeat intentions and song with group.
11:15

All begin walking to lunch table.
some thing.

1.

2.

3.

11:30

Each takes

Jeff - (2 small chairs) carries 2 toothbrushes,
possibly the instruments.
Ted - (T-cane in ?eft hand) and chair),
Takes a
big wash basin and spit bowls. Needs
supervision in walking.
LuAnn -walks with chair to divider. Walks
freely from divider to plinths. From
plinths to table she again goes with
chair, with washcloths on it.

Leader of this group moves to the plinth
group for
standing and free sitting.

Pre-meal jobs supervised by leader temporary
since she
will be needed later.

Jeff - Toothpaste on 2 toothbrushes.
Ted - Pass out spitbuckets,
pours water in toothbrush glasses.
LuAnn- Wets and wrings out washcloths. She should
put them in basin and wring each one separately
and carefully.
Removing Braces:
Ted

- removes his as he reaches table area, before
getting to his place: Top strap first (hip flexion)
Knee pads (stress grasp and
release, pinch)
Bottom strap.
Ted pots after passing out spit bowls.

LuAnn- Pots if needed before going to her place
at table.
Jeff -Goes to place at table and removes braces.
Might need help with knee pads.
Canes replaced in broom cupboard.
Braces placed in medicine cupboard.
S6.3

DOCUMENTATION CHART (S6)

.-----

iYAIeYING VERBAL
1.

1 stretch ay. legs.

1=1,

)

(1

I sit 112.

,

1=2.

TRUCT ONS

CORFU= DESCRIFTIOI! OF
ILTENDED ONEEENT

"Help me fasten your bravos."
"Stretch your legs and keep your
toes up." "Which brace goes on
the left leg, which one on the
right?"

Flex hips at approximatel,
a 90° angle, extend knees
maximally.

"Grab the chair rung to sit up onto
your chair."

While maintaining grasp,
have upper trunk lift
body weight up onto chair

00

!yr:,
,,

,

,

i
1.

I stand u. LI.

"Stand up without touching the
chair."
"Put your arms forward."
"Make a basket with your hands."
"Feet flat and in front of your
box."

I

Push body forward with
hands and arms extended
for balance. Extend knees
to straighten body into
standing position. Target
grasp onto rung of chair.

1

If& down. 2=1.

f

"Slowly go down." "Keep your
heels on the floor." "Grasp
the rung of the chair." "Do not
touch your bottom to the floor."

Flex km,es and hips to
lower body into a squatti ng
position. Weight evenly
distributed on plantar
surfaces of feet. Target
grasp on rung of chair to
support trunk.

"Come up quickly." "Keep your
heels on the floor." "Grasp the
rung of the chair." "Look at
the rung."

Extend knees to push body
up into standing positior
Target grasp on rung of
chair to stabilize balanc e.

AIP
41,4..,....

I come T. U.E.

S6.4
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ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTION

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
IPrepares for weightbearing.
Breaks up total flexion
pattern.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Standir,;.

Walking.

Prepares for weightbearing.
Teaches transfer.
Promotes grasp and release.
Teaches pulling of. weighted
objects.

Change of place from
floor to table.

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion,
ankle dorsiflexion, and
balance. Teaches conscious
inhibition of extensor

Change of place.
Standing.

thrust.

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion,
ankle dorsiflexion and
balance. Teaches conscious
inhibition of extensor
thrust and total flexion or
extension patterns.

Change of place.
Standing.
Rhythm.

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion,
ankle dorsiflexion, and
balance. Teaches conscious
inhibition of extensor
thrust and total flexion
or extension patterns.

Change of place.
Standing.
Rhythm.

S6.5
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FOR IND1VIDUAW
Ted and Jeff have backs
against a surface while
donning braces.

(LuAnn's task, while other
two children do the above)

COMPL7LTE DESCRIPTIOP OF
,

I go down. Down.

As

'in

"Quickly go down." "Keep your
heels on the floor."
"Grasp the
rung of the chair."
"Your bottom
should not be touching the floor."

Flex hips and knees to
lower body into a squathin,
position. Weight evenly
distributed on plantar
surfaces of feet. Target
grasp on rung of chair to
support trunk.

"Sloly come up." "Keep your
heels on the floor."
"Grasp the
rung of the chair."
"Look at the

Extend knees to push body
up into standing position,
Target grasp on rung of
chair to stabilize balance

16

I come

up, 2=1.

rung."

as

1e,

in

2. I stand RR.

115.

It

"Grab your chair or make a basket
and stand u pon
"Keep your head in
the middle, heels down and elbows
straight."

Pull body forward with
hands and arms. Knees
extended. Ankles dorsi-

"Keep your head up, elbows
straight." "Stand very tall."
"Point your toes straight ahead."

Extend elbows and knees
maximally to support

"Lift your left hand up."
"Straighten your elbow."
"Look at it." "Heels down."

Maximally extend left
hand up above the head.

flexed.

v.

fq.!:

4

1

I stand tall. 1=2.

0

trunk.

Jr
IN
I lift

a. ER.

.

The right hand and le:.--%

support trunk.
ii..

111
if
.. .
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ADAPTATIMS OF INTENTION

RATIMALE FOR GROUP

J
I

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion,
ankle dersiflexion and
balance.

Change of place.
Standing.
Rhythm.

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion,
ankle dorsiflexion and
balance.

Change of place.
Standing.
Rhythm.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion.
Prepares for independent
standing.

Change of place.
Sitting.
Standing.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion.
Prepares for independent
standing.

Standing.
Sitting.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsifloxion, eye hand coordination, perceptual training.
Prepares for independent
standing.

Standing.
Walking.

FOR INL1VIDUALL;

1-

S6.7

LuAnn - comes to a stand
and does free standing.
Jeff and Ted - have log
braces and two chairs to
the sides for support.

03MFLZTE DESCRIPTIOU OF

V
I liftlIE, El.

S

"Lift your right hand up."
"Straighten your elbow."
"Look at it."
"Heels down."

Maximally extend right
hand up above the head.
Tho left hand and logs
support trunk.

1- .

"Sit down slowly into your chair."
"Keep grabbing the chair or make
your basket."

Flex hips, knees and
ankles while maintaining
grasp of chair.

24.12.

"Grab your chair or make a basket
and stand up." "Keep your head in
the middle, heels down and elbows

Pull body forward with
hands and arms. Knees
extended. Ankles dorsiflexed.

.

A
v 64
1

-

11 1
_

3. I sit down.
4IP

1 stand ult.

straight."

r/9

I

4. 1 step out. Left.

O
le

4

"Use your left foot to step out."
"Stand tall and keep your toes
pointing straight ahead." "Heels
down."

Extend knees to support
trunk. Abduct left lee
out to the side, dorsiflex ankles.

"Bring your right foot over so
feet are together." "Stand tall,
head up." "Heels down."

Extend knees to support
trunk. Adduct right leg
dorsiflex ankles.

"

I close it. 2.

$

S6.8

I
ADAFTATIO1.L OF INTNTIOiv

RATIONALL FOR GROUP

f

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

FOR Ii L1VIDUALL;

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion, eyehand coordination, perceptual training. Prepares
for independent standing.

Standing.
Walking.

Teaches voluntary controlled
hip flexion and promotes
welghtbearing and ankle
dorsiflexion.

Change of place.
Sitting.

Ted and Jeff sit down with
extended knees due to leg
braces.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion, perceptual training. Prepares
for independent standing.

Standing.
Walking.

Ted and Jeff hold onto
chairs.
LuAnn does task independent of
equipment.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion, perceptual training. Prepares
for independent standing.

Standing.
Walking.

Ted and Jeff hold onto
chairs.
LuAnn does task independent
of equipment.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion,
perceptual training.
Prepares for independent

Standing.
Walking.

standing.

S6.9

CONFIZTE DESCRIFTIOV OF

ACCOIIPANYING VEPAL INSTRUCTIONS
I step out. Right.

I close it. 2.

5. Step. One.
Step. TWO.

"Use your right foot to step out."
"Stand tall and keep your toes
pointing straight ahead." "Heels
down."

"Bring your loft foot over so feet
are together." "Stand tall, head
up." "Heels down."

"Toes pointing straight ahead."
"Head up." "Heels down."
"Right-left." "Left-right."

II TENDED bOVEEENT

Extend knees to support
trunk. Abduct right leg
out to the side, dorsiflex ankles.

Extend knees to support
trunk. Adduct left leg,
dorsiflex ankles.

Extend knees maximally.
Alternate stepping with
ankles dorsiflexed.
Weight evenly distributed
on plantar surfaces of
foot.

ADAPTATIOLS OF INTENTIOP
RATIOriALS FOR GROUP

1

1

1

1

1

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion, perceptual training. Prepares
for independent standing.

Standing.
Walking.

Promotes weightbearing,
ankle dorsiflexion,
perceptual training.
Prepares for independent
standing.

Standing.
Walking.

Promotes weightbearing,
controlled hip flexion, ankle
dorsiflexion, balance,
targeting, perceptual
training. Prepares for
independent standing and
walking.

Change of place.
Standing.
Walking.

FOR Ii'4LIVIDUAL3

LuAnn - independent.
Ted - braces and chairs.
Jeff - braces and chairs.

STANDING & WALKING (W,
Subgroup 2
Lori, Lloyd, Doreen

Attention in this group is given to change of place
by pushing off and pulling onto the plinth.
Good arm
and upper trunk movement while maintaining the lower trunk
still and symmetrical is also stressed. They also work
on stable sitting in chairs at the ends of the plinths,
supported by ladderback chairs at the sides or slats of
the plinth in the front.
Some at-zention is given to freesitting position. The children ;;are given the facilitation
necessary to stand supported by a ladderback chair during
the period and each one experiences some weightbearing in
both sitting and standing planes.

S6.12

STANDING AND WALKING

(s6)

Lori, Lloyd, Doreen
Person who gives juice and pots these children should stand
each one at the end of the plinth. Hands grasp plinth.
Intend:
1.

I slide my hands ahead, ahead.

1757and pull.

Group leader begins:
I roll over. Over.
2.

I stretch rnx legs.

Legs lifted up.
Stomachs flat on plinth.
Hands grasp plinth.

Should roll quickly on
backs by themselves.
1-5.

I lie straight.

Tsaaiersoiii7

Cloth splints applied.
(Use liners)
Staves are at sides of knees.
Arms down at sides.
Noses and toes pointed upward.

"I'm a little soldier lying straight
First I put'my arms down by :my legs
Then I point my nose and toes up straight
Now look at me how straight I am."
I roll over, over.

1-5.

If needed, remind to stretch
arms above head.
Goal
Independent rolling.
:

3.

I grab the plinth. 1-5.

Stomachs flat.
(may repeat intention twice)

Grabbing Song
"Thumbs in the thumb place,
Fingers all together.
That is the song we
sing grabbing together."
I push off. To me and push.

Arms simultaneously flex,
then extend.

First one aL the end stands, with leg splints on.
They must still be grabbing.
4.

Mx feet are flat. 1-5.
I stand up..

Doreen, Lloyd get low blocks
at end of plinths.
Lloyd - special attention
to grasp.

Repeat sliding on while remaining children stand. Eventual
Children slide on second
goal is all 3 standing together.
Attention
given to grasp maintime only to below knee.
At second push-off, splints removed when feet
tenance.
As much independence as possible emphasized
touch floor.
during last stand.
11:30 - 11:45 - Second conductor joins group to facilitate sitting.
5.

I sit down.

1-5.

Hands grasp plinth.

I sit tall.

1-5.

(free sitting)

Feet on floor - hips weighted

Sitting Arrangement:
Lloyd: 2 ladderback chairs at
sides.

Doreen:Grabbing 2 ladderbacks
at sides.
Lori: No belt, pads on floor
at sides, sit at side
of her plinth which is
pulled out. Pad at her
hips.
6.

I grab. 1-5.

Lori grasps plinth slats.

My feet are flat.

Lloyd should not cross feet.

I sit tall.

Stress weighting hips.

Song - conductor's choice - finger play
Doreen does some free-sitting during this time.
To be added:

One child stands while others sit well. All use ladderback
in front. Doreen will have leg braces and arm braces.
7.

Should look at rung.

I grab. 1-5.

My feet are flat. 1-5.
I stand 1.12.

Encourage maintenance.

1-5.

Heads up, good sitting
encouraged.

I stand tall. 1-5.
Stepping, if standing is good.
going to table.

S6.14*

1

Doreen sits freely before

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIU OF
_

I slide my hands

1.

ahead, ahead. 1.:
and pull.

-";

p,

"Use your arms to pull up onto
the plinth." "Keep your tummy
"I will lift your legs
flat."
up to help you."

:.,

":-

ar

,---6,

While maintaining grasp
on plinth, extend elbows
and then slide hands to
chest level to pull body
up until ankles rest at
edge of the plinth.

11

1

1 roll over, over.

. .

2.

- ____ _

Roll from prone to supine,

"Keep your head in the middle
looking up, while you stretch."
"Point your toes to the ceiling."
"Keep your other leg straight
while I put your brace on this
one."

attend knee =s maximally

"Keep your head in the middle
and your legs straight." "Make
sure your arms are down by your
sides." "Point your nose and toes
to the ceiling."

Extend knees maximally
with head in midline,
arms down, palms on plinth
feet dorsiflexed.

"Put your arms above your head
and legs straight while you roll."
"Stay on your own plinth."

Roll from supine to prone

_ . _ _ _ ___ _ _ . . . __

I stretch my legs.

la-

______a

I lie straight.
1=5.

c,)
t

"Put your arms above your head
and legs straight while you roll."
"Stay on your own plinth."

with head in the midline
and feet dorsiflexed,

---41

I roll over, over.
,--.52
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I
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

II

Teaches alternate symmetrical flexion and extension
of elbows and weiphtbearing
while maintaining grasp.
Maintains lower body
symmetry. Teaches independent change of place.
Breaks up flexion pattern
and ATNR and STNR.

IITeaches segmental rolling
with arms and legs extend-

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Change of place
pulling on.
Grasp and release.

Change of place from
prone to supine.

Breaks up flexion
pattern. Promotes head
ed.

II

control.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.

Standing.

Promotes body symmetry.
Prepares for weightbearing.

Standing.

Teaches segmental rolling
with arms and legs
extended. Teaches conscious inhibition of
total flexion pattern in

Change of place from
supine to prone.
Pushing off plinth.

prone.

S6.16
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ADAFTATIOS OF INTENTION
FOR IhDIVIDUALJ

ACCOIRAidING VF :AL IESTRUCTIMS
3.

I grab the plinth.

I Dish, off. To me
and push.

4.

by feet are flat.

1=2.

I stand 22.

5.

I sit down. LI.

"hake sure thumbs are on ono
side of the slat, fingers on
the other."

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOP OF

MENDED WVEENT
Extend fingers and abduct
thumb to grasp plinth slat.

"Use your arms to push."
"Heads up." "Keep grabbing."
"Keep your tummy-flat."

While maintaining grasp
on plinth flex both
elbows and slide hands
to chest level, then
extend both elbows to
propel body backwards
until feet touch the floor.

"Keep grabbing the plinth."
"Put your heels down."

Entire plantar surface
rests on floor.

"Keep grabbing." "Head up,
don't rest against the plinth."
"Elbows and legs straight."

"Sit down slowly into your chair."
"Keep grabbing the plinth:"

S6.17

Extend elbows and raise
head to bear weight on
both arms and legs in
supported standing
position.

Flex knees, hips and
ankles while maintaining
grasp of the plinth.

ADAPTATIMS OF INTENTION
RATIONALE FOR GROUP

Teaches grasp and release.
Inhibition of total flexion
Promotes weight in prone.
bearing on hands and arms.

Teaches alternate symmetrical flexion and extension of
elbows and weightbearing
while maintaining grasp.
Maibtains lower body
symmetry. Teaches independent change of place. Teaches
conscious inhibition of flexion pattern, ATNR, and STNR.

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS
Grasp and release.
Change of place. by
pushing off.

Change of place by
pushing off.
Standing.

Teaches dorsiflexion of
ankle, weightbearing on
hands and arms. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
crossed extension and
extensor thrust,

Standing.
Sitting.
Standing up.
Sitting down.

Teaches weightbearing on
arms and legs, extension
of elbows and knees. Teache
conscious inhibition of
total flexion, extensor
thrust and crossed extension
patterns.

Standing.
Walking.

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion
controlled flexion of hips
and knees,weightbearing
on legs and head control.
Teaches conscious inhibition of extensor

FOR D.LIVIDUALL;

Sitting.
Standing.
Grasp of objects.

thrustr and total flexion.

S6.18

Lori, Lloyd and Doreen
repeat steps one to four,

1 T TTION

]

ACCONPAWING V-WAL INSTRUCTIONS

sit tall.

I grab.

1 -5.

COMMIE DESCRIPTIO
MENDED kOVELENT

OF

"Keep your feet flat and head up."
"Keep grabbing the plinth with
your elbows straight."

Extend elbows maximally
to control flexion of
hips. Head and back lift
up to support upper trunk.
Grasp maintained.

"Look at the rung of the chair."
"Grab with one hand and then the
other." "Wrists down and elbows
straight."

Extend arms forward to
grasp rung of chair by
extending fingers and
abducting thumb.

1

ra feet are flat.

"Fut your heels down." "Keep
your feet close to your chair."
"Keep grabbing." "Keep your head
up." "Elbows straight."

Place entire plantar
surfaces on the floor
directly in front of the
chair and bring knee to
approximately a 900 angle.

4

I sit tall. LI.

lc

7.

I)

"Keep your feet flat and head
up." "Keep grabbing the rungs of
the chair with your elbows
straight."

Extend elbows maximally
to support upper trunk
while maintaining grasp.

"Look at the rung of the chair."
"Grab with one hand and then the
other," "Wrists down and elbows
straight."

Extend arms forward to
grasp rung of chair by
extending fingers and
abducting thumb.

&bog.

I grab. 1:1,

S6.19

RATIONALE FOR GROUP
Promotes upper trunk support,
sitting balance, controlled
flexion and head control.
Teaches conscious inhibition
extensor thrust and total
o

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

ADAPTATIONS OF INTENTION
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Sitting.
Standing.
Grasp of objects.

flexion.

Develops voluntary 'rasp,
targeting and lifting of arms.
Promotes weight forward.
Teaches conscious inhibition
of arm flexion and righting
self in sitting position.

Drinking..

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion
for weightbearing on legs
and hip flexion. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
total flexion and extensor
thrust patterns.

Sitting.
Standing.

Promotes ankle dorsiflexion
for weightbearing on legs,
hip flexion and eye-hand
coordination. Teaches
conscious inhibition of ATNR,
extensor thrust, and crossed

Standing.
Sitting.

Sitting.
Standing.

extension.

Develops voluntary grasp,
targeting and lifting of
arms. Promotes weight forward. Teaches conscious inhibition of arm flexion and
righting self in sitting

Drinking.
Standirg.
Sitting.

position.

S6 . 20

3(17

Lori sits at plinth and
grabs slats of plinth.
Doreen occasionally had
arm brace for extension
of elbow.

COMPLETE DESCRIPTIOV OF
V
,

a feet are flat.
1=2.

05

1

"Keep
"Put your heels down."
your feet close to your chair."
"Keep grabbing." "Keey your head
up." "Elbows straight."

Place entire plantar
surfaces on the floor
directly in front of the
chair and bring knee to
approximately a 900 angle.

"Keep grabbing the chair as you
stand up." "Keep your head in
the middle, heels down and elbows
straight." "Look at your hands."

Pull body forward with
hands and arms and extend
knees to push body up
into standing position.

"Head up." "Keep grabbing your
chair." "Straighten your legs."

Extend elbows and knees
maximally to support
trunk while maintaining

n

I stand 22. 1-5.
,_..

p';

I stand tall. 1

.

12,

N

grasp.
.

If

1
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I
ADAFTATIUS OF INTENTION
RATIONALE FOR GROUP
iromotos ankle dorsiflexion
for weightbearing on legs
Iand hip flexion. Teaches
conscious inhibition of total
flexion and extensor thrust

FUNCTIONAL APPLICATIONS

Sitting.
Standing.

Ipatterns.

Promotes weightbearing,controlled hip flexion, and
Iankle dorsiflexion. Teaches
conscious inhibition of
extensor thrust, flexor

Change of place.
Sitting.
Standing.

I withdrawal and crossed
111

extension.

111

Prepares for independent
Allows weight
standing.
bearing on legs while hands
and arms help support the
body.

Standing.
Sitting.

FOR IFIAVIDUALO

STANDING AND WALKING (S6)
Subgroup 3
Melody, Tim, Linda, Nancy

This group of children procede with the standing
and walking S5 they were doing (refer to handbook S 5.7-12).
Attention is also given to change of place by stepping. The
children are given the necessary facilitation to stand and
step supported by a ladderback chair to the front.

:1

S6 .23
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Puttying (T1)

Most of the children upottr" nt their plinth:-, wherc
the pots ore stored when not in use. Two of the older
loys potty in the ward bathroom.
Pottying nt the plinth usually
involves a change of place from sitting in a chair to
flitting on a pot and is accomp1L-hed in the followinp
:nanner:
the chi lu pulls to n stand from the chair by
;rasping the slats at the end of the plinth. Tf possible,
he pulls his pants down with one hand 'Mile supporting
himself with the other. "hile In a stand, rants arc'
pulled down and the child continues to support hirselF Nith
hands nnd arms while lowering himself onto his potty.
The change of place from pot to chair is identical in
reverse.
Occasionally, a ladderbnck chair is sul,stituteA
for the plinth as a support.
An eliminntion chart is mnintaimod 2/: ;ours o day
Tt shows the number of bw=c1 movements nnil
nrinotions for each child, the times they_ occurred and
:h Cher the eliminntion was in thr. potty or an accident
wetting or soiling. The chart provides medical and
toilet training information for both medical staff and
teacher therapists.
.111 childron.

The ultimate goal is for a child to hc,
for
toilet trained (go to the toilet or
need nrises), reasonably regulated (urinate
number of time., throughout the day, but not
and remain dry through the entire night.

TI .1

completely
a pot when thr,
a sufficient
excessively),

Morning Washinr. en)
Most of the children's faces and hands ire washed
with soap and washcloths, rinsed and dried passively on
the plinths. Some of them are given sopped washcloths
and wash and dry themselves.

Morning washing (r.!? )
Alter donning underpants and shorts, the children
move, or are moved, to the tables where they wash faces
and hands. A basin or clear water, a washcloth and
towel are at their places.
Each child g-nsps his washcloth and washes his face with clear water.
He then
soaps his own cloth or receives one already soaped.
He
uses it to wash his hands with a continuous scrubbing
motion.
Hands are rinsed and children dry faces and
hands on the towels provided. Combs, brushes and mirrors
are used to complete grooming. The goal is to sit sully
while performing symmetrical, hand-arm movements in the
midline and asymmetrical hand-to-face movement.

W2.1
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